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Corruption undermines democratic accountability, discourages good governance and worsens poverty. In poorer countries, corruption has a particularly devastating and immediate impact: it diverts public expenditure away from areas such as health and education to more immediately lucrative ones such as construction and defence.

The international community is increasingly demanding that poor countries eradicate corruption within their countries if they want to receive aid. Yet, despite a major international convention on combating bribery signed by 34 largely industrialised countries in 1997, large and mainly Western companies continue to bribe their way into government contracts around the world. Western governments are not doing enough to tackle this kind of corruption effectively.

Export Credit Agencies (ECAs) play an important role in exacerbating corruption. ECAs use taxpayers’ money to support companies doing business abroad and are now the largest source of public finance for private sector projects worldwide. As this study reveals, such taxpayers’ money is often underwriting corruption by supporting projects that involve bribery, corruption and embezzlement. And it is the people of Southern countries – the people who can least afford it – who are ultimately picking up the tab in the form of increased debts and overpriced, poorly planned projects.

Focusing on Britain’s Export Credits Guarantee Department (ECGD), this study is the first ever in-depth investigation of an ECA’s record on corruption. Its assessment of nine specific ECGD-backed projects reveals an array of institutional practices within the Department that have allowed corruption to go unchecked. These include the ECGD’s:

- Persistent failure to take account of corruption allegations when deciding whether to back projects;
- Reluctance to investigate corruption allegations and its woefully inadequate investigatory procedures;
- Unwillingness to pass on allegations to the appropriate external investigatory authorities;
- Disregard for international concerns about corruption in countries in which it supports projects;
- Inadequate vetting of UK companies with poor track records of corporate governance;
- Own lack of openness and accountability regarding projects that it backs.

This study examines recent reforms within the ECGD relating to corruption and finds that its new procedures, while an important step forward, fall short of international best practice, and of what is required to combat corruption more effectively. The study looks at one project backed by the ECGD since it brought in its new procedures, which reveals ongoing weaknesses in the ECGD’s approach to corruption. It finds that:

- The ECGD needs to be doing more to foster compliance with the UK legislation that implements the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery and makes bribery abroad illegal;
- The ECGD has yet to meet all the requirements for Export Credit Agencies under the OECD Action Statement on Bribery and Officially Supported Export Credits: in particular, it has yet to make companies applying for support aware of the legal consequences of bribery and to take sufficient evidence of corruption as a reason for withholding support;
- Despite receiving seven allegations of corruption in as many years, the ECGD has only referred two allegations to the UK’s investigatory authorities, one of them within the last few months, although it states that it makes referrals as a matter of routine procedure;
- The contract the ECGD signs with companies requires the ECGD to give five days’ notice before entering the premises of the company for inspection and audit and to hold in confidence any information that it obtains, thus rendering its investigatory procedures inadequate;
- The ECGD’s new warranty procedure, whereby companies state that they have not
engaged in bribery, risks being unenforceable because of the ECGD’s lack of investigatory powers;

- The ECGD continues to give backing to projects in countries that have severe corruption problems, and in several instances has given backing even though the buyer institution in the host country has been recognised as among the most corrupt government department or state company in that country; and

- The ECGD still has some way to go in being open and transparent enough to be truly publicly accountable.

Action is required if the UK is to live up to its international commitments to combat bribery and corruption. The Corner House strongly recommends that:

- The ECGD stipulates that in order to be eligible for cover companies must be able to show that they have a properly enforced and comprehensive code of conduct bringing them into compliance with the UK legislation that implements the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery;

- The ECGD rewords its warranty to make companies aware of the legal consequences of bribery in international business transactions;

- The ECGD seriously rethinks its investigatory procedures, preferably through an independent review. In particular, it needs to rewrite the contract it signs with companies to give it greater powers of investigation and to make a formal commitment to refer all cases of alleged corruption to the Serious Fraud Office or appropriate police force;*

- The ECGD acts immediately to bring itself into line with international best practice by debarring from further ECGD cover or insurance any company found guilty of fraud or corruption for a period of at least three years;

- The ECGD introduces a requirement that the contracts it supports are awarded through transparent, fair and competitive tender processes, and that it publishes post-issue monitoring reports on projects with significant cost over-runs;

- The ECGD introduces a requirement that buyer institutions in countries where it supports projects meet certain benchmarks on institutional integrity, including their ability to account for resources, their commitment to transparency, public disclosure and public participation, and their commitment to transparent public procurement processes;

- The ECGD extends its due diligence to ensure that advice from donor agencies and civil society is sought regarding the appropriateness of projects before it gives cover;

- The ECGD introduces a system of staff incentives that rewards underwriters for providing cover to projects that meet enhanced due diligence standards for combating corruption, and penalise those who consistently fail to meet these standards;

- The ECGD enhances its own transparency and accountability by making it a condition of cover (rather than an option which companies can reject) that the ECGD publishes full details about projects it supports; includes in its annual report a list of all projects covered under its insurance business and Overseas Investment Insurance scheme; and includes in its annual report a detailed breakdown of the corruption allegations it has received, investigated and passed to the Serious Fraud Office.

* As this report was going to press, the ECGD stated that it has now “signed a memorandum of understanding with relevant agencies obliging us to report any allegation of bribery and corruption to the National Criminal Investigation Service (NCIS).” See this report, Appendices, “ECGD Response to Turning A Blind Eye”, p.78.
Corruption – broadly defined as “the abuse of public or private office for personal gain”\(^2\) – takes many different forms, from the routine cases of bribery or petty abuse that are said to “grease the wheels” to the amassing of spectacular personal wealth through embezzlement or other dishonest means. The international community is adamant that corruption must be stopped. Yet there is a deep hypocrisy in its approach to doing so. At the heart of this hypocrisy are the taxpayer-funded export credit agencies of industrialised countries.

The international community is demanding that the governments of poorer countries eradicate corruption within their countries if they want to be considered eligible to receive Western aid.\(^3\) Yet, despite a major international convention on combating bribery signed by 34 countries in 1997 and in effect from February 1999, large, mainly Western, companies continue to bribe their way into getting governments contracts in poorer countries.

Many of these companies are supported in various ways by export credit agencies. These are government departments, found in most Western countries, which use taxpayers’ money to insure domestic companies doing business abroad against risks such as the company not being paid or the whole project collapsing. The price of Western companies’ bribery is, however, ultimately paid for by not by Western governments but by the people of the Southern countries in which the companies operate. They pay for it in the form of increased debts incurred for overpriced and poorly planned projects that often provide little benefit to people or country.

The UK’s export credit agency, the Export Credits Guarantee Department, is not an exception to this rule. It has a long history of institutional failure in addressing corruption. Since 2000, it has announced various measures to address bribery and corruption. Yet these measures are inadequate and it remains to be seen whether they will make a substantial difference.

Section One of this report outlines the ongoing problem of bribery and corruption in international business, the role of export credit agencies in perpetuating this corruption, and its cost to poorer countries. Section Two looks more specifically at the history of the UK’s Export Credits Guarantee Department (ECGD) in backing projects or companies that have involved corruption. It details nine specific case studies, and analyses what this history reveals about the institutional culture operating within the ECGD. Section Three examines the ECGD’s new anti-corruption measures and shows that they fall short of what is required to combat corruption in the projects that the ECGD backs. It makes a series of detailed policy recommendations as to how the ECGD could and should sharpen up its act in tackling corruption.

---

3. The US has introduced a “Millennium Challenge Account”, for instance, which will give aid only to countries that prove that they are fighting corruption and introducing market-friendly policies (The East African, 2/12/02, “Corruption: East Africa to be denied new US aid”). The UK government has also announced a new source of funding for development, the International Finance Facility, which will be accompanied by “tough conditionality – [insisting] on corruption-free regimes that pursue stable, equitable and sustainable economic growth” (Gordon Brown, “An assault on poverty is vital too”, The Guardian, 13/2/03, p.22).
Section One

Bribery – Business As Usual

Between 1994 and 2001, the US government received reports of 400 international contracts worth $200 billion signed between governments and businesses worldwide that purportedly involved bribery.² Between May 2001 and April 2002 alone, the US government learned of 60 contracts worth a total of $35 billion that had been affected by bribery.³ Some 70% of the allegations that the US government received in 2000-2001 involved companies from countries that had signed up to the OECD’s 1997 anti-bribery Convention.⁶ World Bank research shows that one-third (35%) of foreign companies operating in the countries of the former Soviet Union pay kickbacks, of which US and European companies are among the worst offenders. The Bank concludes that its research does “not support the notion that transnational bribery laws . . . have led to higher standards of probity in overseas public procurement”.⁷

Although the OECD anti-bribery Convention has now existed for six years and been operational for four, it seems to have had little impact on company behaviour. The annual Bribe-Payers Index for the year 2002 collated by Transparency International (TI), an international NGO working against corruption, shows that only 35% of the 835 business experts they interviewed had compliance programmes in their companies, while 42% of those interviewed had not even heard about the Convention.⁸ TI found that only one in five (19%) senior managers of foreign firms based in emerging market countries,⁹ where the available evidence suggests that bribery is most likely to take place, were aware of the Convention.¹⁰ A 2002 survey of business practice by EU firms, including UK ones, carried out by the UK investment company Friends Ivory and Sime (FIS), found that while 87% of companies responding to their survey¹¹ did have internal codes of conduct governing bribery and corruption, less than 25% had proper enforcement mechanisms within the company that would make such codes effective.¹² Some of the codes ruled out receiving bribes but not giving them, or allowed “local customs” to take precedence over the company’s anti-corruption rules.

John Bray, an anti-corruption expert at Control Risks Group (a UK-based business risk consultancy specialising in providing companies and governments with political and commercial risk analysis and business intelligence) notes that “experience shows that [anti-corruption] codes will have little impact unless they are actively supported by top management.”¹³ But even this, he says, is not enough. As long as promotion within companies depends on winning business rather than observing company “rules”, staff will remain under considerable pressure to bring in business to the company and to win contracts – at whatever cost.

On paper, the OECD anti-bribery Convention would seem to set out sufficient rules to combat Western companies engaging in corruption by paying bribes. The Convention requires each signatory country to enact national legislation making it a criminal offence to bribe a foreign public official.¹⁴ So why has it had so little impact? Several answers suggest themselves. One reason is that, with the exception of the United States,
Bribery is notoriously difficult and potentially expensive to prove. It often depends on a dissatisfied party to the bribe turning whistleblower for any information to come out in the first place. Or it requires extensive forensic auditing and investigations in various places, including offshore tax havens, to come up with sufficient evidence for a prosecution. Companies meanwhile almost always hide behind the defence that the bribe was either a legitimate commission or that they had no knowledge of the bribe in cases in which the bribe was made through an agent or subsidiary. Western governments are often reluctant for investigations into bribery to go ahead for fear of upsetting trade or diplomatic relations with the country in which a foreign official is alleged to have taken a bribe. And law enforcement agencies still tend to have the attitude that bribe-giving companies are simply the victims of greedy foreigners who demand bribes – or that bribery is just the way of doing business abroad.

The complexity of corruption cases means that, if Western governments are serious about tackling bribery carried out by their companies, they have to devote sufficient resources to their law enforcement agencies and make it a priority for these agencies to pursue allegations of bribery. Recent initiatives to combat money-laundering, such as strengthened national legislation, in order to counter terrorism should theoretically provide governments and law enforcement agencies with far greater access to information about bribes and other corrupt payments, although it is not clear that such information is leading to any more investigations into or convictions for bribery.

Even in the US, which has had legislation since 1977 criminalising the payment of bribes to foreign government officials and political parties by US businesses and individuals and requiring companies to keep accurate and detailed accounts reflecting all transactions, the pursuit in the courts of companies paying bribes outside the US has been limited. Since the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) came into force, there have been 32 criminal prosecutions and 14 civil enforcement actions with 21 convictions – an average of one conviction a year. Lack of funds for proper enforcement, high standards for initiating prosecutions, the self-regulation approach of the US Securities and Exchange Commission, and fluctuating political will have all been cited as reasons for why the FCPA has not been as effective in bringing American companies to book as it might have been. This may explain why World Bank research shows that 42% of US companies pay kickbacks to gain government contracts in former Soviet Union countries.

Transparency International found that US companies were perceived as more likely to bribe than French, Spanish, German or British companies – only Italian companies beat them in the bribery stakes involving US and EU firms. A recent survey by Control Risks Group showed that 67% of those they questioned believed that US companies used middlemen, such as agents, joint venture partners or foreign subsidiaries, to get around the FCPA. Ironically, the US stance on corruption may be exacerbating the need

no company in any OECD country has been prosecuted for or convicted of bribery since the Convention came into effect. As John Githongo of Transparency International Kenya puts it: “Until people are brought before the courts, the OECD Convention will not make a difference to the developing world”.

The term “foreign official” is meant to include anyone holding a “legislative, administrative or judicial post in a foreign country” as well as anyone in public sector companies and international organisations. Bribery is prohibited not just in procuring orders but also in regulatory proceedings (including those involving environmental permits), tax and customs matters, and judicial proceedings. The Convention also requires governments to:

- ensure proper punishment for bribery of a foreign official (including prison sentences and fines);
- tighten accounting and auditing requirements by prohibiting “the establishment of off-the-book accounts, the making of off-the-books or inadequately identified transactions, the recording of non-existent expenditures, the entry of liabilities with incorrect identification of their object, as well as the use of false documents by companies for the purpose of bribing foreign public officials or of hiding such bribery” (OECD Convention, article 8.1)
- provide for international legal cooperation, including extradition of guilty parties;
- take steps to end tax deductibility for illicit payments.

The complexity of corruption cases means that, if Western governments are serious about tackling bribery carried out by their companies, they have to devote sufficient resources to their law enforcement agencies and make it a priority for these agencies to pursue allegations of bribery. Recent initiatives to combat money-laundering, such as strengthened national legislation, in order to counter terrorism should theoretically provide governments and law enforcement agencies with far greater access to information about bribes and other corrupt payments, although it is not clear that such information is leading to any more investigations into or convictions for bribery.

Even in the US, which has had legislation since 1977 criminalising the payment of bribes to foreign government officials and political parties by US businesses and individuals and requiring companies to keep accurate and detailed accounts reflecting all transactions, the pursuit in the courts of companies paying bribes outside the US has been limited. Since the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) came into force, there have been 32 criminal prosecutions and 14 civil enforcement actions with 21 convictions – an average of one conviction a year. Lack of funds for proper enforcement, high standards for initiating prosecutions, the self-regulation approach of the US Securities and Exchange Commission, and fluctuating political will have all been cited as reasons for why the FCPA has not been as effective in bringing American companies to book as it might have been. This may explain why World Bank research shows that 42% of US companies pay kickbacks to gain government contracts in former Soviet Union countries.

Transparency International found that US companies were perceived as more likely to bribe than French, Spanish, German or British companies – only Italian companies beat them in the bribery stakes involving US and EU firms. A recent survey by Control Risks Group showed that 67% of those they questioned believed that US companies used middlemen, such as agents, joint venture partners or foreign subsidiaries, to get around the FCPA.

Corruption and the UK’s Export Credits Guarantee Department
23. In 1995, the US government threatened to cut off aid to Mozambique if its government did not award a contract to Enron for constructing a natural gas pipeline (Mark Clifford & Pete Engardio, “Enron hasn’t made many friends in the Third World”, Business Week, 12/20/01). In Uganda in 1999, the US Secretary for Trade, Denis William, warned, meanwhile, that US-Ugandan relations would be damaged if legislation that would enable a US company to build a dam in the country was not enacted (S. Nganda, “Who reaps from new power law”, The Monitor, 30/9/00).


25. The OECD Convention is accompanied by two stages of monitoring that are carried out by “peer” review. Phase 1 monitoring assesses whether the legislation passed in each country to implement the Convention was adequate. By the end of 2002, all 31 countries that had introduced legislation had been reviewed, three countries (Brazil, Chile and Turkey) had yet to put such legislation in place, and Slovenia was yet to be reviewed. The UK’s initial stance that its existing corruption legislation was sufficient to implement the Convention was heavily criticised in this review process, leading to the hasty inclusion of clauses prohibiting bribery of foreign public officials in the 2001 Anti-Terrorism, Crime and Security Act, which came into effect on 14 February 2002. Phase 2 of monitoring, which began in November 2001, assesses enforcement of the implementing legislation. So far, five countries have been reviewed under Phase 2 (Finland, US, Iceland, Germany and Bulgaria), while Canada, France and Norway are due to be reviewed during 2003. The UK will be reviewed in 2004.


27. In the UK, companies can be found guilty under the law of conspiracy of “conspiring to make corrupt payments”. Juries are able to infer a shared corrupt intention between an agent or subsidiary and the company. But it is exceptionally hard for the prosecution to provide hard evidence of such a shared intention. (See Herbert Smith lawyers, “Bribery and Corruption: Oiling the Wheels: Addressing Bribery Overseas in UK and US Legislation”, Power Economics, 30/4/02). Under the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, meanwhile, a US business can be prosecuted for bribery carried out by a third party on its behalf only if it can be proved that the company might reasonably have known that the third party was going to make a corrupt payment. As already noted, that knowledge is exceptionally hard to prove if the company denies it vigorously enough.


perceived by companies based elsewhere in the world to bribe. While research shows that US companies do still bribe, evidence suggests that these companies are able to rely on the US government exerting heavy political pressure to win contracts for them. In some instances, the US has threatened to sever diplomatic links with a country and even development aid if it does not award a contract to a US company.33 There is some suggestion that some European and Asian companies feel that the only way they can compete against this political pressure is to resort to bribery.24

Another reason why the OECD anti-bribery Convention is ineffective is that the OECD’s monitoring of its implementation by signatory countries is slow.25 The OECD was meant to have reviewed the effectiveness of the legislation that each country had introduced to implement the Convention by the year 2005. Since November 2001, it has reviewed four countries, and is only able to review three to four countries a year. At this rate, it will be 2010 at the earliest before all the signatories to the Convention have been assessed.

The main reason, however, that the OECD Convention and anti-corruption legislation in general has had little effect is, in the words of The Economist, that “there are holes in the anti-bribery laws that are big enough for a half-blind elephant to blunder through.”26 The biggest of those holes is that companies are not held responsible for the actions of their subsidiaries or of agents acting on their behalf.27 As a Control Risks Group survey found in 1997, 56% of European companies and 70% of US companies said they “occasionally” used middlemen such as agents, joint venture partners or subsidiaries to make corrupt payments; while 44% of European firms and 22% of US ones admitted to doing so regularly.28 Even the OECD recognises that its Convention’s omission of subsidiaries is a major weakness in the agreement.29

Until the loopholes are tightened and there is real political will to monitor and pursue domestic companies who engage in bribery, it looks as if bribery is here to stay.

Export Credit Agencies

Export Credit Agencies (ECAs) are for the most part governmental or semi-governmental agencies that use taxpayers’ money to help their country’s companies win investment and export business overseas.30 They are the largest source of public finance for private sector projects in the world. ECAs typically provide export finance in the form of guarantees and insurance (although some also provide direct loans). The main purpose of their support is to protect companies against the main commercial and political risks of not being paid while operating abroad.31

There can be little doubt that ECAs are now large and powerful players in international business. They now underwrite 10% of global exports from large industrial countries, whose exports account for three-quarters of total world exports.32 Between 1982 and 2001, ECAs supported $7,334 billion worth of exports, primarily to developing countries, and $139 billion of foreign direct investment.33 In 2000, export credit agencies were providing a total of $500 billion in guarantees and insurance to companies operating in developing countries, and issued $58.8 billion worth of new export credits that year alone.34
total of $60 billion given out globally in overseas development assistance that year and the $41 billion provided as loans by multilateral development banks (such as the World Bank or Asian Development Bank) in 2000. Moreover, ECAs play a crucial role in the privatisation of developing countries’ public enterprises: they provide Western companies with investment insurance when they bid to buy or run them. ECA investment insurance has rocketed from $9 billion in 1990 to $58 billion at the end of 2000 largely because of this privatisation.

There are now 76 export credit agencies in total from 62 countries – 51 of which are members of the Berne Union, the international trade association for export and investment insurance business. The largest and most influential ECAs are:

- the Export Import Bank (Ex-Im) of the US, which provides $12-15 billion of loans, guarantees and insurance a year, and the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), which provides $1-2 billion a year in loans, guarantees and insurance;
- the Export Development Corporation (EDC) of Canada, which gives short-term and medium- to long-term export and investment support worth $30 billion a year;
- the Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC – formerly JEXIM, Japanese Export Import Bank), which provides $20-25 billion per year, and Nippon Export Investment Insurance (NEXI), which gives $8 billion in medium- and long-term support and $86 billion in short-term insurance per year;
- the Export Credits Guarantee Department (ECGD) of the UK, which issues $5-6 billion of guarantees a year for medium- to long-term business (its short-term business was privatised in 1991);
- Compagnie Française d’Assurance pour le Commerce Exterieur (COFACE) of France which issues $5-6 billion of support for medium- and long-term business and $40-2 billion for short-term business a year;
- Hermes of Germany, which provides $8-10 billion in guarantees for medium- and long-term business and $5-9 billion in guarantees for short-term business a year, and KFV (Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau), which provides export insurance, loans for exports and tied aid to the tune of $10-11 billion a year;
- Istituto per i Servizi Assicurativi per il Commercio Estero, formerly Sezione Speciale per l’Assicurazione del Credito all’Esportazione (SACE), of Italy, which gives $5.5 billion of support for medium- to long-term business each year and $200 million for short-term business.

While the terms of loans supported by ECAs to developing countries are similar to commercial terms, ECAs generally provide cover for larger sums, longer periods and for higher risk countries than the private sector is willing to do. Like the private sector, they charge companies a premium. But premium charges have generally been low, and income from premiums has only ever covered a portion of the losses made by ECAs. Indeed, historically, ECAs have operated at a loss, paying out far more in claims than they have received in the form of premium charges and recoveries on claims. Between 1982 and 1997, export credit agencies lost taxpayers from their respective countries a total of $64.5 billion.

31. These risks include war, nationalisation/ expropriation, moratorium on external debt, break off in trade relations, foreign exchange shortages, the risk that the project will not be completed or is not commercially viable, insolvency of the buying institution, a refusal by the buying institution to pay, or importing government interference with the project.
37. The Berne Union, established in 1934, is also known as the International Union of Credit and Investment Insurers. Newly-established ECAs that have not yet qualified for Berne Union membership – of which there are currently 25 – belong to a pre-membership training group called the Prague Club, all of whose members are presently Middle Eastern, Eastern European or Third World countries.
38. Germany also uses the company PwC Deutsche Revision, affiliated to PricewaterhouseCoopers, to administer the federal government’s Overseas Investment Insurance Guarantee Scheme jointly with Hermes. PwC Deutsche Revision has an annual turnover of $5 billion.
39. Despite the change of name in 1999, Italy’s ECA is still known by the acronym, SACE. SACE also has another organisation, SIMEST (Societa Italiana per le Imprese All’Estero), which is a joint stock company controlled by the Ministry of Foreign Trade to help raise funds to support exports and foreign investment.
41. Between 1982 and 1997, for instance, ECAs that were members of the Berne Union received a total of $40.2 billion in premiums, but paid out $153.6 billion in claims. They clawed back $70.9 billion through recoveries (see S. Estrin, S. Powell, P. Bagci, S. Thornton, P. Goate, “The Economic Rationality for the Public Provision of Export Credit Insurance by ECGD: a report for the Export Credits Guarantee Department”, National Economic Research Associates, April 2000, Appendix D). In 2000 and 2001, ECAs received around $2 billion in premium income and paid out around $3 billion in claims.
The 1994 Subsidies and Counterveiling Measures (SCM) Agreement of the World Trade Organisation, however, required ECAs to break even in the long-term in order to eliminate any subsidy that their support might provide. Amendments to the 1978 OECD Export Credit Arrangement, meanwhile, which came into force in April 1999, established minimum premium rate benchmarks below which ECAs cannot charge (except for military equipment and agricultural products that are exempted from the agreement). The effect is that, since 1995, ECAs have been slowly moving into the black and achieved a net operating surplus of $2.8 billion in 2001.44

Thus while ECAs use taxpayers’ money, they are less likely today to lose it.45 It is rather the people of the South, from whose governments the recoveries on claims are made – recoveries that account for almost double what ECAs receive in premiums, representing therefore a large slice of ECA income – who pay the price for ECA involvement in dubious or economically-unviable projects. Export credit guarantees are almost without exception underwritten by sovereign guarantees issued by the importing country. In the case of a default, and once the affected exporter or investor has been paid by the ECA, the ECA will always seek to recover from the importing country the claims it has paid out, either directly or by adding it to their official debt stock (see below, “Export Credit Agencies, Debt and Corruption”, 19).

The sole purpose of ECAs is to support their domestic companies in the export market. They have had a poor history of taking into account the potential environmental or social impacts of projects they support.46 Because their approach has been to support domestic business at any cost in the fierce world of export competition – the mantra is “if we don’t, they will” – export credit agencies have furthermore closed their eyes to large-scale bribery and corruption on the part of the companies they support in their race against other companies to win contracts. In so doing, they have, in effect, been underwriting the bribery carried out by their domestic companies with impunity. Indeed, Transparency International has suggested that export credit agency behaviour is “close to complicity with a criminal offence”.47

Underwriting Bribery

“It is safe to assume that many contracts financed, insured or guaranteed by ECAs in the past have been tainted by corruption.”

Michael Wiehen
Transparency International

Export credit agency complicity with corruption takes various forms, both direct and indirect. It is most direct when commissions are involved. The payment of commissions to a local agent or fixer to help win a contract has long been a legal part of business practice. But commissions have also long been used as a means of hiding bribes. A legitimate commission might be 2-3% of the total cost of a project, paid to a local bank account of a respected local businessman with no personal ties to decision-makers on the project. A dubious commission containing a bribe, however, might be in the region of 10-20%, paid into an offshore account or secret trust, or paid to a minister or official (whether public or private) directly involved in decision-making on the contract to be awarded.49
When ECAs underwrite a company’s contracts, it has been common practice for them to include the cost of commissions the company has paid to win the contract in the overall sum underwritten against the risk of the company not being paid or the project being cancelled. Indeed, only four ECAs that are party to the OECD Export Credit Group do not underwrite commissions as part of the export contract (Turkey, Greece, Hungary and Poland), while only six out of the 28 countries monitored by the OECD Group set any kind of limit on the amount of agents’ commissions they would cover.\footnote{As a former Director-General for Development at the EU, Dieter Frisch, puts it, the practice of underwriting commissions “constitutes an indirect encouragement to bribe”.} As four former Directors-General of ECAs have pointed out, ECAs operated as an “international cartel” when they negotiated and underwrote contracts for major defence equipment, have led to most Mid-Eastern countries introducing laws on disclosure of commission payments or, in the case of Bahrain, seeking to phase out commission payments altogether (www.ustr.gov/pdf/1999_gcc.pdf). “Basic Rules” on combating extortion and bribery, drawn up by the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) in 1996 as a means of self-regulation by international business, state that companies should ensure that “any payment made to any agent represents no more than an appropriate remuneration for legitimate services rendered”, and that all such payments are recorded by the company (http://iccwbo.org/home/statements_rules/rules/1999/briberydoc99.asp). An ICC manual on corruption and bribery, meanwhile, states that companies should beware of paying commissions in a third country, to a numbered bank account or to another person other than the agent, and of paying commissions either in advance of or immediately upon award of contract (Michael N Davies, “The Role of Agents and Sales Representatives”, Chapter 4, Fighting Bribery: a corporate practice manual”, International Chamber of Commerce, no date). And that there should be disclosure of information to relevant stakeholders: (The latest information, as of December 2002, on ECA action on these proposals is available at www.oecd.org/pdf/M00038000/M0003896.pdf.) The proposals have been criticised, however, as too weak, too reliant on host country legislation and for not being binding. The US delegation to the OECD Export Credit Group even voted against the proposals because it considered them to be too weak. See Sharon Coutts, ABC Radio National Background Briefing, “The Catastrophe Market: Export Credit Agencies” 16/2003

50. OECD Working Party on Export Credits and Credit Guarantee Systems, Informal Consultation in Paris, 16/11/00
51. There is considerable secrecy surrounding commission payments. Businesses rarely disclose such payments, or indeed company guidelines on commission payments, because they regard them as commercially confidential. Scandals over large commission payments in the Middle East, particularly for defence equipment, have led to most Mid-Eastern countries introducing laws on disclosure of commission payments or, in the case of Bahrain, seeking to phase out commission payments altogether (www.ustr.gov/pdf/1999_gcc.pdf). “Basic Rules” on combating extortion and bribery, drawn up by the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) in 1996 as a means of self-regulation by international business, state that companies should ensure that “any payment made to any agent represents no more than an appropriate remuneration for legitimate services rendered”, and that all such payments are recorded by the company (http://iccwbo.org/home/statements_rules/rules/1999/briberydoc99.asp). An ICC manual on corruption and bribery, meanwhile, states that companies should beware of paying commissions in a third country, to a numbered bank account or to another person other than the agent, and of paying commissions either in advance of or immediately upon award of contract (Michael N Davies, “The Role of Agents and Sales Representatives”, Chapter 4, Fighting Bribery: a corporate practice manual”, International Chamber of Commerce, no date).


ECAs have also been complicit with corruption when they pay out insurance claims to companies whose contracts have been cancelled by Southern governments because of allegations that the company has paid bribes. In July 1998, for instance, Canada’s export credit agency, the Export Development Corporation, reimbursed a Canadian power generation company, BC Hydro, after the Pakistani government cancelled BC Hydro’s contract for the Raiwand power plant project, alleging that bribes had been paid to officials of the previous government.\footnote{MidAmerican took the Indonesian government to an international arbitration court and won. The corruption allegations have never been fully investigated.}

In May 2001, one of the US’s export credit agencies, the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), compensated MidAmerican Energy Holdings Co after the Indonesian state electricity company, PLN, reneged on buying power from one of the company’s power plants and suspended a second plant being built by the company after a new government came to power. OPIC went on to force the new Indonesian government to pay it $260 million for this compensation. MidAmerican’s contracts for the plants had been signed in the early 1990s during the notoriously corrupt regime of President Suharto without competitive tender. Indonesian officials in the new government said that the way in which the contracts were won smacked of corruption, and that the power the Indonesian government had contracted to buy from MidAmerican was over-priced.\footnote{MidAmerican took the Indonesian government to an international arbitration court and won. The corruption allegations have never been fully investigated.} MidAmerican took the Indonesian government to an international arbitration court and won. The corruption allegations have never been fully investigated.

In India in March 2002, meanwhile, another US export credit agency, the Export-Import Bank, called in guarantees from Indian banks after it put out $298.2 million to the Dabhol Power Company in the Indian state of Maharashtra, set up by the US energy giant, Enron.\footnote{Dabhol had long been subject to allegations of corruption and governance failure (see Section Two, Case Study 8, p.48).} Dabhol had long been subject to allegations of corruption and governance failure (see Section Two, Case Study 8, p.48).

ECAs have even pressured Southern governments to drop corruption investigations into companies that ECAs have backed. In Pakistan in 1998, for instance, aid donors such as the World Bank and various Western countries including Britain put pressure on the government to abandon investigations into the Hubco power plant, built in Pakistan in 1997, owned by a consortium that included British energy company National Power, and backed by the ECAs of France, Italy and Japan. Pakistan’s Accountability Bureau had claimed that Hubco’s project costs were marked up by $400 million, and there were suggestions that the companies involved had paid kickbacks to Benazir Bhutto’s government of the time.\footnote{Hubco has always denied the charges, which have been dropped since the more pro-Western General Musharraf became President of Pakistan in late 1999.} Hubco has always denied the charges, which have been dropped since the more pro-Western General Musharraf became President of Pakistan in late 1999.
In July 1999, the ECAs of Japan, Germany, Switzerland and the US took another approach and put considerable pressure on the new post-Suharto government in Indonesia to honour contracts awarded to Western companies to supply power to Indonesia during Suharto’s regime. The total cost of these contracts had been inflated by as much as 37% on average, the contracts had not been won through competitive tender, and there were strong suspicions that they were infused with corruption. The Indonesian people ended up paying for that possible corruption in the form of higher power tariffs.56

More indirect ways in which ECAs back corruption include turning a blind eye to the track-record of companies that have been involved in corruption scandals, failing to investigate corruption allegations made against a company, and failing to ensure that the countries awarding the contracts that ECAs underwrite have fair, public and competitive tendering systems and transparent public accounting systems. Many ECAs, for instance, do not require the contracts they back to have been won through competitive tender, despite the fact that competitive tendering can be one of the surest ways for buying or importing countries to ensure that they get value for money. Moreover, as Transparency International’s Michael Wiehen puts it, “some of the destination countries with the highest levels of ECA coverage are also well known to have necessitated . . . significant bribery as part of any export deal”.57 By providing export credits to companies to operate in countries in which governments have little commitment to transparency or fair procurement, ECAs are effectively undermining local attempts in these countries to stamp out corruption or to hold their governments to account.

Finally, a lack of transparency and accountability within ECAs themselves has fostered an institutional culture within the agencies that tacitly accepts bribery and corruption as a necessary albeit ugly means for companies to achieve their goal of winning contracts abroad. Despite the fact that they are backed by taxpayers’ money, for instance, most ECAs are highly secretive. Most still refuse to make public information about the contracts that they back unless the companies agree. Even Members of Parliament cannot obtain this information. Most governments that have ECAs have signed up to a declaration issued in 2001 by the Global Forum on Fighting Corruption, the biannual intergovernmental conference on corruption started in 1999,58 that “corruption cannot prosper in the full light of openness. Transparency and impartial forms of public control . . . are of the utmost importance”.59 Yet these governments do not apply these to ECAs.

Seeds of Change?
Corruption and the OECD’s Working Party on Export Credits and Credit Guarantees Group (ECG)60

Export credit agencies’ active negligence towards corruption has created a glaring policy incoherence in that their parent governments have signed up to international treaties such as the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery while strongly pushing a good governance agenda on developing countries. This policy incoherence has recently led to a flurry of activity at the OECD. In December 2000, the OECD’s Working Party on Export Credits and Credit Guarantees Group (ECG) issued
an Action Statement on Bribery and Officially Supported Export Credits.\textsuperscript{61} The statement is a major step forward in recognising the role of ECAs in corruption. Members of the Group agree to:

- Inform applicants about the legal consequences of bribery in international business transactions;
- “Invite” applicants seeking export credit guarantees to declare that neither they nor anyone acting on their behalf has or will engage in bribery;
- Refuse to approve credit, cover or other support where there is “sufficient evidence” of bribery;
- Take appropriate action against a company whose bribery is “proved” after credit, cover or other support has been provided, such as denying indemnification, requiring a refund of sums provided and referring evidence of such bribery to national investigatory authorities.

From November 2002, the ECG agreed to publish its survey of member country procedures on combating bribery. The 2002 survey comprehensively covers what measures ECAs have put in place to fulfil their requirements under the Action Statement; what procedures ECAs have established to deal with suspected bribery, sufficient evidence of bribery and cases of proven bribery; and what their actual experience with bribery has been.\textsuperscript{62} The survey shows that ECAs are beginning to take corruption procedures seriously but in a somewhat patchy and arbitrary manner.

Two years on from the Action Statement, out of 30 ECAs who responded to the survey from the 27 OECD member countries,\textsuperscript{63} all but four now inform applicants of the legal consequences of bribery in international business transactions (the UK is one of the four that does not, along with New Zealand, Turkey and Australia). Only one ECA (Turkey) does not have a warranty procedure inviting companies to state that neither they nor anyone acting on their behalf has or will engage in bribery in the transaction to be supported.

But ten ECAs (including the UK) have still to make it a required institutional practice to withhold support for transactions if there is sufficient evidence of bribery, and five ECAs (again including the UK) have yet to make an institutional commitment to withhold such support where there has been a legal judgement of bribery.\textsuperscript{64} As to appropriate action on proven bribery after an ECA has given cover, ten ECAs (including the UK) have yet to make it an institutional requirement to deny indemnification in cases where bribery has been proven in a legal case, while 17 have not yet committed themselves institutionally to seeking recourse from the company concerned in such cases. Meanwhile, 12 out of the 30 ECAs have yet to make it an institutional requirement to inform investigative authorities when they have sufficient evidence of bribery after they have given support.

The survey also covered actions taken by ECAs to combat bribery that are not specifically required under the Action Statement. These reveal a pattern of emerging “best practice” and that a few ECAs are ahead of the rest. For instance, eight ECAs have made it institutional practice to withhold support if there is a suspicion of bribery; five ECAs have committed themselves institutionally to report suspicions of bribery to national investigatory authorities before cover is given; and three ECAs

\textsuperscript{61}. Action Statement on Bribery and Officially Supported Export Credits, OECD Working Party on Export Credits and Credit Guarantees, December 2000, www.oecd.org/EN/about/0,EN-about-355-10-no-no-no-0,00.html. Prior to this and in response to the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery, the ECG had agreed since January 1998 to exchange information by surveying members’ procedures to combat bribery in export credit transactions. This survey was updated following the ECG’s Action Statement.


\textsuperscript{63}. Portugal has yet to respond. The Slovak Republic, which failed to respond to the first survey, has now responded in the latest April 2003 update. Korea, Japan and Hungary all responded twice for their two respective ECAs.

\textsuperscript{64}. Some countries, such as the UK, have indicated in the survey that this course of action is “available” to them legally but that they have chosen not to make it formal institutional practice. The UK’s response to the survey about withholding support in cases where a legal judgement of bribery has been passed suggests that the ECGD’s statement in its response is “available” to them legally but that they have chosen not to make it formal institutional practice. The UK’s response to the survey about withholding support in cases where a legal judgement of bribery has been passed suggests that the ECGD’s statement in its response is “available” to them legally but that they have chosen not to make it formal institutional practice.
have committed themselves to not giving further official support if a company has been convicted of bribery after support has been given.65

Despite the fact that a good number of ECAs have put in place most of the requirements of the OECD Export Credit Group’s Action Statement, and that a few have committed themselves to institutional best practice on bribery, in the two years since the Group adopted its Action Statement in December 2000, only four ECAs have taken any action on bribery.66 Every other ECA claims to have had no suspicion, sufficient evidence or legal judgement concerning bribery.

But it lacks credibility and certainly contradicts US intelligence information on bribery that, in the past two years, the major exporting countries have come across just one or two suspicions of bribery in its their dealings with their major exporting companies. This suggests that the ECAs stance against corruption may be more rhetorical than practical at present and that there is an ongoing institutional failure and lack of political will to take action. It also suggests that Western governments are in fact deeply reluctant to take a stand on the actions and practices of their export credit agencies for fear of losing business for their country. This was summed up by the EU Trade Commissioner Pascal Lamy, who observed that “every time any of them move forward a millimeter, they stop to see if anyone else moved.”67

If ECAs are really to clean up their act with regard to bribery and corruption, the OECD’s ECG must introduce a clearer process of monitoring, and naming and shaming reluctant ECAs. It should establish a much clearer picture of just what best practice really is, since the Action Statement is relatively vague as to what it actually requires of ECAs. Following a meeting of the ECG in April 2003, Members have agreed that the Secretariat should produce a review of ECA best practice by November 2003, with a view to revising the Action Statement. Ideally, a revised Action Statement should require ECAs to:

- Demand full disclosure of agents’ commissions and to refuse support where commissions are above a reasonable threshold of around 5%. (At the moment, only 6 out of the 30 ECAs surveyed by the ECG set any kind of limit on the amount of commission they allow to be included in the sum to be supported, and only three of these ECAs require details of the agent and the purpose of the commission);
- Require companies receiving support to have in place codes of conduct that prove their compliance with national legislation implementing the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery;
- Inform national investigative authorities and take appropriate action in cases of suspicion of bribery – such as withholding support for cover if it has not yet been authorised, or suspending cover if it has already been authorised until further investigation has been undertaken and requiring additional safeguards;
- Conduct due diligence procedures that take into account the track-record of companies when considering giving cover or support;
- Exclude from support or cover for a certain period of time companies that have been proven guilty of bribery, either by a court or by a national authority such as an anti-corruption agency or audit body.68

In addition, the OECD’s ECG should commission an independent review as to whether ECAs should even include agents’ commissions in

---

65. Curiously, the US does not say it will refuse further official support to a company if it has been convicted of bribery after support has been given, even though it is required under new legislation to do so (see Section Three, Debarring Companies, p.65ff).

66. Australia reported that it had taken an unspecified action in relation to suspicion of bribery; France withheld support for a specific transaction due to suspicion of bribery; the UK notified investigative authorities of a suspicion of bribery; and the US notified investigative authorities and sought recourse in a case of sufficient evidence of bribery.

67. High Level Panel of the Trans-Atlantic Environmental Dialogue, Brussels, May 2000, quoted in “Export Credit Agencies Explained”, ECA-Watch, www.eca-watch.org. This view is clearly reflected in a statement by the Minister for Trade, Richard Caborn, to the UK Parliament during a November 2000 House of Commons debate: "I understand and share the concern of business that the ECGD’s policy and process for handling sensitive cases should not get ahead of other ECAs” (Hansard, 2/11/00, House of Commons Debate, Column 267WH, Export Credits Guarantee Department).

68. In April 2003, Transparency International asked the OECD’s Export Credit Group to issue a second Action Statement to strengthen ECA anti-corruption measures. Transparency suggested that such an Action Statement should:
   a) strengthen the no-bribery warranty of ECAs by adding a clause that companies will do their best effort to comply with the OECD Guidelines on Multinational Enterprises (which include other issues besides corruption such as environment and labour standards); by adding a declaration that companies have not been barred from tender by the World Bank or any other aid agency, nor have they been found guilty by a court of engaging in corrupt activity; by requiring that companies have a code of conduct; and by requiring that the warranty be submitted at each draw-down of loans or cover;
   b) require ECAs to list the amount of agents’ commissions in the application and set a threshold (preferably 5%) beyond which increased due diligence would take place;
   c) require ECAs to take appropriate action such as increased due diligence, suspension of administrative processing, or informing investigative authorities when there is suspicion of bribery and apply appropriate sanctions where there is sufficient evidence of bribery;
   d) require ECAs to introduce adequate disclosure of applications under consideration and approved; and
   e) extend the ECA corruption measures to investment insurance and guarantees.

the amount to be supported. The OECD’s ECG also needs to address its own alleged “lack of transparency and meaningful public consultation.”

In particular, NGOs have accused it of failing to consult representatives of communities and groups from developing countries that have been affected by ECA-backed projects. ECAs and the OECD’s ECG will continue to be considered unaccountable and secretive until they prove themselves more open to consulting and listening to NGO concerns, particularly from Southern countries.

**Corruption: Who Picks Up the Tab?**

“Corruption is not a charitable game; ‘winners’ have every intention of recovering their bribery costs.”

*Donald Strombom*

*former chief of procurement for the World Bank*

Corruption – broadly defined as the abuse of public or private office for personal gain – has a major impact in all countries of the world. It undermines democratic accountability, diverts resources away from the public good and into private pockets, and “redistribut[es] wealth and power to the undeserving.” Corruption increases inequality and poverty. A 1998 IMF study shows that an increase of just 0.78% in corruption reduces the income growth of the poorest 20% of the people in a country by 7.8% a year.

Indeed, it is the people of the South, particularly the poor, who have paid a heavy price for the “business at any cost” approach of ECAs and for the bribery that ECA-backed companies engage in. Companies paying a bribe aim to recover it by charging governments more for what public money they do have, money that could be spent on education, health and poverty eradication. The World Bank estimates that the Philippines loses $47 million a year because of corruption – a total of $48 billion between 1977-1997. A recent report from the African Union suggests that Africa loses $148 billion a year to corruption. And in Latin America, in countries such as Colombia and Brazil, corruption has been estimated to cost each person some $6,000 a year.

Recent scandals in both the US and across Europe – from the bankruptcy and collapse of energy company Enron in the US to political financing scandals in Germany involving former chancellor Helmut Kohl to corruption allegations against President Jacques Chirac in France and President Silvio Berlusconi in Italy, to mention but a few – indicate that corruption is just as pervasive and institutionalised in the North as in the South. Corruption is perceived to be on the increase across the world because of policies such as privatisation and public-private partnerships that give multinational corporations ever-greater access to governments and that have led to “increased interface between public officials and private business.”

In poorer countries, however, corruption has a more devastating and immediate impact. It diverts public expenditure away from areas such as health and education in which bribery returns may be small, to more
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70. Following these criticisms, the ECG did, however, state in a letter to six NGOs that it would seek the views of recipient countries through “appropriate consultations in the course of its future work” (Letter from Birgitta Nygren, Chairman of the Working Party on Export Credits and Credit Guarantees to Environmental Defense, Berne Declaration, Bioforum, Les Amis de la Terre (France), The Corner House, and Pacific Environment and Resources Centre, 24/7/00).
77. The African Union, which comprises 53 African countries, was set up in 2001 to replace the Organisation of African Unity, and became operational in 2002. The Union is loosely modelled on the European Union and states that one of its main goals is to promote democratic principles and institutions, popular participation and good governance.
78. Reuters, 199/02, “African Union approves anti-corruption policy”.
79. Business News Americas, 4/10/02, “Shedding light on shady dealings”.
80. Samuel Brittan, “The Third Way is a temptation to corruption”, Financial Times, 20/6/02.
81. With increased privatisation of health and education services, however, the possibility that companies will pay bribes to win contracts in these sectors could well increase. The health and education sectors are by no means corruption free even when in state hands. But contracts tend to be smaller than in sectors such as construction, defence, and oil and gas; in these areas the size of the contracts means that the addition of a few million dollars to cover the cost of a bribe is less likely to attract attention.
lucrative sectors such as construction, defence, and oil and gas.\textsuperscript{82} The poor end up paying directly for the consequences of contracts that have been signed in corrupt circumstances. They are most affected by “white elephant” projects such as power plants or dams that fail to meet their stated objectives,\textsuperscript{83} which dislocate local communities and cause environmental damage. In the energy sector, they are affected by contracts awarded in dubious circumstances that have locked governments into paying excessively high rates for electricity, which are often passed on to the consumer in the form of higher tariffs.

Even more critically, the people of Southern countries often end up paying for corrupt and unproductive projects themselves. As noted above, when export credit agencies pay out compensation to companies when projects go wrong, they recover the amount directly from Southern governments or, failing that, add this amount on to a country’s official debt.

\section*{Export Credit Agencies, Debt and Corruption}

When ECAs give backing to a company or bank, they almost always require the importing country to offer a counter-guarantee. This means that in the event of a default, such as if a contracting party does not pay up or if the project proves unviable, the importing government must compensate the ECA concerned. If it does not do so, the amount is added to the importing country’s official debt as a bilateral (government to government) debt.

Export credit debt is charged at commercial rates of interest, not the lower rates incurred by bilateral or multilateral loans.\textsuperscript{84} Export credit debt is therefore particularly onerous for poorer countries. One-quarter of the $2.2 trillion debt owed by developing countries and one-half of all debt owed by developing countries to official creditors (such as Multilateral Development Banks, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and other governments rather than to private creditors such as banks) is owed to ECAs.\textsuperscript{85} Some 95\% of the debt owed to the UK government by Southern countries is export credit debt. Between one-third and one-half of this debt is interest owed on original debts and penalties.\textsuperscript{86}

This build-of up debt owed by Southern countries to ECAs has been exacerbated by the “moral hazard” that lies at the heart of the export credit process.\textsuperscript{87} Companies know that they will be rescued by ECAs from “the consequences of their own decisions”\textsuperscript{88} – they will be bailed out by the public purse with few questions asked if things go wrong with their business decisions. They may not, therefore, be as prudent in their investment decisions or as cautious in their risk assessments as they might otherwise be, particularly if they do not have to consider fully whether a project is commercially viable or not because of ECA insurance. The substantial debt owed to ECAs suggests that this has indeed been the case. Southern governments would have incurred far fewer debts had companies backed by ECAs made more financially viable investment decisions.\textsuperscript{89} A decision made in July 2001 by all ECAs not to back “unproductive” expenditure – expenditure that does not contribute to social and economic development, poverty reduction or debt sustainability,\textsuperscript{90} – in poorer countries in future is a tacit acknowledge-
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\bibitem{83} For examples, see Section Two, Case Study 1 on the Turkwell Dam in Kenya, p.28; Case Study 3 on the KAFCO Fertiliser Complex in Bangladesh, p.33, and Case Study 8 on the Dabhol Power Plant in India, p.48.
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The people of Southern countries are paying debts incurred for some projects that have been of little or no value to either the country or its people. Furthermore, if ECA backing for contracts includes the cost of bribes hidden in commission payments, when ECAs recover compensation from importing governments for amounts they have paid out or add this amount to official debt, ECAs are in effect requiring taxpayers of the importing country to pay for the bribes made by the exporting company. The debt that Southern countries owe to ECAs may well include hidden millions of dollars worth of bribes.

Poorer countries, meanwhile, have little choice when it comes to using the financing facilities of export credit agencies. Today, 80% of financing for projects and investment in poorer countries comes from ECAs because few companies will operate in those countries without ECA support. This means that export credit agencies have a huge and disproportionate say on what kind of projects get backed in poor countries. In the last five years, not a single project over $20 million backed by Western banks in poor countries has not had some form of official public guarantee. Yet, despite being so dependent upon export credit for foreign direct investment, poor countries receive little of it. Only 8% of overall ECA exposure is in poor countries: the vast majority of export credit goes to a few middle-income countries such as Brazil, China, Indonesia, Mexico, the Philippines and Turkey.

Public outcry over the fact that national debt is crippling many poorer countries has led to international efforts to tackle the problem. In 1999, the countries of the G7 (Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the UK and the USA) agreed to write off 90% or more of export credit debt owed by the poorest countries as part of international debt relief efforts. They subsequently agreed to write-off 100% of these debts. But countries were eligible for such write-offs only under the World Bank and IMF’s Highly Indebted Poor Country (HIPC) Initiative, which imposed strict structural adjustment programmes on poorer countries in exchange for helping them to reduce their debts to “sustainable” levels. Actual debt relief has been slow in coming forward: four years on, only 8 out of 42 countries have become eligible for debt cancellation. Mid-

dle-income countries that did not qualify for relief have been left to struggle under their large debt burdens.

Most importantly, debt relief initiatives have not ensured that ECAs accept mutual responsibility for the bad business deals they have backed. As the UK Executive Director at the IMF and World Bank for the years 1994-1997, Huw Evans, put it: “loans that turn out badly mean poor decisions by both lenders and borrowers . . . [genuine debt cancellation] require[s] governments (and their export credit agencies) to admit past mistakes.” Recognition of such mistakes would involve the ECAs of richer countries conducting a thorough audit of their export credit debt portfolios to identify projects that failed because of corruption on the part of Western companies and because of their own negligence and immediately writing off any relevant amounts from the debt portfolios of all developing countries, not just the poorest ones.

92. ibid.
93. In 1999, the World Bank and IMF renamed structural adjustment programmes as Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility programmes. Under these programmes, countries must prove that they are implementing a poverty reduction strategy, as well as continuing structural reforms such as liberalisation and privatisation.
94. These countries are Benin, Bolivia, Burkina Faso, Mali, Mauritania, Mozambique, Tanzania and Uganda. While G7 countries committed themselves to 100% debt cancellation for the poorest countries, overall debts have not been 100% cancelled, but rather cancelled to a level that World Bank and IMF economists deem to be “sustainable” (150% of exports). In practice, this means that the World Bank and IMF will cancel only around 35% of the debts owed to them by these countries. Countries receive this debt cancellation when they reach what is called “completion point” (that is, when they have fully proven that they have implemented structural reform and a poverty reduction programme). When the HIPC Initiative was first introduced in 1996, however, 19 out of 38 countries were to have received substantial debt cancellation by the end of 2002. Now 24 countries of the 38 have now reached “decision point” at which stage they receive interim debt relief and a commitment from the World Bank and IMF for fuller debt cancellation if they stay on track.

The HIPC Initiative has been heavily criticised for being too slow and too miserly. Critics state that World Bank and IMF estimates of “sustainable” debt levels are based on unrealistic forecasts that have not taken into account the impact of falling commodity prices and other global economic developments that are entirely beyond the control of the HIPC countries. (This criticism has been acknowledged by the Operations Evaluation Department of the World Bank.) See Jubilee Research Press Release, “Ethiopian Prime Minister says HIPC is failing”, 3/3/03; World Bank Operations Evaluation Department, “OED Review of the HIPC Initiative”, OED Reach, 24/2/03.

Box 1

**UK Export Credits Guarantee**

At the 1999 G7 summit in Cologne, the UK government committed itself to writing off all the debt owed to it by HIPC countries. As has been noted, 95% of debt owed to the UK by these countries is owed to the UK’s Export Credits Guarantee Department (ECGD). The total amount of debt owed by 32 of the 42 HIPC countries to ECGD was £1.9 billion ($3 billion) at the time of the announcement in 1999. As of April 2003, the ECGD had written off £910 million ($1.48 billion) and was committed to writing off a further £1.3 billion ($2 billion).

The ECGD has so far written off 100% of the debts of only the 8 countries that have reached the World Bank and IMF’s “completion” point. It has written off a further £338 million ($553.3 million) from 12 countries out of the 18 that have reached the World Bank and IMF’s “decision” point. Once countries reach “decision” point, they are no longer required to make any payments on their debt to the ECGD as long as they stay on track with World Bank and IMF Poverty Relief and Growth Facility programmes. These 12 countries still owe the ECGD £370 million ($605.7 million) – an amount that will be written off when they reach “completion” point.

Once countries qualify for the UK government’s 100% debt forgiveness policy through their adherence to the HIPC process, the UK Treasury, via the UK’s Department for International Development (DFID) makes up the difference to the ECGD, ensuring that, as the ECGD website puts it, “ECGD and its customers are therefore not disadvantaged”.

Eleven countries are in fact still being billed by the ECGD for debt service payments, because they have not reached “decision” point – including several African countries that are, or have been until recently, embroiled in civil wars, such as Cote D’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of Congo, Liberia, Somalia and Sudan. In fact, the World Bank recognises that bringing such countries to “decision point” is going to be nearly impossible because of the conflicts that have torn them apart and left them unable to implement the economic programmes required by the World Bank and IMF.

These countries still owe £838 million ($1.3 billion) to the ECGD.
In December 2000, the UK government committed itself to holding payments from these pre-"decision" point countries in trust, which would then be returned to these countries when they reach decision point. In practice, the ECGD has not received any payments from the war-torn countries mentioned above since December 2000. In recognition of their inability to pay, and as a contribution to a longer-term peace in these countries, it is crucial that the UK government should declare 100% cancellation immediately for such war-torn countries.

The ECGD continues to receive payments, however, from Kenya, whose debt is considered by the World Bank and IMF to be "sustainable", despite the fact that some of those debts were incurred for projects surrounded by allegations of corruption or mismanagement (see Section Two, Case Study 1, p.28, and Case Study 2, pp.31). The Corner House recommends that the ECGD conduct an audit of its debt portfolio, to ensure that it does not contain debts incurred as a result of corruption by Western companies or by negligence on the ECGD’s behalf. Debts from countries with formerly corrupt dictatorships, such as the Democratic Republic of Congo, Nigeria, Indonesia, Iraq and the Philippines would be a good place to start.

As part of international efforts to ensure that countries do not build up unsustainable debt burdens in the future, the ECGD now applies “productive expenditure” criteria to 63 countries – the 42 HIPC countries plus the 21 countries that are eligible for zero interest loans from the World Bank’s International Development Association. These criteria call for projects or exports to contribute to a country’s social and economic development without pushing it into unsustainable debt. Even with these criteria in place, however, the ECGD has backed the Moza1 Alumnium smelter in Mozambique – a project that, despite successful local community projects initiated by the smelter company, has been characterised by tax holidays on all corporate profits and expatriate worker salaries, and the repatriation of all dividends. Because of these incentives, the smelter contributes impressively to Mozambique’s economic growth figures, but does not clearly generate resources for poverty reduction in Mozambique itself.

102. The last payments that the ECGD received from these countries were: Sudan (1984), Somalia (no payment ever made), Liberia (1994) Republic of Congo (1997), DR Congo (1990), Cote D’Ivoire (1999) – figures provided in email from ECGD spokesperson to The Corner House, 17/3/03
103. Information provided to The Corner House by the ECGD in April 2003 suggests that Kenya, along with Angola, may require some debt reduction in order for their debts to remain sustainable.
104. In fact, there are 81 countries altogether that are eligible for loans from the International Development Association (see http://web.worldbank.org/ WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTABOUTUS/IDA/0,,contentMDK:20054572~pagePK:839888 ~piPK:84004~theSitePK:73154,00.html), and the ECGD should extend its productive expenditure criteria to all these countries.
105. The ECGD has provided Overseas Investment Insurance to a syndicate of UK banks, led by Deutsche Bank, for £40 million worth of UK investment into Mozambique. The Overseas Investment Insurance provides cover to the UK banks against political risks in South Africa that could lead to non-payment of the loan. See ECGD Press Release, 13/1/03, “ECGD provides political risk insurance for UK Banks in Multi-Million Pound Mozambique project”.
106. World Bank, Global Development Finance 2002, Chapter 4, box 4.4.
The UK’s Export Credits Guarantee Department

A History and Culture of Institutional Failure Concerning Corruption

The UK’s Export Credits Guarantee Department (ECGD), set up in 1919, was the first export credit agency in the world. Its original mandate was to support British exports, especially to Russia, because private banks refused to do so. It is a free-standing government department, which is not answerable to the UK Parliament directly, but rather indirectly through the Secretary of State for the Department of Trade and Industry. Between 1995 and 2000, the ECGD underwrote £17 billion ($27 billion) worth of British exports—an average of £4.5 billion ($6.5-8 billion) a year. This compares with the UK’s Department for International Development’s annual aid budget of around £3 billion ($4.7 billion). The ECGD now covers 3% of the UK’s total exports (down from about 30% in the late 1960s).

The ECGD has always operated a break-even objective. It is now required to break even rather than to show a positive return of 8%, as other public sector enterprises such as London Underground has led to estimates that the ECGD provides an implicit annual subsidy to the companies it supports of around £400 million ($640 million) per year.

Meanwhile, the fact that the ECGD only has to break even rather than to show a positive return of 8%, as other public sector enterprises such as London Underground has led to estimates that the ECGD provides an implicit annual subsidy to the companies it supports of around £400 million ($640 million) per year. It also means that the ECGD is able
to keep premium charges much lower than they would be in the private sector. A January 2003 report, produced for the ECGD by National Economic Research Associates on the economic costs and benefits of the ECGD, concluded that ECGD support did constitute a subsidy. It argued that removing this subsidy would “have a negligible effect on UK capital goods exports” and that there was a “strong rationale for eliminating any subsidy in ECGD’s current pricing regime”.119

Thus while UK taxpayers may not be losing money through the activities of the ECGD, they are subsidising the activities of UK companies operating abroad. ECGD ought, therefore, to be accountable to them for how it uses their money and be able to demonstrate a clear sustainable development purpose.

**Backing Industry Sectors Prone to Corruption**

Although all industry sectors can apply for ECGD support to do business abroad, the department primarily provides support to six of them: military and defence; civil aerospace; power generation and transmission; water; energy and transport. Several of these sectors have some of the worst records on corruption.122

Yet he went on to say that the ECGD was “not regarded as having a subsidy” (Hansard, 2/11/00, House of Commons Debate, “Export Credits Guarantee Department”, Columns 288WH and 327WH).

118. If the ECGD were operating as if it were a private sector enterprise, it would have to make a return of 11% (Dr Pinar Bagci, Stephen Powell, James Grayburn, Vaktang Kvekvetsia, Anthony Venables, “Estimating the Economic Costs and Benefits of ECGD: A Report for the Export Credits Guarantee Department”, NERA, January 2003, p.ii).


120. These risks covered by this insurance include the risk of the purchaser going bankrupt, or failing to pay, and also political risks such as civil disturbances or actions by overseas governments affecting performance of the contract, or political, economic or administrative occurring abroad that prevent payment.

122. Only 1-2% of ECGD support goes to education and medical projects.


---

**Box 2**

**ECGD Products and Services**

Unlike some ECAs, the ECGD does not provide direct loans. Nor does its financial support go directly to the exporter. Rather, the ECGD supports loans made by UK banks to a particular “buyer”, usually the importing government or government department, specifically to enable the importing government or business to pay for goods and services from a particular UK company. These loans are often made through third parties such as banks in the importing country.

The bulk of ECGD business is in the form of **Buyer Credits**, which operate in exactly this way. The UK exporting company is paid by the UK bank upon delivery of the goods or services to the country concerned. The ECGD guarantees the UK bank both full repayment of the loan made and a reasonable rate of return. The other major business activity of the ECGD is **Supplier Credit Insurance**, particularly through **Export Insurance Policies** (EXIP) that give insurance cover to suppliers against the risk of not being paid under their contract.119

Other products offered by the ECGD are:

- **Supplier Credits** – which allow a UK exporter to pass on payment risks to the UK bank involved, and to get paid quickly and in full as soon as goods are delivered or services performed, rather than having to wait until the overseas buyer can raise the funds.
- **Lines of Credit** – which allow UK exporters to set up a finance package with buyer institutions to finance a series of contracts for either goods or services. A line of credit is put in place before the contract is signed and is therefore quick, as well as being available for contracts that are worth as little as £20,000 ($32,000).
- **Overseas Investment Insurance** – which is primarily political risk insurance on equity or loan investments made by a UK company in an overseas business, or on a bank loan made to an overseas company. These political risks include expropriation, war, restrictions on remittances and, in some cases, breach of undertaking. The ECGD states that one of the many advantages of this scheme is that, if a political event were to interfere with a business in which a UK company had an investment, the fact that the UK government is involved means that “we would hope to resolve the matter before the investor needs to make a claim” – that is, diplomatic pressure would be brought to bear to ensure the smooth running of the company.
- **Project Finance** – which covers large projects for which revenues from the project are relied upon for repayment, and for which the assets and contracts involved are used as security. The involvement of the ECGD often enables UK banks and businesses to find further financing from other sources.

Project finance projects take several years to complete and are expensive.120

120. These risks covered by this insurance include the risk of the purchaser going bankrupt, or failing to pay, and also political risks such as civil disturbances or actions by overseas governments affecting performance of the contract, or political, economic or administrative occurring abroad that prevent payment.

121. Information taken from the ECGD website, www.ecgd.gov.uk.
Box 3

The ECGD and Arms Export Subsidies

OECD agreements about the minimum level at which ECAs can set their premium rates do not apply to defence equipment (see Section One, p.12). The ECGD states that while it therefore does not have to apply minimum benchmarks on arms exports, it does in fact do so.127 However, from figures provided by the ECGD to Parliament, it appears that premiums earned by the ECGD from exports in the defence sector account for a much lower percentage of claims paid out than the overall figure.128 Whereas overall aggregate figures show that premiums cover one-third to one-half of claims paid out by the ECGD, for the defence sector, the percentage of claims covered by premium payments drops to between one-fifth and one-quarter. In 2000–01, for instance, premiums earned in defence projects amounted to £38 million ($60 million) while claims paid out came to nearly five times this amount at £181 million ($288 million).129 In 1999–2000, premiums earned on defence projects amounted to £27 million ($43 million), while claims paid out amounted to £152 million ($242 million). Recoveries for the defence sector, meanwhile, have been very low. According to figures provided to the UK Parliament by the Department of Trade and Industry, from 1990–2001 premiums earned on defence business amounted to £251 million ($410 million), claims paid out amounted to £970 million ($1.58 billion) but only £122 million ($199.7 million) was recovered.130 These figures mean that the ECGD was left with a £597 million ($977 million) shortfall for its defence business over this ten year period.

These figures also suggest that, at the very least, as chief economists from the Ministry of Defence and academics put it in a report for the University of York Centre for Defence Economics: “It is still not possible to conclude that the objective of covering the cost of claims through premiums so as to break even over the long run is being achieved”.131 By failing to break even, and therefore to cover its losses, the ECGD is in effect providing a subsidy to the defence sector.132 As Michael Bartlett from the Religious Society of Friends states: “It is precisely by the losses that [the ECGD] makes in this sector of insurance that it is providing subsidies”.133 The ECGD has in fact made a loss on the defence sector in every one of the last 12 years. Since 1990, the amount of premium earned combined with claims recovered has never even approached the amount paid out in claims.

The subsidy that the ECGD provides the UK arms industry has also been calculated in other ways. According to research by Saferworld and the Oxford Research Group comparing the premiums that would be charged by private lending organisations for defence equipment to the same countries to which the ECGD backs arms exports with ECGD premium rates, the ECGD provides an annual subsidy of £227 million ($362 million) to the defence sector.134 NGOs and Members of Parliament have been making a strong moral argument for some years now that the ECGD should not back defence exports at all. At present, the defence sector is entirely dependent upon the support offered by the ECGD. Government officials and supporters of the arms industry always assert that if the UK government were not to provide this kind of support, many thousands of jobs would be lost and the British economy would suffer. But analysis by the University of York Centre for Defence Economics in November 2001 suggests that, while a halving of defence exports would lead to the loss of 49,000 jobs in the defence industry, another 67,000 new jobs would be created in the civil economy over the following five years. It also states that “the economic costs of reducing defence exports are relatively small and largely one-off”.135 The Corner House believes that it is not inherently wrong for the ECGD to provide subsidies, provided they are in the public interest. Subsidies could, for instance, be an appropriate tool to kick- start a domestic renewable energy export market – a market that could benefit Almost one-third (30%) of ECGD backing goes each year to defence projects – almost half between the years 1998 and 2001.124 The defence industry has consistently been one of the worst corruption offenders, second only to construction and public works in Transparency International’s Bribe-Payers Index. According to the US Department of Commerce, half of all bribes paid between 1994 and 1999 involved defence contracts, despite the fact that arms constitute only 1% of world trade.125 Research by the UK’s Religious Society of Friends shows that the defence part of ECGD’s business is heavily subsidised by the civil business it backs.126

Of the civil (rather than military) projects that the ECGD supports, the highest percentage (25% in 2000/01 and 41% in 1999/2000) is in the

124. ECGD, Annual Report and Resource Accounts 2000/01, p.40. Nearly 55% of the ECGD’s defence portfolio goes to the Middle East and 38% to Asia. The bulk of military cover is for aircraft (58.2%), vehicles (23%), radar and radios (12%) and ancillary equipment (6%). See Nicholas Hildyard, Snouts in the Trough, Corner House Briefing 14, July 1999, p.14, www.thecornerhouse.org.uk/briefing/14eacas.html.
126. Michael Bartlett, “The case against

_TURNING A BLIND EYE_
power generation sector – a sector ranked sixth in Transparency International’s list of corrupt industries. The oil and gas industry, meanwhile, another key, related area for the ECGD and the focus of its new “Good Projects in Difficult Markets” initiative, is the third most corrupt industry in Transparency International’s Index.

It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the ECGD has been implicated in some of the worst scandals involving British business operating abroad. In the mid-1980s, it backed the Al Yamamah deal with the government of Saudi Arabia, a deal that included the sale of Hawk and Tornado jets. British defence companies are alleged to have either agreed to pay or actually paid commissions ranging anywhere from 5% to 25% of the contract price to middlemen and officials in connection with the deal.

...
Throughout the 1990s, there were persistent rumours of corruption. A 1992 report by the UK’s National Audit Office investigating the deal has yet to be published despite repeated requests from Parliament.

In 1991, the ECGD was involved (through the UK government’s now defunct Aid and Trade Provision) in supporting the involvement of a consortium led by UK company Balfour Beatty to build the Pergau dam in Malaysia. The construction of the dam, which was funded by the then Overseas Development Administration (ODA) of the UK government, was linked to an arms deal with Malaysia worth £1 billion ($1.6 billion). Officials at the ODA described the dam as “uneconomic”, a “very bad buy” and a burden on Malaysian consumers, who would end up paying £100 million ($160 million) more for electricity than other cheaper power generation alternatives could have supplied. The contract was not won through competitive tender. During the process of investigating the spiralling price of the contract, ODA officials urged Balfour Beatty to lower its fees for agency services for the project, which it regarded as excessive. ODA officials were effectively over-ridden by the UK’s Foreign Office, which pushed for UK government support for the dam to go ahead. The UK NGO, the World Development Movement, successfully challenged the use of British aid money for this project in the UK courts in November 1994. The case effectively set a precedent to make it illegal to use British aid money for uneconomic projects.

These high-profile cases are not just one-offs. As the case studies below illustrate, an institutional culture has existed within the ECGD of almost completely disregarding corruption as a serious risk factor that could undermine the viability of projects backed and could increase the costs both for UK taxpayers and for the citizens of countries in which the projects take place.

**ECGD and British Business Culture**

The institutional failure within the ECGD to recognise or tackle corruption has developed out of a long-standing and intimate relationship between the ECGD and the British business community.

Huw Evans, a former UK Executive Director at the IMF and World Bank and one-time deputy secretary at the UK Treasury, said that the ECGD was far too vulnerable to the intensive lobbying of UK government ministers carried out by large corporations. In addition, the ECGD’s Advisory Council was until recently made up solely of members of the business and banking community, some of whose companies benefited from export credits. This closeeness between the ECGD and the business community may be why the ECGD has reflected the commonly accepted notion in the business community that bribery is a normal, albeit unsavoury, way of winning contracts abroad.

This notion is indicated in a recent comment made by Gary Campkin of the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) – the UK employers’ organisation – that: “The CBI and British business is totally against bribery, corruption and extortion. But these sort of issues are often about the way you do business.” A report in the *Daily Telegraph* national newspaper into British anti-corruption legislation passed in 2002 to implement the OECD anti-bribery convention noted that “few businessmen, understandably, will talk openly about bribery and corruption abroad.
Off the record however they admit that enormous amounts go on.” [150]

The Economist has reported that many in the business community “believe that in large parts of the world a company that does not pay bribes does not do business.” [151]

According to Transparency International’s annual Bribe Payers Index, British companies resort to bribery more than Dutch, Belgian or Swedish ones, but not as much as US, French or German companies. World Bank research indicates that 14% of British companies operating in former Soviet Union countries pay kickbacks to obtain government contracts. [152] Until recently, the majority of firms blacklisted by the World Bank under its fraud and corruption guidelines, and thus not eligible for World Bank contracts, were British. [153]

British companies appear familiar with the traditional bribery practice of making payments into offshore bank accounts, but may also use more subtle and less traceable means such as buying villas or homes for influential decision-makers, paying for children of public officials to attend private schools or universities in Britain, paying for lavish holidays, or lending the company credit card to the relevant official. They are also, according to a former chief executive officer of UK energy company Premier Oil and Gas, Roland Shaw, “very good at finding other ways of doing it [bribery] – perhaps investing in a college so that the politician can stand up and say they bought the equipment, but look at the benefit we got for the country.” [154]

ECGD Backing in Countries With Corruption Problems

Another major reason why the ECGD has ignored corruption is that some of the best opportunities for British exports are in countries with the most serious corruption problems. Between 1996 and 2001, China, Indonesia, the Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and Russia – all countries noted for high levels of corruption in business transactions and public procurement – regularly featured in the top 10 countries for ECGD support (see Appendix 1, p.75). [156]

Indonesia has been in the top five countries for ECGD guarantees over the last two years. An Indonesian state audit report in September 2002 revealed that 4.2 billion rupiahs (£280,000/$550,000) of foreign funding intended as export credit facilities for the Indonesian defence ministry, armed forces and national police were missing because of corruption. [157] The worst offender, according to the report, was the Indonesian air force, whose finances showed irregularities worth $82.5 million. The Indonesian air force is now conducting a review of its procurement procedures in the 1990s amid allegations that the price it paid for Hawk jets sold by British Aerospace (now BAE Systems) in the early 1990s with ECGD backing was inflated to encompass a large commission to then President Suharto’s daughter, Siti Hardiyanti “Tutut” Rukmana, who acted as British Aerospace’s agent for the contract. [158]

There is considerable pressure on the ECGD to provide cover in those markets that British business considers to be its best opportunities, irrespective of local conditions or corruption problems. Such pressure is illustrated by the intense industry lobbying of the ECGD to extend cover
for oil-rich Angola. Several oil and construction interests, including BP Amoco plc, the Export Group for Constructional Industries and the Engineering Employers Federation, have asked the UK government to extend ECGD cover to Angola. The country has been off cover for 15 years because of political and economic instability, owes the ECGD £131 million ($208.5 million) and is considered to be one of the most corrupt countries in the world. It is beaten to bottom place only by Nigeria and Bangladesh in Transparency International’s 2002 Corruption Perceptions Index that surveys 102 countries. In November 2001, the ECGD stated that it was considering including Angola under its new “Good Projects in Difficult Markets” scheme. This statement suggests that, as Huw Evans told the UK Parliament’s Trade and Industry Select Committee in 2000 when it was looking into the future of the ECGD, final decisions about whether the ECGD should support projects “often owe more to political weight than to fine calculations of risk assessment.”

The following nine case studies examine projects that the ECGD backed, mainly in the 1990s, with insufficient regard to corruption issues, and illustrate the ECGD’s inadequate procedures. The Department has since introduced anti-corruption measures, which are examined in Section Three (p.57ff). While the case studies may therefore be considered “historical”, most of them are still very much current or “live” in that the extent of corruption involved is only now coming to light and still requires action on the part of ECGD. Action is also required in those cases in which the countries involved are paying the price for the historical failure of the ECGD to follow adequate due diligence procedures on corruption.

Case Study 1
The Turkwell Gorge Hydro-Electric Power Station, Kenya, 1986

“The whitest of white elephants”
“A stinking scandal”
“A fiasco of the first magnitude”
“The bastard issue of indifference and greed”
“The richest dirty deal in Kenya’s history”

Various descriptions of the Turkwell Dam

In August 1986, the ECGD issued a guarantee of £17.5 million ($28 million) to a British consulting company, Watermeyer Lesse Piesold and Uhlimann (WLPU), subsequently renamed Knight Piesold (and now called Scott Wilson Piesold), to act as second consultant and assistant employer on the Turkwell Gorge Hydro-Electric Dam in Kenya. Despite evidence to the contrary, the ECGD denied supporting Turkwell both in the UK Parliament and to The Corner House directly until 2001 when it finally admitted publicly that it had backed the project. Turkwell has become a by-word in Kenya for corruption and mismanagement.

The Turkwell Gorge project was conceived in the 1960s. From the beginning, concerns were expressed that it would be problematic. The dam was to be built on a major earthquake fault, even though other more
The European Economic Community (EEC) was in the process of commissioning a study to look further into these issues when, in January 1986, the Kenyan government awarded the contract to build the dam to the French company, Spie Batignolles, without any international competitive bidding procedure. The contract signed was for $250 million (£157 million), some $102 million (£64 million) more than an original estimate, and $60 million (£37 million) more than was judged economically feasible by the French consulting firm, Sogreah. Furthermore, the terms of financing the dam as laid out in the contract were extremely disadvantageous to the Kenyan government: financing was mainly in the form of non-concessional (that is, full market rate) loans denominated in rapidly appreciating Swiss francs, leaving Kenya with the prospect of an ever-increasing debt burden. At the time, there was an informal agreement among European countries that they would pay for major projects in Africa with low-cost loans, and there were more than enough donor funds available at the time to fund Turkwell on a concessional basis.

In a March 1986 internal memo leaked to the Financial Times, the European Commission delegate to Kenya, Achim Kratz, stated that the dam was “extremely disadvantageous for Kenya”, but suggested that Kenyan government officials (particularly President Daniel Arap Moi and energy minister Nicholas Biwott) “nevertheless accepted it because of high personal advantages”. Allegations of bribery have been consistently raised in the Kenyan media. The World Bank, rival Scandinavian and British companies, and the British government itself raised further criticisms of the deal at the time.

The Turkwell Gorge Dam eventually cost $450 million (£285 million) to build, three times the initial estimate and nearly twice the contract price. Soon after it was completed in October 1993, the critics’ predictions started to come true. The dam was meant to produce 160 MW of electricity, but produced only 85 MW because of low water levels. By 1998, the river Turkwell’s flow had fallen by 13%, and by 2000, the dam was producing 80 MW, with its reservoir nearly 50 metres below its full supply level.

Because of the corruption surrounding Turkwell, a 1991 Consultative Group meeting of donors to Kenya, including the World Bank and IMF, imposed a full aid embargo on Kenya. International donor aid to Kenya’s energy sector was frozen until late 1996. The British government, however, did not participate in this aid embargo, and it was not until 1998 that the ECGD responded to corruption concerns by reducing its liabilities on other projects in Kenya.

The Turkwell Gorge Dam has continued to be dogged by ongoing allegations of corruption and financial mismanagement. These have included...
illegal contracts, failure to account for expenditure, and overpayment of contractors by the parastatal company responsible for the dam, the Kerio Valley Development Authority (KVDA).\(^{181}\) Most recently, in 2001, the Kenyan Parliament’s Public Investment Committee questioned President Moi’s son, Jonathan, regarding pressure exerted on the KVDA to award one contract to a particular Kenyan consulting company, Meacom Consultants Ltd, in 1996-7.\(^{182}\) No final audit of the original Turkwell deal has ever been completed.\(^{183}\)

One-third of the Turkana people were dependent, particularly in times of drought, upon a riverine forest irrigated by the river Turkwell. Before the dam was built, serious concerns were raised that the dam would destroy the Turkana people’s ability to keep livestock, thus forcing them to depend upon food aid. A Norad study feared that the dam would “have a devastating effect on the economy, as well as the ecology, of central Turkana District”.\(^{184}\)

Some 800 people were displaced by the Turkwell dam, compensation for whom was slow and inadequate.\(^{185}\) “Community projects” to lessen the impact of the project were poorly designed. A hospital and school were built too far from where people lived. As soon as the dam had been completed, the drugs in the hospital ran out. Untreated water from the dam was blamed for an outbreak of typhoid at the local hospital.\(^{186}\) During construction, school attendance dropped sharply as children took unskilled jobs on the site; prostitution became rampant; and 12 people died and 50 were injured as a result of working on the dam.\(^{187}\)

Longer-term damage to the environment and local people is only just coming to light. In early 2001, the United Nations Environmental Programme started a five-year study on the rehabilitation of rangelands in African arid zones. It stated that the main threat to indigenous species of plants – the main food sources for humans and livestock – was “the effect of the dam on the Turkwell River which has changed flood patterns and threatened fauna habitats.”\(^{188}\)

Kenya, a drought-prone country, has been crippled by energy shortages since it became dependent on hydro-electric power. Two-thirds of its power comes from hydro-electric stations, which in 2000 were producing only one-quarter of their average production capacity.\(^{189}\) Kenya’s most serious drought between 1998 and 2000 brought the country to its knees. Domestic electricity consumers were rationed to 12 hours of electricity a day, 6 days a week. Kenyan businesses were severely affected as power surges wrecked machinery, orders could not be met and staff had to be laid off.\(^{190}\) Heated exchanges in the Kenyan parliament took place during 2000 over whether Turkwell was a “white elephant” and over the corruption allegations that had always dogged the project. Commentators have suggested that Kenya’s dependence on hydro-electric power stems from the lucrative opportunity for some Kenyans to collect bribes paid by Western companies to secure big construction programmes.

The ECGD has paid out claims of £2 million ($3 million) on the Turkwell Gorge Dam, of which it has recovered from Kenya £1.2 million ($2 million). As of mid-2002, the ECGD still had a £0.36 million ($0.57 million) liability in respect of Turkwell.\(^{191}\) Given that Kenya is a Highly Indebted Poor Country and given that in December 2002, a new government with a strong commitment to tackling corruption was elected, The

---

182. \textit{Daily Nation}, 26/6/01, “Parliamentary Investment Committee preparing its 10th audit report”
184. Quoted in Blaine Harden, \textit{Africa: Dispatches from a Fragile Continent}, Fontana, 1992, p.211.
186. ibid.
187. ibid.
189. \textit{Daily Nation}, 21/5/00, “Severe Rationing to Take Place”
190. \textit{Daily Nation}, 14/9/99, “Economy the top casualty of power deficit”
191. Email from ECGD Spokesperson to The Corner House, 10/6/02
Corner House believes that the ECGD should review its role in funding the Turkwell Dam, with a view to cancelling unconditionally the outstanding debt. The Corner House believes that the ECGD must accept responsibility for this debt because of its negligence with regard to corruption.

The Turkwell Gorge Hydro-Electric Power Station, Kenya

| Date of ECGD guarantee: | August 1986 |
| Date of corruption allegation: | March 1986 |
| Source of corruption allegation: | EU delegate to Kenya, local newspapers |
| Failures in ECGD response: | a) Gave guarantee despite well-known allegations of corruption from credible sources.  
b) Gave guarantee despite the fact that European countries had agreed to fund such projects in Africa with low-cost loans, which export credit financing is not.  
c) Failed to insist on proper audit of project being carried out by Kenyan government.  
d) Denied backing the project despite questions in parliament and from The Corner House until 2001. |
| Cost to Kenyan taxpayer of ECGD guarantee: | £1.2 million ($2 million) |
| Cost to Kenyan taxpayer of corruption: | Incalculable sums of money lost through environmental damage, the effects of the aid embargo, and dependence on unsuitable hydro-electric schemes. |

Case Study 2
Ewaso Ngiro Hydropower Scheme, Kenya, 1990

In June 1990, the ECGD backed 85% of Knight Piesold’s involvement in another hydro-electric project in Kenya, the Ewaso Ngiro Hydropower Scheme, with an export credit of £37 million ($59 million). Knight Piesold conducted feasibility studies and environmental impact assessments for the scheme that proposed to build three dams for $350 million (£220 million) in total by the year 2007.

In 1992, a World Bank study team criticised the £38.1 million ($60 million) contract awarded by the Kenyan government to Knight Piesold as being “five times what such services would normally cost.” Its report, which was obtained by the Financial Times, also stated that Knight Piesold had been paid £15.3 million ($24.3 million) up front although the dam would not come on-stream for another 10 years. The report noted that “the exorbitant cost of this contract together with the high level of upfront payments . . . even before the feasibility study was completed, raises fundamental questions about procurement practices and financial mismanagement”. A 1999 Scoping Study carried out by Knight Piesold indicated that the company published 14 reports between 1991 and 1993, suggesting that the average cost of each report was more than £2.7 million ($4.2 million).  

192. The contract was not won through competitive tender.  
At the time, Knight Piesold said its fee “was entirely in line with the norm for work of this nature”. They argued that its fees were not just for the feasibility study but also for adjudicating tenders, supervising construction, and conducting post-construction monitoring and site investigations. According to a Kenyan newspaper report, Knight Piesold claimed that the upfront payment was necessary “because of the lack of traditional concessionary funding certain departures from the ordinary were inevitable if the funds were to be availed and the projects brought on stream on time.” A World Bank team of auditors that subsequently investigated the cost of the feasibility study cleared the company of any wrong-doing.

ECGD supported this project despite the furore over the Turkwell Gorge Dam and the imminent aid embargo on Kenya (see p.29) and despite the murder five months earlier of the Kenyan foreign minister, Robert Ouko, who had been looking into allegations of corruption against senior government ministers. The chief suspect for Ouko’s murder was alleged to be Nicholas Biwott, the energy minister responsible for commissioning both Turkwell and Ewaso Ngiro. Biwott has strenuously denied the allegations and has never been charged. There is no evidence that the ECGD investigated the “financial mismanagement” questions raised by the World Bank at the time or conducted a full audit of the project.

Knight Piesold’s partners in the Ewaso Ngiro Hydropower Scheme were the Kenya Power Company (KPC) and the Ewaso Ngiro South Development Authority. Both bodies have since been criticised by the Kenyan Auditor-General for Corporations for failing to keep adequate accounts and to prepare proper budgets.

In March 2000, the Kenya Power and Lighting Company (the successor to the Kenya Power Company) downgraded the project’s priority in its annual Least Cost Expansion Plan. But the project has not been abandoned. Drilling to establish geological and geotechnical conditions for underground structures for the dam was completed during 2000. According to the World Bank in Nairobi, the scheme “may reappear in the future, there is no guarantee that it won’t.” Knight Piesold was involved in 1998 in studies to reduce the impacts of the dam through an irrigation scheme.

Among the concerns raised by the Maasai Environmental Resource Coalition (MERC) about the hydroelectric scheme are that the local Maasai population will lose land and that compensation will not adequately address or reflect the current communal ownership of land. MERC has also criticised the project for not holding meaningful consultations with local Maasai communities and for failing to disclose information about the project to these communities.

The project would divert water away from the Masarua Swamp, a key water resource in Tanzania’s famous Serengeti National Park, and would increase water flow into Lake Natron, also in Tanzania. The increase of water into Lake Natron might flood the principal breeding and nesting grounds of the lesser flamingo. Tanzania has twice vetoed the hydroelectric scheme on the grounds that it would drive wild animals into Kenya, thereby destroying Tanzania’s tourist industry.
There are already reports from the upriver Boran pastoralist people of intense conflict over access to the Ewaso Ngiro river, particularly when large-scale export-oriented farms siphon off water for irrigation. They also report that the Ewaso Ngiro River has dried up since 1984 except in the rainy season.201

The ECGD has paid out claims of £8.12 million ($13 million) with regard to Ewaso Ngiro. It has recovered £5.74 million ($9 million) of this from the Kenyan government, and still has a residual liability of £2.38 million ($3.8 million).202 Again, given the changed circumstances in Kenya and the ECGD’s stated commitment to tackling corruption, The Corner House believes that the ECGD should review this debt.

---

**Ewaso Ngiro Hydropower Scheme, Kenya**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of ECGD guarantee:</th>
<th>June 1990</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date of corruption allegation:</td>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of corruption allegation:</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Failures of ECGD response: | a) Gave guarantee despite international concerns over corruption in Kenya, particularly in the energy sector.  
  
  b) Failed to investigate allegations of financial mismanagement. |
| Cost to Kenyan taxpayer of ECGD guarantee: | £5.74 million ($9 million) |
| Cost to Kenyan taxpayer of corruption: | Unknown |

---

**Case Study 3**

**KAFCO Fertiliser Plant, Bangladesh, 1991**203

“A complete sell-out of national interests”

“The most corrupt deal in Bangladesh’s history”

Various Bangladeshi ministers204

In March 1991, the ECGD gave investment insurance worth £20 million ($32 million) to Citibank UK for its involvement in the Karnaphuli Fertiliser Company (KAFCO) Fertiliser Complex in Chittagong, Bangladesh. KAFCO is the largest private foreign investment project in Bangladesh and the single largest industrial project in the country. The Complex produces high-grade ammonia and granular urea out of Bangladesh’s natural gas for export to the international market.

The $500 million (£315 million) contract for KAFCO, signed in 1990 between the Karnaphuli Fertiliser Company and Japanese companies Chiyoda and Marubeni, together with the Italian Petro-Chemical Manufacturers Association, was hailed by *Trade Finance* Magazine as the “Deal of the Year” in 1990. It was later described in early 1992 by a government minister investigating allegations of corruption as “the most corrupt deal in Bangladesh’s history”.205

The government of Bangladesh holds the largest share in KAFCO, at 43.4%, through the state-owned Bangladesh Chemical Industries

---


202. Email from ECGD Spokesperson to The Corner House, 10/6/02

203. The details of this case study have been compiled by the author with the help of Manucher Towhidi, former Managing Director of KAFCO, and Toufique Khalidi, a former BBC World Service journalist, previously with the *Daily Star* in Bangladesh.

204. *The Daily Star* (Bangladesh), 5/2/99, “KAFCO: How the Flagship Turned Sour”.


---
Corporation. The government is also a guarantor for the whole project. The largest foreign investors in KAFCO are the Japanese companies, Chiyoda (an engineering company) and Marubeni (a trading company specialising in textiles, metals, chemicals and fertiliser). Together with the Japanese government’s Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund – which prior to 1999 disbursed Japan’s Overseas Development Assistance (ODA)\(^{206}\) – these two companies set up the Kafco Japan Investment Co Ltd, which holds a 31.3% share in the Complex. Other shareholders include: the Danish company, Haldor Topsoe (14.95%); Denmark’s Industrialisation Fund for the Underdeveloped (4.35%); the UK government’s Commonwealth Development Corporation (4.35% share);\(^{207}\) and Stamicarbon BV of Holland (1.56%). Chiyoda, Marubeni and the Italian Petro-Chemical Manufacturers Association (IPMA) acted as contractors on the project. Marubeni and the US trading company, Transammonia AG, secured off-take agreements\(^{208}\) allowing them a virtually risk-free monopoly to sell all the ammonia and urea produced by KAFCO and to charge KAFCO a 2-5% commission on each sale without requiring the companies themselves to get any minimum price for the products.

The contracts between KAFCO and the foreign contractors were all signed between April and October 1990 in the last months of the military dictatorship of General Hussain Mohammad Ershad. The Gas Supply and Gas Price and Payment Agreements between KAFCO and the Bangladesh government were signed on 1 December 1990 in the midst of a popular revolt that led to the collapse of Ershad’s dictatorship on 6 December 1990. These agreements have been most controversial in Bangladesh, because they entailed the government of Bangladesh supplying KAFCO with cut-price gas. There was no competitive tender for the contracts despite stringent requirements in Bangladesh for competitive tender in public procurement.\(^{209}\)

According to a Bangladeshi journalist reporting on the case at the time, it was common knowledge in Bangladesh that KAFCO involved extensive bribery of government ministers and officials. Mosharraf Hossain,\(^{210}\) the Permanent Secretary at the Ministry of Industries who negotiated the deal and who was given an unprecedented power of attorney to act on behalf of General Ershad, allegedly continues to receive personal financial support from one of KAFCO’s largest foreign investors, Japanese company Marubeni. According to one person familiar with the KAFCO deal, “the misshapen nature of KAFCO’s contractual structure could not have come about without serious high-level corruption”. General Ershad was subsequently tried and jailed on various charges including corruption. But there has never been an official investigation of corruption in relation to KAFCO, and no one has ever been prosecuted.

The terms of the various KAFCO deals were so unfavourable to Bangladesh that when Khaleda Zia’s new government took over from Ershad in 1991, a cabinet committee investigated the project and concluded that it was not in Bangladesh’s interests and that the whole arrangement should be revised. But strong pressure from Japan, whose export credit agency, the Export Import Bank of Japan, had underwritten the deal, ensured that only a few revisions were made. This pressure also led the government of Bangladesh itself to issue guarantees on the project in 1992 against $250 million (£157 million) of loans and guarantees to KAFCO from various export credit agencies.

---

206. The Japanese Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund provides official development assistance in the form of loans and private sector finance. Since October 1999, it has been incorporated into the Export-Import Bank of Japan (JEXIM) to form the Japanese Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC).

207. The Commonwealth Development Corporation also extended £12.8 million ($20 million) worth of loans to KAFCO. The Commonwealth Development Corporation, now CDC Group plc, is 100% owned by the UK government’s Department for International Development. It has £1 billion ($1.6 billion) of taxpayers’ money invested in more than 50 countries, and provides equity and risk capital for private sector businesses in emerging markets. Its goal is to invest in businesses that contribute positively to national development. In late 1999, it became a public limited company, and proposals have now been made to turn CDC Group plc into a Public Private Partnership.

208. Off-take agreements are long-term agreements to purchase a set minimum amount of a particular product at an agreed price.

209. Although this was strictly speaking a private procurement contract for which tender was not legally required, the government of Bangladesh had such a large share in the project that competitive bidding should have been applied.

210. Mosharraf Hossain is currently State Minister for Energy and Mineral Resources in the government of Khaleda Zia, despite the fact that Zia helped to lead the movement that toppled Ershad.
The contracts for KAFCO have been described in a white paper produced for the government of Bangladesh in 2001 on the project as “manifestly disadvantageous” to the company itself. Even though the Bangladeshi government was the project’s major shareholder, it did not “benefit in any significant way from its investment in KAFCO”. The fact that almost all KAFCO’s foreign shareholders also acted as suppliers, contractors or lenders to the project gave rise “to conflict of interests among shareholders which may have deterred them [from taking] optimal decisions favouring the interest of KAFCO”.

From the beginning, the government of Bangladesh granted KAFCO extraordinary concessions that were far more in the interests of the foreign investors than of the country. KAFCO was to receive gas on a preferential basis and at a cheaper rate than any other consumer in the country – at half the price of gas supplied to other fertiliser companies in the public sector. This annual subsidy to KAFCO of cheap gas provided by the Government of Bangladesh has been estimated at $18.5 million (£11.6 million) a year. Bangladesh’s total subsidy to KAFCO up to January 2003 is estimated to be in the region of $120 million (£75 million). KAFCO was given an income tax holiday for the first nine years of its production, followed by an annual rebate of 50% on income tax. KAFCO’s foreign equity holders and lenders did not have to pay any taxes, import or export duties, charges or fees.

The government of Bangladesh is not only one of the major suppliers to KAFCO but also its major shareholder. It is one of KAFCO’s major purchasers as well – but it has to buy fertiliser from KAFCO in foreign exchange and at international prices. KAFCO itself is required to pay 2% commission to US company Transammonia and Japanese company Marubeni for these sales to the government of Bangladesh, even though the sales require no work on the companies’ part and even though it was understood at the outset that the Bangladeshi government would be a major purchaser of the plant’s products.

The KAFCO fertiliser plant has proved a costly drain on the government of Bangladesh’s resources, and not just because of its gas subsidy. The plant, according to the contract, was considerably over-priced. It cost between $130-150 million (£82-95 million) more to build than a similar plant in Bangladesh at Jamuna. Cost overruns of more than 26% meant that the project finally cost $632.7 million (£397.6 million) instead of the original contract price of $500 million (£315 million).

Equipment bought from Romania and Italy was so substandard that the plant did not function properly when it finally opened in December 1994, five years after the signing of the contract. Within four months of opening, the plant had suffered numerous shutdowns. It failed a performance test carried out in May 1995, and the plant did not achieve Plant Acceptance until October 2000, after one contractor (and investor), Japanese company Chiyoda, had paid out $30 million (£19 million) in compensation. Production losses caused by shutdowns due to substandard equipment have been estimated at $78 million (£49 million), but according to internal projections by KAFCO’s management, the total losses to KAFCO are likely to be in excess of $110 million (£69 million).

It is only in the last two financial years, 2000-2001 and 2001-2002, that KAFCO has shown an operating profit of roughly $5 million (£3 million).
a year. But if the gas subsidies provided by the government of Bangladesh were removed, KAFCO would still be operating at a loss.

The white paper on KAFCO prepared for Bangladesh’s Ministry of Industries in November 2001 was deeply critical of the project’s viability. It found that the plant’s mid-term financial viability was in doubt and that the company’s net assets had declined by 38.5% over six years.219 It also noted that it is unlikely that the government of Bangladesh will receive “any dividend income [from KAFCO] for the foreseeable future”.220

Bangladesh is one of the poorest countries in South Asia and the world. In 1999, according to the Asian Development Bank, 45% of its population lived below the poverty line, while in 2000, World Bank statistics show that 47% of its children under the age of five were malnourished.221 It can least afford substandard projects from which, at best, it draws no benefit and, at worst, which it is forced to subsidise with its limited public funds. According to the former managing director of KAFCO, Manucher Towhidi, “simply put, [KAFCO] is the story of a poor nation raped by a group of multinationals in the name of industrialisation, while three so-called enlightened and helpful governments (Japan, UK and Denmark) stood by and allowed it to happen and to continue to this day”.222 Estimates of the net drain on Bangladesh’s resources of the KAFCO project are in the region of $350 million (£220 million).

The ECGD has played a significant role as a guarantor for Citibank UK’s substantial loans to KAFCO. Neither the ECGD, nor its fellow UK government department, the Commonwealth Development Corporation, which is a KAFCO shareholder and lender, seem to have undertaken any serious analysis of the project’s cost before giving financial support. The ECGD’s involvement shows considerable disregard for the interests of Bangladesh and for the impact that corruption can have on the design and implementation of a project. A former KAFCO insider told The Corner House, “I think they [the ECGD] were half asleep when they went into this project. I think they were transfixed by the wonder of how the plant looked on paper and didn’t stop to take a look at the details”.

The ECGD is still insuring the KAFCO Fertiliser Complex.223

219. The Daily Star (Bangladesh), 7/11/02
221. World Bank Bangladesh Data profile, Asian Development Bank country data
222. Personal communication with Manucher Towhidi, former Managing Director of KAFCO, 13/1/03
223. ECGD Press Release, 9/3/01, “ECGD Cements support for Rolls-Royce Investment in Bangladesh”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KAFCO Fertiliser Plant, Bangladesh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of ECGD guarantee:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of corruption allegation:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source of corruption allegation:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Failures of ECGD response:**   | a) Almost total failure of any due diligence procedures.  
                                    | b) Total lack of regard for corruption and its effect on project design.  
                                    | c) Total lack of regard for the potential negative impact on Bangladesh of the project.  
                                    | d) Failure to ensure that safeguards were built into the contract to ensure that the project would function adequately. |
| **Cost to Bangladeshi taxpayer of ECGD guarantee:** | None so far |
| **Cost to Bangladeshi taxpayer of corruption:** | Around $350 million (£220 million) |
Case Study 4
Lesotho Highlands Water Project, Lesotho, 1993-7

Between 1990 and 1997, the ECGD supported the involvement of four British companies to build the Lesotho Highlands Water Project and its associated Muela and Katsel dams. The four companies were Kier International, Sterling International, Balfour Beatty and Kvaerner Boving Ltd. The ECGD’s total support amounted to £215 million ($342 million).

Three of the companies backed by the ECGD, Balfour Beatty, Kier International and Sterling International, are members of business consortia formed for the Project that have been implicated in bribery connected with the scheme. (Another UK company, Sir Alexander Gibb [now known as Gibb Ltd], which received EU grants, was on the original list of companies to be prosecuted in the Lesotho courts for bribery.) Masupha Sole, the chief executive of the Lesotho Highlands Development Authority, the state body responsible overall for the project, was convicted in May 2002 in a Lesotho court for receiving bribes and sentenced to 18 years in prison in June 2002.

The Lesotho Highlands Water Project, the biggest water scheme of its kind in the world, has always been controversial. The £5.5 billion ($8.7 billion) project, which is due to be completed in 2020, was designed to divert water from the mountains of Lesotho through a series of dams and tunnels to South Africa’s industrial province of Gauteng. When the project started in 1986, its financing from sources outside the country, in particular, the World Bank, the European Investment Bank, the European Development Fund, the African Development Bank, various export credit agencies and private banks, was channelled through a UK bank account in London to get around international sanctions against the apartheid government of South Africa.

Critics always questioned whether the project would bring any benefits to the people of Lesotho. For a country in which only 9% of the land can be cultivated, the loss of 925 hectares of arable land and 3,000 hectares of grazing land had considerable social and environmental impacts. Some 27,000 people have lost their farms or access to grazing pastures as a result of the first two dams (Katsel and Muela) built so far (five or six are envisaged in all). About 2,000 people have been resettled. Many of these people believe that they have not received fair compensation, and mass demonstrations against the project have taken place. At one demonstration in 1996, prompted by the sacking of 2,300 workers for striking, five people were killed and 30 injured. Resettlement has broken up communities and increased social problems, while the project has lowered water quality in Lesotho and destroyed natural habitats.

Suspicion of bribery first surfaced in 1994. Leaked correspondence between the World Bank and the Lesotho government shows that the Lesotho government wanted to suspend Masupha Sole and another Lesotho Highlands Development Authority official for about four months while a management audit was completed. Irregularities in the Authority’s accounts had prompted the internal investigation. The World Bank vigorously opposed the suspension of Sole and the other official, even threatening legal action should the Lesotho government go ahead with this course of action. This correspondence was copied to the UK government’s overseas aid department, the Overseas Development Administration (now the Overseas Development and International Development Agency) formed for the Project that have been implicated in bribery connected with the scheme.

225. Email from ECGD Spokesperson to The Corner House, 5/11/02. Figures drawn from parliamentary questions in Hansard, however, suggest a total level of support of £540.2 million ($860 million). The ECGD has implied that, because of the complexity of the project, figures given in different parliamentary answers may have been duplicated.
226. In May 2003, Sole’s appeal against conviction was dismissed, and his conviction on 13 counts of bribery confirmed by Lesotho’s Court of Appeal. His sentence was reduced to 15 years to allow for some sentences to run concurrently rather than consecutively.
Department for International Development, DfID), and to the British High Commission in Lesotho. The ECGD was also informed of the decision to suspend Sole and one other official at the time although it claims that “there was no suggestion of illegal acts on the part of these individuals”.\(^{230}\) The fact that they were suspended pending an audit, however, suggests that, at the very least, irregularities were suspected.

The Lesotho government did not make its first moves towards initiating a criminal prosecution until 1999, when Swiss bank accounts belonging to Sole were discovered. Three years later, on 20 May 2002, Lesotho’s Judge Cullinan found Masupha Sole, the former chief executive of the Lesotho Highlands Development Authority, guilty of receiving nearly £3 million ($5 million) worth of bribes over the course of a decade from companies involved in constructing the project.\(^{231}\)

The Judge found that one of the consortiums involved, the Lesotho Highlands Project Consortium (LHPC), in which British company Balfour Beatty had a 16% share,\(^{232}\) had made payments totalling £33,904.96 ($50,870.59)\(^{233}\) to Masupha Sole. These payments, according to the charges laid before the court, were made via the Swiss bank account of a Panamanian company, Universal Development Corporation, controlled by an agent, Max Cohen, who then transferred them into Sole’s bank account with UBS Zurich in Switzerland.\(^{234}\) The Judge found Masupha Sole guilty of Count 4, a bribery charge, which stated that “LHPC and/or one or more or all of its constituent members corruptly offered payment(s) to the Accused in return for the Accused exercising his influence/powers in his official capacity for the benefit of LHPC.” The Judge also found Sole guilty of Count 3, another bribery charge, which stated that the lead contractor in LHPC, French construction company Spie Batignolles, paid Sole (through the same agent, according to the charges) £6,027.02 ($11,263.00).\(^{235}\) Spie Batignolles now faces prosecution for bribery by the Lesotho authorities.

The charges laid before the court show that a subsequent joint venture involving four companies from the Lesotho Highlands Project Consortium and called the Muela Hydropower Project Contractors (MHPC) won two contracts in 1994 in contentious circumstances. In one instance, the MHPC was allowed to revise its bid downwards after a rival company had tendered at a lower price, leading the African Development Bank to withdraw its funding in protest. In another instance, the MHPC sought to increase the contract price after tender, leading to disputes with the contract negotiating committee and to the European Commission, which was sponsoring the contract, refusing to fund the irregular increase.\(^{236}\)

A spokesperson for Balfour Beatty told the UK’s *Guardian* newspaper in July 2002 that all the Consortium members had made payments to the agent involved.\(^{237}\) All the companies deny, however, any knowledge of these payments being used to bribe Sole or others.

Judge Cullinan found that another consortium, the Highlands Water Venture, which includes British companies Kier International and Stirling International and which was headed by the Italian construction and engineering company, Impregilo, had paid $375,000 (£261,506) to Sole between October 1991 and September 1992. On another count, the Judge found that Gibb had paid £20,000 ($32,000) to Sole.\(^{238}\) On 17 September 2002, meanwhile, the first company to be tried for bribery, Canadian

\(^{230}\) Hansard, 2/12/02, Commons Written Answers, PQ 2002/04, Ms Hewitt to John Austin MP.

\(^{231}\) Judgement of Justice BP Cullinan, 20\(^{\text{th}}\) May 2002, *Rex vs Masupha Ephraim Sole*.

\(^{232}\) Other companies in the Consortium were French companies Spie Batignolles and Campenon Bernard, German company Ed Zublin AG and the South African company, LTA Construction.

\(^{233}\) Currency conversion has been made in real terms, that is, for the date on which the payments were made. The judgement states that Sole received French Francs 58,654.90, £15,200.00 and $17,180.49 between November 1992 and March 1994.


\(^{235}\) Currency conversion has been made in real terms, that is, for the date on which the payments were made.


\(^{237}\) David Pallister, “Blacklisting Scandal threat to UK firm in dam cash scandal”, *The Guardian* 6/7/02.

\(^{238}\) Highlands Water Venture, Count 1, Judgement of Justice BP Cullinan, 20\(^{\text{th}}\) May 2002, *Rex vs Masupha Ephraim Sole*, p.222; Gibb, Count 14, ibid, p.120.
Corruption and the UK’s Export Credits Guarantee Department

construction firm Acres, was convicted by the Lesotho High Court of paying bribes to Sole and was fined £1.5 million ($2.2 million) in October 2002, a sentence against which it is appealing.

The ECGD says that it is monitoring developments in the Lesotho court cases and that it has “sought and received assurances from [the companies involved] that they had no involvement in any unlawful conduct and [that it has] been provided with no information to suggest that they were involved in corruption.”239 This does not suggest that the ECGD has instigated a thorough investigation of the corruption charges. Moreover, the ECGD seems to have made no effort to contact the prosecuting authorities in Lesotho to find out details of the charges. Since the government of Lesotho, one of the poorest countries in the world, is running out of funds to conduct prosecutions against all the companies implicated, the involvement of the British companies in bribery and corruption in this project may well go uninvestigated. Funds that the government of Lesotho was led to expect would come from the World Bank and European Commission to help fund the trials have not been forthcoming.

The ECGD has been unclear and reticent about its backing of the Lesotho Highlands Water Project. In February 2000, a minister from the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), which is responsible for the ECGD, reported to Parliament that the ECGD could find no trace of an application for credit guarantees for the Muela dam, which is part of the project.240 Just a year later, however, in February 2001, another DTI minister reported to Parliament that the ECGD had issued four guarantees dating from 1993 through to 1997 for the Muela dam.241 It is also clear that the ECGD was negligent with regards to irregularities both in the Lesotho Highlands Development Authority (LHDA) and in the tender processes on the Muela dam. The ECGD was alerted to irregularities at the LHDA in 1994 and should have been aware of concerns raised by the African Development Bank and the European Commission also in 1994 about tender processes on the Muela dam. But the ECGD continued to back British companies on the project after this date.

The ECGD’s residual liability on the Lesotho Highlands Water Project is £36 million ($57 million).242

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesotho Highlands Water Project, Lesotho</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of ECGD guarantee:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of corruption allegation:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source of corruption allegation:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Failures of ECGD response:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost to Lesotho taxpayer of ECGD guarantee:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost to Lesotho taxpayer of corruption:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

239. *Hansard*, 2/12/02, Commons Written Answers, PQ no: 2002/94, Ms Hewitt to John Austin MP.
240. *Hansard*, 22/2/00, Commons Written Answers, Column 958W, Dr Howells to Menzies Campbell MP.
241. *Hansard*, 26/2/01, Commons Written Answers, Column 405W, Mr Caborn to Dr Tonge MP.
242. Email from ECGD Spokesperson to The Corner House, 10/1/03.
Case Study 5
Coco Palm Apartments and La Palm Beach Hotel, Ghana, 1994243

“A pyramid of fraud . . . that has now festered into a full blow scandal”

Ghanaian Chronicle244

In August 1994, the ECGD underwrote two loans made by the Bank of Scotland worth £22.3 million ($35.5 million) for a UK company, International Generics Ltd, to build two hotel and luxury apartment complexes, Coco Palm and La Palm Beach, in Accra, Ghana. International Generics Ltd is owned by the Tamman family, who are based in the UK and have close links to the wife of the former President of Ghana, Jerry Rawlings. The previous owner of International Generics and father of the current owner, Danny Tamman, was godfather to Mrs Rawlings.245 Mrs Rawlings is reported to have an equity stake in the hotels.246

International Generics Ltd is wholly owned by Rexol Group NV (also owned by Tamman), which is based in the offshore tax haven of the Netherlands Antilles, via Panama. A former UK Trade Minister, Anthony Nelson, is a former director of International Generics while the former European Commissioner and former UK Chancellor of the Exchequer during Margaret Thatcher’s premiership, Sir Leon Brittain, was an adviser to the company during the 1980s.247 In 1994, the year that the ECGD gave its support for the hotels, the House of Lords ruled in a case concerning the company’s tax liability that it owed the UK Inland Revenue corporation tax of over £1 million ($1.6 million).248

The hotel and luxury apartments were meant to be built within two years, but it was not until seven years later that they were completed, by which time both projects were crippled with large debts and surrounded by allegations of serious financial mismanagement. There were suggestions that the original loans from the Bank of Scotland had disappeared and that money from Ghana’s state Social Security Pension Fund (SSNIT) had been used to take on the debts when the Fund bought a 70% share in the project.249

The Ghana Commercial Bank (GCB) had provided a further $36 million worth of loans, backed by a sovereign guarantee from the Ghanaian Ministry of Finance.250 As of the end of 2001, these loans had not even begun to be repaid, and the GCB had initiated proceedings to recover them. Tamman had apparently made at least £8.5 million ($13.6 million) from the sale of 44 of the 46 Coco Palm chalets between 1998-2000, but had not used the money to pay back the loans.251

The role of the Ghanaian Ministry of Finance appears to be crucial to the whole financial arrangement. According to the ECGD, it provided export credit cover for this project “following a request from the Ghanaian Ministry of Finance”.252 Former Finance Ministry officials are heavily involved in the project or have benefited from it. The La Palm Beach project is part of the larger Golden Beach Hotels company, whose Board Chairman is a former Deputy Minister of Finance, Mr Paa Kwesi Ammissah-Arthur.253 According to Ghanaian newspaper reports, the Director of the Private Sector and Financial Institutions Division of the Ministry of Finance, Dr George Yankey, played a key role in persuading
a former Minister of Finance, Kwame Peprah, to provide the guarantees for the project. Dr Yankey is now said to own one of the Coco Beach apartments.\footnote{Ghana Review International, “Coco Palm Ltd in big trouble”, 13/9/01}

The ECGD recognises that there were serious corruption issues with this project. In 2001, it reported to Parliament that it had “carried out extensive inquiries into this project, the results of which were passed to the DTI [Department of Trade and Industry] Companies Investigation Branch and the Serious Fraud Office (SFO).\footnote{The Serious Fraud Office is an independent UK government department responsible for investigating and prosecuting complex or serious fraud cases of over £1 million ($1.6 million), usually with an international dimension or of public concern.} The DTI and SFO informed ECGD that they did not consider these cases suitable for investigation owing to the difficulty in finding a criminal offence that had occurred within UK jurisdiction which they could investigate and prosecute.”\footnote{Hansard, 7/2/01, Commons Written Answers, Column 561W, Mr Byers to Dr Cable MP.} This is the only known case in which the ECGD has passed on information concerning corruption allegations to external investigatory authorities. It has promised to cooperate fully with any investigation undertaken by the Ghanaian authorities.

This action comes too late for the Ghanaian people, however. Ghana is another of the world’s poorest countries. By late 2002, the ECGD had paid a total of £18.4 million ($29.4 million) on the two projects of which it had recovered £10 million ($16 million) from the government of Ghana.\footnote{Email from ECGD Spokesperson to The Corner House, 7/10/02} The ECGD has subsequently written off £31.1 million ($49.8 million) of Ghana’s debt owed to it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Coco Palm Apartments and La Palm Beach Hotel, Ghana</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of ECGD guarantee:</strong> August 1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of corruption allegation:</strong> 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source of corruption allegation:</strong> Ghanaian Chronicle newspaper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Failures of ECGD response:**
| a) Inadequate due diligence regarding the company involved and the circumstances in Ghana leading to the project |
| b) No apparent action against the company concerned and claims paid to the company despite corruption allegations |
| **Cost to Ghanaian taxpayer of ECGD guarantee:** £10 million |
| **Cost to Ghanaian taxpayer of corruption:** Unknown, but could include losses to the Social Security Pension Fund, and to the government of Ghana through the guarantee of the loan from Ghana Commercial Bank |

**Case Study 6**

**Godavari Power Plant,**

**Andhra Pradesh, India, 1995**

In March 1995, the ECGD announced that it was backing a loan of £50 million ($80 million) from ANZ Grindlays Bank to Spectrum Power Generation Limited (SPGL) to run a 208MW gas-fired combined-cycle power plant at Godavari in India’s state of Andhra Pradesh. The loan was to support the involvement of Parsons Power Generation Systems Ltd (now Heaton Power Ltd\footnote{According to UK Companies House documents, Heaton Power Ltd did not trade during 2002, is an agent for Rolls-Royce Power Engineering plc, and is ultimately owned by Rolls-Royce plc. Two of Heaton Power’s current directors are also directors of Rolls-Royce Industrial Power (India).}) and Rolls Royce Industrial Power (India) Ltd – both subsidiaries of the UK engineering company Rolls Royce plc – in constructing and operating the £110 million ($176 million) plant.
The US engineering firm, Westinghouse, acted as a joint venture partner to both companies on the different contracts that each won.

The Godavari Power Plant has been plagued by allegations of corruption and financial mismanagement. Rolls Royce Industrial Power and Heaton Power Ltd are currently facing a court case in the UK brought by minority shareholders in SPGL to try to force them to repay commission payments made to the SPGL’s Managing Director in the course of trying to win contracts from the company. An initial court case in December 2001 focused on whether the UK courts had jurisdiction to hear the case. The judge, Mr Justice Lawrence Collins, found that while the UK courts did have jurisdiction, the most appropriate jurisdiction for the case was India. An appeal to hear the case in the UK is due to take place in the autumn of 2003.

The proposal for a power plant at Godavari was initially put forward as a project of the Andhra Pradesh state, but it was turned over to the private sector in 1992 as part of India’s liberalisation programme. Together with a state company, National Thermal Power Corporation Ltd (NTPC), Spectrum Technologies USA (STUSA) was chosen to develop the project. Shortly after, Jaya Foods Limited, a small Indian vermicelli company, joined the project and the three companies signed a Promoter’s Agreement in 1993. All three companies set up a new company, Spectrum Power Generation Limited (SPGL), to commission and run the plant. STUSA and Jaya Foods Limited were allocated 90% of the shareholding in this new company and NTPC the remaining 10%.

Problems began early on. Kishan Rao of Jaya Foods Limited appears to have taken advantage of the fact that he incorporated SPGL in his name and that he was its managing director to ease out the other promoters, STUSA and NTPC. He apparently refused to issue shares to STUSA and its investors, and revoked the Promoter’s Agreement to the surprise of NTPC and STUSA. This effectively denied STUSA and NTPC any rights in the company or a say in how the company was run. In effect, from mid-1995, Spectrum Power Generation Limited was run by a food company that had no previous experience of the power sector.

NTPC and STUSA brought several legal cases against Kishan Rao in the Indian courts. Information disclosed during these lengthy legal battles revealed that Kishan Rao used his position to ensure that SPGL awarded numerous bogus contracts to his family and friends. Between October 1993 and March 1994, SPGL gave out about Rs (rupees) 30 crore (£4 million/$6.4 million) worth of contracts for land and site development to newly floated companies that were held in the names of his relatives and associates. These contracts were for work identical to that covered in the contracts awarded to Rolls Royce Industrial Power and Parsons Power Generation Systems, but no work was ever carried out by these new companies. Kishan Rao seems to have transferred the funds SPGL gave to these companies on to yet other companies that he also owned and then brought the funds back into SPGL as equity of affiliates of Jaya Foods.

In 2001, it emerged from these legal battles that on 1 November 1993, Rolls Royce Industrial Power (India) Ltd and Parsons Power Generation Systems Ltd entered into Agency Agreements with Towanda Services Ltd, a company based in the offshore tax haven of the British Virgin Islands. According to these agreements, Rolls Royce Industrial Power
agreed to pay £1.5 million ($2.4 million) and Parsons Power $19.3 million (£13 million) to Towanda Services if Towanda helped the two companies win, respectively, the Operation and Maintenance (O&M) contract and the Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) contract from Spectrum Power Generation Limited. The Agency Agreements appear to have been signed by Mr A.D. Perkins who was Managing Director of Rolls Royce Power Engineering in Newcastle at the time until he left the company in July 1996.

Towanda Services, however, was owned and controlled by Kishan Rao of Jaya Food Industries, who was also Managing Director of SPGL. The company was incorporated only in October 1993, just one month before the Agency Agreements were signed, and had no experience, history or expertise in acting as an agent. This means that the two Rolls Royce subsidiaries entered into an agreement to pay commissions to a company owned by the managing director of the company from which it wished to secure contracts – a fact that Rolls Royce Industrial Power and Parsons Power either knew or wilfully ignored. Kishan Rao has subsequently been subject to an investigation under the 1973 Indian Foreign Exchange Regulatory Act, which prohibits Indian nationals from holding a foreign bank account or from getting money in foreign exchange without government permission. Towanda Services, meanwhile, was struck off the Registry of Companies in the British Virgin Islands in May 1999 for non-payment of its licence fee.

On 4 November 1993, just three days after the Agency Agreement was signed, Kishan Rao announced to the board of SPGL that Parsons Power would be given the Engineering, Procurement and Construction Contract, rather than ABB, Siemens, General Electric or BHEL of India, which had also tendered for the contract. Parsons Power was given the letter of award for the project on board the British Royal Family’s cruise ship, the Royal Yacht Britannia, just a few weeks later during “Bombay week” in November 1993. In announcing ECGD support for Parsons’ involvement in the Godavari Power Plant in 1995, the UK Minister for Trade at the time, Richard Needham, announced, “Parsons have worked very hard to secure this high profile and valuable contract”. Although awarded in 1993, it was not until the end of 1994 and early 1995 that the £54.3 million ($86.9 million) Engineering, Procurement and Construction contract and the £2.8 million ($4.5 million) Operation and Maintenance contract with Parsons Power and Rolls Royce Industrial Power, respectively, were actually signed. Construction began in May 1995.

But problems with the construction meant that the plant did not become operational until nine months after its due date. Under the contract, SPGL could have required Parsons Power to pay it damages arising from this delay worth about Rs 29,960 lakh (£45 million/$72 million). Mohan Rao, director of STUSA, in his affidavit before a Delhi court in July 1998, claimed that Kishan Rao and the Rolls Royce subsidiary were attempting to sign an agreement withdrawing all claims against each other, thus relieving Rolls Royce from any liability for cost overruns. According to a February 2000 audit report commissioned by AP Transco, Andhra Pradesh’s state electricity board, Rolls Royce Industrial Power and SPGL did enter into such an agreement, the legal status of which the audit report suggested needed to be verified. Rolls Royce Industrial Power made counter-claims against SPGL of £16.5 million ($26.4 million)
very close to the amount that it had originally paid in commissions to Kishan Rao’s Towanda Services.

In March 1996, Rolls Royce Industrial Power invested in Spectrum Power Generation Limited (SPGL) directly through its Mauritius-based arm, RR Godavari Power Ltd (RRGP), for a 48% stake in the company. According to Mohan Rao’s July 1998 affidavit, Rolls Royce Industrial Power did not nominate a director to the Board of SPGL, despite being the single largest shareholder, nor did it attend shareholder meetings, nor did it apparently receive any dividends from the project.272 The issue of contractors becoming shareholders has raised concerns on other projects, such as the KAFCO Fertiliser Complex in Bangladesh (see Case Study 3, pp.33ff), due to potential conflicts of interest.

The Godavari power plant was finally completed and commenced operation in April 1998. But it generated cost over-runs of Rs 192 crore (£28.9 million/$46.3 million).273 Nearly half of this cost over-run, some £14 million ($22.4 million), was on the Parsons Power contract alone.274 Cost over-runs mean that the plant cost more than Rs 1,000 crore (£150 million/$240 million), one-third more than the costs of £113 million ($181 million) approved in the contracts and more than double what the original 1992 state-run project would have cost, Rs 400 crore (£60 million/$96 million).275 It is likely that ordinary consumers of electricity in Andhra Pradesh will be the ones who end up paying for this cost increase.

Just a year after the Godavari power plant started up, the Comptroller and Auditor General of India stated in March 1999 that he wanted the Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) to be renegotiated because the price charged for the electricity was too high. In his report on the plant, he stated that the terms of the agreement violated government guidelines and were contrary to the principles of financial propriety.276 The PPA has yet to be renegotiated, however.

A report commissioned by the state electricity board of Andhra Pradesh, AP Transco, on Spectrum Power Generation Ltd and carried out by Indian chartered accountants M Anandam and Co in February 2000 noted that there were serious discrepancies in the company’s system of accounting and that “internal controls regarding approval of expenditure was absent”.277 This report revealed that audits carried out between 1994 and 1998 consistently raised the concern that the company had no internal audit system, that contracts were awarded without obtaining comparative quotations, and that there was no proper system regarding personal expenses.278 These omissions make it even more extraordinary that Rolls Royce bought a 48% share in the company – given that even a cursory look at the audit reports would have indicated that SPGL was seriously financially mismanaged – and that the ECGD backed the project.

By May 2002, SPGL was continually defaulting on its interest and loan payments. Despite the fact that the Andhra Pradesh electricity board, AP Transco, that was buying power from the plant was paying its bills on time, SPGL had not paid dividends to its shareholders, or debts to its creditors.279 The plant owed the Gas Authority India Limited (GAIL), the state-owned gas supplier to the plant, some Rs 45 crore (£6.3 million/$10 million), and GAIL was threatening disconnection.280 There was a serious risk that the Godavari plant could become a non-performing asset.
In May 2003, local sources told the Indian newspaper, *The Financial Express*, that RR Godavari Power Limited would have "to wait for ever to see any dividend payment". SPGL’s latest accounts, meanwhile, showed that the company’s debt stood at Rs 8 billion ($170 million), although under the Power Purchase Agreement its debt should not have exceeded Rs 2.7 billion ($57 million).  

Rolls Royce has yet to answer detailed questions put to it by The Corner House. Its only comment to The Corner House was the same as that given to *The Observer* newspaper in February 2003: “This matter is the subject of legal proceedings and concerns disputes between the principal promoters of the Godavari project. The project began over 10 years ago and the disputes have been the subject of litigation between the promoters in the Indian Courts since 1996. The allegations against Rolls-Royce are being vigorously contested. The claim against Rolls-Royce was rejected by the High Court in London in 2001 and the Claimants’ appeal is not being actively pursued.”

When SPGL began to default again on its loans in May 2002, the ECGD was forced to invoke a guarantee from the State Bank of India, which had guaranteed the ECGD’s own guarantees on the project. The ECGD did not therefore pay out any claims for Godavari, but only because Indian financial institutions picked up the tab.

The ECGD was clearly and consistently negligent in ascertaining whether Godavari was a financially well-managed and viable project before it backed it. The ECGD could well have been negligent as well in finding out whether this contract involved bribery. If the two Rolls Royce subsidiaries declared their commission payments to Towanda Services while applying for ECGD support, the ECGD should certainly have raised questions as to why they were paying commissions to an offshore company with no previous experience of agency work.

The ECGD has said that it is unable to answer questions in Parliament on whether it was aware of the agency agreements, on whether the commission payments to Towanda Services were included in the overall contract price supported by the ECGD and on what action it intends to take with regard to the payments because the case is before the court of appeal in the UK.

---

### Godavari Power Plant, Andhra Pradesh, India

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of ECGD guarantee:</th>
<th>1995</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date of corruption allegation:</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of corruption allegation:</td>
<td>Minority shareholders in the company that was awarded a contract and to whose managing director bribes were allegedly paid.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Failures of ECGD response: | a) Serious negligence with regard to commission payments made by a UK company and its use of an agent based offshore.  
  
b) Serious negligence with regard to financial mismanagement of the company to whom the ECGD backed loan was made. |
| Cost to Indian taxpayer of ECGD guarantee: | None so far |
| Cost to Indian taxpayer of corruption: | Unknown, but includes higher cost of power tariffs in the state of Andhra Pradesh |
Case Study 7
Defence Equipment Package, Qatar, 1996

In November 1996, the ECGD opened an extended line of credit for military equipment, known as Project Nile, as part of a £500 million ($800 million) defence equipment deal with the Middle Eastern country of Qatar. It was signed by the then UK Minister of Defence, Michael Portillo (now a non-executive director of BAE Systems), on behalf of the UK government.\(^{285}\) The deal involved several UK companies and included the sale of 40 Piranha light armoured vehicles from engineering company GKN, an unknown quantity of Starburst short range missiles made by Shorts Missile Systems, 40 Challenger 2 tanks manufactured by Vickers, two patrol vessels from Vosper Thornycroft and up to 12 Hawk trainer aircraft from British Aerospace (BAe).\(^{286}\) BAe acted as the lead contractor.\(^{287}\) The only part of the deal that has been completed, however, is the delivery of the 40 GKN Piranha light armoured vehicles because of diplomatic tensions that arose between the UK and Qatari governments from about 1998 onwards.\(^{289}\)

Answers to questions posed by UK Members of Parliament in 1999 make it clear that between 1996 and 1997 the ECGD gave two guarantees for military equipment sold to the government of Qatar, worth £5.5 million ($8.8 million) and £222.9 million ($356.6 million) respectively.\(^{290}\) These guarantees appear to have been to BAe for the sale of the GKN Piranhas and to Vosper Thornycroft, which delivered four Vita patrol boats in 1997 ordered by Qatar back in 1992.

By May 2001, the authorities in the offshore financial centre of Jersey, one of the UK’s Channel Islands, were investigating, under the 1999 Proceeds of Crime Law (Jersey), the possibility that various UK, French and Italian defence and engineering companies had made allegedly “corrupt” payments worth at least £100 million ($160 million) and that these had been channelled through Jersey bank accounts. These payments were made into trust funds owned by the Foreign Minister of Qatar, Sheikh Hamad bin Jassim bin Jaber al-Thani.\(^{291}\) The payments into these trust funds, named Yaheeb, Yaheeb No 2 and Havana, were first reported in July 2000 to the Jersey authorities by the trust holders, ANZ Grindlays Trust Corporation (which has now become part of the Standard Chartered Bank Group).\(^{292}\) By the end of 2001, Jersey investigators believed that they had enough evidence to link one payment of £7 million ($11.2 million) made by BAe to an arms contract with Qatar.\(^{293}\) The Jersey authorities are also believed to have asked questions of Vosper Thornycroft during their investigations.\(^{294}\)

Sheikh Hamad has admitted in various affidavits that he accepted substantial commissions from companies, but he has always denied that these payments were bribes. He says he received authorisation from the Emir of Qatar for the payments and that he was acting in a private capacity when he received the commissions, despite being a government minister. The accuracy of the affidavits that Sheikh Hamad put before the Jersey court, however, was called into question by Jersey’s Attorney-General, William Bailhache, who suggested to the court that the Sheikh had deliberately misled the court about the nature and beneficiaries of the trust funds. The judge presiding over a December 2001 hearing on the payments, Sir Philip Bailhache, meanwhile, noted that “bribery

---
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and corruption and misuse of public office for gain, are offences equally under the law of Qatar as under the law of Jersey. An investigation cannot be stifled because it is the cause of political embarrassment.”

In June 2002, however, the Jersey authorities dropped their two-year investigation, and Sheikh Hamad, even though he has denied any wrongdoing, agreed to pay £6 million ($9.6 million) to the Jersey authorities for any “damage perceived to have been sustained in the events that have happened”. A statement from the Jersey Attorney-General’s office said that “Her Majesty’s Attorney-General takes the view that there is material which shows that an offence may have occurred”, but that pursuing the case was “not in the public interest”. Reasons given for this conclusion were that there were difficulties in obtaining assistance from France with the investigation, that an International Court of Justice ruling in February 2002 stating that foreign ministers are immune from prosecution would undermine the ability of the Jersey authorities to prosecute Sheikh Hamad, and that the length of the investigation “may affect adversely relations between the State of Qatar and the United Kingdom and States of Jersey”. There have also been some suggestions in the press, denied by the Attorney-General of Jersey, that diplomatic pressure from the UK government may have helped to end the investigation, particularly since Qatar is seen as an important US and UK ally in the “war against terrorism”.

The UK government admitted in 2002 that it knew as far back as 1998 that BAE had paid Sheikh Hamad “commissions in connection with a defence equipment package signed in 1996”. The UK’s Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, Patricia Hewitt, answering questions in Parliament in 2002 about the ECGD’s knowledge of bribery allegations in relation to the deal, has also declared, however, that “no allegations have been received by ECGD, although the Department is aware of allegations in the press.” In the same response to Parliament, she also stated that “ECGD responded to enquiries made of it by the Jersey authorities”. It is, therefore, clear that the ECGD did know that an official investigation was being pursued by the Jersey authorities into potentially criminal payments made by UK companies on contracts that it had supported. Some light may be shed on the UK government’s overall silence on this case, and the ECGD’s equivocation, by suggestions made by police sources to The Corner House that BAE may have received government clearance before making the payments.

BAE Systems refused to answer questions put to them by The Corner House about why the sale of the Hawk jets to Qatar did not take place, whether the £7 million ($11.2 million) was a commission payment, whether BAE Systems had guidelines on commissions and whether the company generally discloses the services for which commissions are paid and the percentage of the contract they represent. They said only that “BAE does not violate the law in any of our business activities”.

In the late summer of 2002, according to some sources, the original 1996 government-to-government agreement on the sale of defence equipment between the UK and Qatar was being resurrected. As of June 2002, the Qatari government still owed the UK government £36.2 million ($57.9 million) (down from £151.4 million [$242.2 million] in 1999) in claims and future maturities for military equipment.
Case Study 8

Dabhol Power Plant,
Maharashtra, India, 2000

In February 2000, the ECGD gave £30.5 million ($48.8 million) worth of re-insurance to construction company Kier International to build a liquefied petroleum gas port terminal for the Dabhol Power Plant.304 The ECGD has also provided small amounts of Overseas Investment Insurance (OII) for three UK banks that have invested in the Dabhol Power Plant, although because of the confidentiality of OII arrangements, the amounts, dates and recipients of the insurance are not publicly known.

The Dabhol Power Plant is a $2.9 billion project in the state of Maharashtra in India. It is the largest foreign investment project in India, and one of the biggest electricity generating plants in the world. The Dabhol Power Company (DPC), which built and ran the plant until it closed in June 2001, was a joint venture between three US energy companies: the now collapsed Enron, General Electric and Bechtel Corporation. Enron originally held an 80% share in the company, but its share was reduced to 50% in 1998 when the Maharashtra State Electricity Board (MSEB) bought a 30% share from Enron. General Electric and Bechtel each hold 10% shares.305 One-third of the financing for the project came from foreign lenders, including Bank of America, Citibank and the Dutch bank, ABN Amro. Much of their investment is guaranteed by Indian banks, whose exposure on the project is $1.4 billion.306 The project was also supported by $300 million worth of loans from the US Export Import Bank, and by loan guarantees and risk insurance from the US Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) worth $360 million.307

The Dabhol Power Plant has always been controversial, both in India and abroad. Soon after a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for the project was signed in June 1992 between Enron and the Maharashtra State Electricity Board, a review of the MoU, conducted by the World Bank and commissioned by the government of Maharashtra, found many irregularities and concluded that it was very one-sided in Enron’s favour. In April 1993, the World Bank refused to provide funds for the project, questioning its economic viability.308 Experts at the government of India’s Central Electricity Authority who examined the MoU in 1992 also concluded that it was extremely one-sided and found numerous
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304. The ECGD gave reinsurance for Kier International’s involvement in Dabhol to the Belgian export credit agency, OND, rather than to the exporter directly.
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irregularities, including certain clauses that did not meet requirements under Indian law. In particular, the tariff on electricity produced by the plant was set so high that, if the purchasers had paid it, the company would have received $26 billion over the course of the 20-year project despite spending only $2.9 billion to set up the plant and despite the plant costing 50% more than equivalent power projects in India.

The Maharashtra State Electricity Board (MSEB) was locked into a Power Purchase Agreement with the plant, signed in 1993, that ensured that it would pay for power even if it did not need it and even if the power was not produced by the plant. The MSEB was required to pay between $1.2 and $1.3 billion a year for Dabhol’s electricity – a tariff that the Central Electricity Authority described as more than twice as high as it should be. This Power Purchase Agreement was guaranteed initially by the State of Maharashtra and after 1994 by the government of India, ensuring that if the MSEB could not pay, one of these two entities would do so. The tariff was to be paid in US dollars, not Indian rupees, ensuring that the Dabhol Power Company was protected against any international currency fluctuations, but that the MSEB or the guarantors could be faced with a spiralling debt burden.

The haste with which the project was agreed, the lack of transparency and the absence of competitive tendering resulted in a plethora of corruption allegations surrounding the project from the outset. The Memorandum of Understanding between Enron and the state of Maharashtra was agreed in just three days, despite the size of the contract and despite the government of Maharashtra having little relevant expertise. In May 1995, a newly elected Maharashtra government appointed a sub-committee, known as the Munde committee, to review the project. Its findings led the government of Maharashtra to file a court case in September 1995 against both the Dabhol Power Company and the Maharashtra State Electricity Board, alleging that bribes had taken place in the awarding of the contract and thus pleading for the contract to be declared void. The Maharashtra government made much of Enron’s admission in 1993 before the US House Appropriations Committee that it had spent $20 million on “educating” Indians as to how capitalist business should work. But in early 1996, after extensive negotiations with Enron, a new Maharashtra government withdrew its case and accepted a renegotiated deal for an even larger power plant than that originally planned with almost equal haste and on equally, if not more, disadvantageous terms.

In April 1996, the Center for Indian Trade Unions (CITU) and an energy analyst, Abhay Mehta, filed a public interest litigation against the Maharashtra government, alleging corruption, lack of transparency and lack of due process. After several irregularities in the appointment of a court to hear the case, one of the presiding judges ruled that more than 1,200 pages of evidence submitted by CITU and Mehta were inadmissible. The judges refused to rule on either the corruption allegations or the Maharashtra government’s decision to go ahead with the power plant, but they did say in their final statement that “We find enough indications in the Munde Committee report which suggest corruption by those who were responsible for the deal and the PPA [Power Purchase Agreement].” Because of political interference in the courts, however, the allegations of bribery and corruption have never been fully subjected to the scrutiny of a court of law. A judicial commission, headed by retired Supreme
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Court judge S.P. Kurdukar, has recently begun hearings into the setting up of the deal and its renegotiation in 1996 and may bring to light at least some of what really happened behind the scenes.\(^{314}\)

In all, 2,000 people were displaced as a result of the Dabhol Power Plant. There was widespread opposition to it from local environmental groups and communities who feared that the plant would pollute local fresh water supplies and contaminate salt-water areas on which local fishermen were dependent. Protests held by these groups were brutally suppressed. An exhaustive report by a US NGO, Human Rights Watch, in January 1999 found extensive human rights abuses against those opposed to the plant. The report maintained that the Dabhol Power Company was complicit in these abuses because it had paid local law enforcement agencies to suppress opposition to the plant.\(^{315}\)

By the end of 2000, the critics’ predictions had started to come true. The electricity tariffs that Dabhol was charging the Maharashtra State Electricity Board (MSEB) were excessively high. Power from Dabhol was four times more expensive than from domestic power producers, and the state of Maharashtra was spending more on payments for power from Dabhol than its entire budget for primary and secondary education.\(^{316}\) The MSEB could not legally pass these costs on to consumers and thus incurred huge losses. In December 2000, it was buying power from the plant at 8 rupees per unit but selling it on for only 2 rupees.\(^{317}\)

Because of these excessive tariffs, the Maharashtra State Electricity Board could not pay its bills. But the crunch came not from the MSEB but from the plant itself in January 2001 when it failed to provide power at full capacity and within a certain time frame as agreed in the Power Purchase Agreement (PPA).\(^{318}\) This happened again in February and March 2001. The Dabhol Power Company admitted in a letter to the MSEB that it could not meet its contractual obligations.\(^{319}\) But it refused to give the MSEB the rebate of $300 million that the electricity board was entitled to under the terms of the PPA for the plant’s non-performance. Instead, the Company took legal action against the MSEB for non-payment, and invoked guarantees from the government of Maharashtra and the government of India. As a result, the MSEB told the Company in May 2001 that it considered the Power Purchase Agreement void. In the same month, seven months before it went bankrupt, US energy company Enron announced its intention to quit India. In June 2001, the Dabhol Power Company shut down the plant after the MSEB decided not to buy any more power from it.\(^{320}\) But even after the plant effectively stopped production, the Company was still billing the MSEB $21 million a month.\(^{321}\)

In the midst of all these problems, in November 2000, the state of Maharashtra appointed another committee of high-powered experts, known as the Godbole Committee, to review the project. This committee’s report of April 2001 was again critical of the lack of competitive tender, found the negotiations for the contract to be “suspect”, and stated that the demand projections for the electricity produced were based on “patently untenable assumptions”. As well as finding that Dabhol was charging high tariffs for its electricity, the report also discovered that Enron had been surreptitiously overhearing the state’s electricity board, MSEB, some Rs 930 crore (£125 million/$196.5 million) a year. The committee concluded that it was “troubled with the failure of
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Corruption and the UK’s Export Credits Guarantee Department


governance that seems to have characterised almost every step of the decision making process on matters relating to DPC . . . It strains belief to accept that such widespread and consistent failure to execute assigned responsibilities is purely coincidental.”322

After Enron’s collapse following its bankruptcy in December 2001, Dabhol was put up for sale. Among the foreign bidders were BP, British Gas, Royal Dutch/Shell and Gaz de France, alongside four Indian companies.323 Domestic lenders to the plant and the government of Maharashtra attempted to restart the plant so that they could earn income to pay off some of their burgeoning debts. But foreign lenders have vetoed both the sale of the plant’s assets and its restarting on the grounds that both options would jeopardise their insurance cover for the project. The US Overseas Private Investment Corporation is vetoing a sale on the grounds that it would trigger a political risk claim from Enron. As a result, the Dabhol Power Plant has been sitting idle for 18 months. Unless it restarts soon, it could become obsolete and worthless.324

Given the history of the Dabhol Power Plant, the corruption allegations, the human rights abuses and the stream of critical reports, it is extraordinary that the ECGD backed the involvement of a British company and British banks in the project. In a meeting in November 2002 with an Indian NGO focusing on energy issues, Prayas, ECGD representatives said that they were still examining the provisions in the Power Purchasing Agreements and related documentation and were waiting for a copy of the findings of the Godbole committee report of April 2001.325 It is not clear whether the ECGD carried out an in-depth study before supporting British business involvement. According to Prayas, “the ECGD should not have supported this controversial project to start with.”326

The ECGD’s current liability for this project is £40 million.327

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dabhol Power Plant, Maharashtra, India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of ECGD guarantee:</strong> 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date of corruption allegation:</strong> 1993, 1995, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source of corruption allegation:</strong> Various, including government of Maharashtra and public interest groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Failures of ECGD response:</strong> a) Gave backing despite well-known corruption allegations and governance problems with the project and well-documented human rights abuses. b) Gave backing despite well-known concerns with the economic viability of the project, thus risking UK taxpayers’ money and increasing the risk of debt to the Indian government and the government of Maharashtra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost to Indian taxpayer of ECGD guarantee:</strong> None so far</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost to Indian taxpayer of corruption:</strong> Millions of pounds in extra construction costs, high tariff charges, and the costs of plant failure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

324. Economic Times (India), 7/1/03, “Foreign lenders veto plan to sell off DPC assets”.
325. Prayas Energy Group, Notes of Meeting with ECGD, 30/1/002
326. Personal communication with Girish Sant, Prayas, 17/11/02
327. Personal communication with ECGD Spokesperson to The Corner House, 14/1/03
Case Study 9
Defence Equipment, South Africa, 2000

In April 2000, just six months before the ECGD brought in new anti-corruption measures (see pp.57ff), the Department awarded a £1.68 billion ($2.69 billion) guarantee to BAE Systems for the sale of 24 Hawk jets to South Africa. BAE Systems bid jointly with SAAB from Sweden, which was to sell 28 Gripen fighters as part of the deal to provide fighter jets to the country. The ECGD acted as the lead export credit agency, while Sweden’s Export Credit Corporation (SEK) and Export Credits Guarantee Board (EKN) funded the SAAB component of the deal. The sale was part of a larger £1.8 billion ($2.88 billion) deal for arms, which also included frigates, submarines and helicopters from Germany and France.

BAE’s bid was promoted by UK Prime Minister Tony Blair personally on his visit to South Africa in January 1999. At that time, Blair promised a 40% increase in British aid to South Africa, support for South Africa in its trade negotiations with the EU, and £4 billion ($6.4 billion) worth of additional investment as part of the controversial “offset” or “industrial participation agreement”328 that accompanied the deal.329 The UK government also seconded an official from its Department of Trade and Industry to South Africa to oversee the negotiations on the offset agreements. BAE Systems and SAAB were named as the preferred bidder in November 1998, and awarded the contract in September 1999.330

This arms deal has been highly controversial in South Africa and has been embroiled from the beginning in numerous allegations, now totalling about 50, of corruption, nepotism and misuse of power. Some of the allegations centre on the former South African defence minister, Joe Modise (who died in November 2001) and defence ministry officials, who allegedly pressured foreign arms companies to subcontract to South African firms in which their relatives had large stakes.

The part of the contract won by BAE Systems in 1999 to provide trainer jets for the South African airforce has come in for special criticism. BAE Systems won the contract despite the fact that its bid was £450 million ($720 million) more expensive than that made by Italian defence company Aermacchi for its MB339FD jet and despite the fact that senior South African airforce personnel were said to favour the Aermacchi jets.

In April 1998, then defence minister Joe Modise intervened mid-way through negotiations to change the evaluation of the tenders for the jets from a costed to a non-costed option. This meant that factors other than the cost of the jets were allowed to be taken into account, such as national strategic considerations, including the value of industrial participation schemes offered by the bidders and superior technological capability. The result was that BAE’s Hawk jets won the tender rather than the Italian aircraft, which had been the front-runner up until that point, because of the “offset” investments offered by BAE. Upon hearing that the tender had been awarded to BAE, a former South African secretary of defence involved in the negotiations wrote a memo noting that “The Hawk is not the ‘best’ option from a military point of view . . . The South African Air Force (SAAF) will have to absorb considerably higher operating costs during its life cycle.”332

328. Offsets, or industrial participation agreements, are agreements that require a supplier to direct some benefits back to the purchaser, whether in the form of work, technology, counter-trade agreements, or investment in the buying country, as a condition of sale. The use of such agreements in all government procurement (with the exception of the defence sector) is prohibited under Article XVI of the WTO Plurilateral Agreement on Government Procurement. Offsets are widespread in the defence sector, however. They have a reputation for raising the cost of acquisitions by around 20%; being difficult to monitor; failing to bring the benefits promised at the time of sale; and contributing to corruption. See Catherine Courtney, Corruption in the Official Arms Trade, Transparency International, Policy Research Paper 001, April 2002, pp.23-24.


330. Mail and Guardian, 2/3/01, “Millions for MK veterans go astray”.

331. Modise actually retired as Defence Minister in June 1999, six months before the arms deal was signed in December 1999, but played a crucial role in negotiating the deal.

Critics of the deal have observed that in March 1998, one month before Modise intervened, BAE Systems donated five million rand (£614,000/ $982,400) to the ANC’s MK Veteran’s Association, of which Modise was a founding trustee and steering committee member.333 At the time of the negotiations, moreover, Modise also held a controlling stake in Conlog Holdings, a South African company that was set to win a contract under the offset arrangements that allowed BAE Systems to win the deal.334

The corruption allegations have led to several investigations. In 2000, the South African Auditor-General, Shauket Faukie, undertook a preliminary study, which described the shift from a costed to a non-costed option in the tender for the aircraft as “a material deviation” and recommended a full forensic audit.335 But South Africa’s President Thabo Mbeki barred South Africa’s anti-corruption unit, the Special Investigation Unit (SIU), headed by Judge Willem Heath, from taking part in any investigation into the allegations.336 This unit is the only body in South Africa with the authority to obtain a court order to cancel the arms contract. Heath subsequently resigned.

A Joint Investigation did go ahead without the Special Investigation Unit, involving the Ombudsman, the Auditor-General and the National Director of Public Prosecutions. In November 2001, this investigation issued a report stating that the switch in tender criteria was “unusual in terms of normal procurement practice” but not unlawful.337 It also noted that “fair and competitive procurement procedures” were not followed where strategic considerations played a role, and that there was no “proper audit trail . . . throughout the procurement process”.338 But the report has been called a whitewash by opposition parties and NGOs in South Africa, and there have been allegations that there was extensive political interference in its final results.339 The former head of the SIU, Willem Heath, stated that “the [investigation] team’s primary task was to find out what happened, and this task was not performed properly”.340 The Italian rival bidder to BAE Systems, Aermacchi, declared in the week that the report was published that it was considering challenging the contract award process in court.341

Other corruption allegations have been made that another contractor on the deal, EADS (European Aeronautic Defence and Space Company), gave Mercedes Benz cars at a discount price to Vanan Pillay, then director of the offset programme, and to the African National Congress’s chief whip, Tony Yengeni.342 EADS has admitted to helping 30 South African public officials obtain cheap Mercedes Benz cars.343 In March 2003, Yengeni was sentenced to four years in jail for defrauding parliament. A month earlier, he made a plea agreement with the state that enabled him to be acquitted of the more serious charge of corruption in exchange for pleading guilty of fraud.344 Michael Woerful, the suspended Managing Director of EADS’ office in South Africa, who was facing prosecution on corruption charges alongside Yengeni, was acquitted.345 In another twist, it was announced in December 2002 that the South African Deputy President, Jacob Zuma, is under official investigation for allegedly asking for a bribe from the French defence company, Thomson-CSF (now Thales), in exchange for protecting the company during the investigation into the deal. Zuma denies the allegations.346

The cost of the arms deal has spiralled due to devaluation of the South African rand and inflation from an initial £1.8 billion ($2.88 billion) to

333. Mail and Guardian, 23/3/01, “Millions for MK veterans go astray”.
334. Mail and Guardian, 15/3/02, “Say it ain’t so, Joe”.
335. Mail and Guardian, 2/11/01, “How Modise wangled jet deal”.
338. ibid, p.376, paras 14.1.14 and 14.1.16.
341. Mail and Guardian, 2/11/01, “How Modise wangled jet deal”.
342. Business Day, 6/7/01, “The longer it takes, the worse it gets”.
343. Financial Times, 4/7/01, “S Africa to probe discount car scheme”.
344. Financial Times, 14/2/03, “ANC politician guilty of fraud”.
346. Mail and Guardian, 2/12/01, “Zuma denies bribery allegations”.
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£3.2 billion ($5.12 billion).\textsuperscript{347} The offset agreement has not delivered. A South African newspaper report described many of the supposed investments made under this agreement as “a sham, built on loopholes in the rules.”\textsuperscript{348} In particular, BAE and Saab have claimed $2.3 billion worth of offset credits (about one-third of their obligations) for investing $70 million to upgrade a gold refinery.\textsuperscript{349} BAE and Saab are also claiming $171 million worth of offset credits for an investment of $6 million by BAE in a sawmill. Several other projects that were promised have not materialised.\textsuperscript{350} The overall effect is that South Africa is receiving little new real investment under the offset agreements, despite having paid out a good deal of money for the arms.

The arms deal has been controversial in South Africa for reasons other than corruption. Opposition politicians have pointed out that the arms deal was unnecessary and was ultimately unaffordable. The money spent on arms could have: doubled the number of police officers; provided 4.5 million of the poorest people with a basic income for a year; provided medical treatment for every child raped in South Africa since 1994; saved the lives of 53,000 babies born to HIV-positive mothers; and provided housing subsidies for 337,500 homeless families.\textsuperscript{351} A South African NGO, Economists Against the Arms Race, is currently taking legal action against the South African government, seeking cancellation of the arms deal on the grounds that it is strategically, economically and financially irrational and therefore unconstitutional.

In 1999, the UK NGO, Campaign Against the Arms Trade, passed details of the corruption allegations to the UK Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) on behalf of Economists Against the Arms Race (ECAAR). The DTI in turn passed the matter on to the Ministry of Defence police, which subsequently reported to ECAAR that no offence had been committed under UK law. The Corner House is aware that other corruption allegations were purportedly passed on to the UK government through the British High Commission in South Africa and that no action was taken to investigate these allegations.

The ECGD has a residual liability of just over £1 billion ($1.6 billion).

\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Defence Equipment, South Africa} \\
\hline
\textbf{Date of ECGD guarantee:} & 2000 \\
\textbf{Date of corruption allegation:} & 1999 \\
\textbf{Source of corruption allegation:} & Opposition politicians \\
\textbf{Failures of ECGD response:} & \\
\textbf{Cost to South African taxpayer of ECGD guarantee:} & None so far \\
\textbf{Cost to South African taxpayer of corruption:} & Unknown, but will include the extra costs of the deal that have not been fully offset by the counter-part investments of the offset agreement, and the higher operating costs of the Hawk jets. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
Conclusion

These nine case studies show that throughout the 1990s the ECGD revealed:

- A persistent failure to take notice of corruption allegations and a deep reluctance to investigate them.
  In several cases, including the Turkwell Gorge Dam in Kenya, the Lesotho Highlands Water Project and the defence equipment deal in South Africa, the ECGD issued guarantees even after reputable sources had alleged corruption. It is not clear whether the ECGD has formally investigated the corruption allegations made in any of these nine cases, apart from the Coco Palm and La Palma Beach hotel and apartments in Ghana.

- Inadequate investigatory procedures.
  Apart from asking the companies for information, it is not clear what investigatory steps the ECGD takes to assess bribery and corruption. It appears that the ECGD does not take steps to contact the authorities in the countries in which the allegations arise.

- An unwillingness to pass on corruption allegations to the appropriate external investigatory authorities.
  In only one of the nine case studies (the Coco Palm and La Palma Beach hotel and apartments in Ghana) did the ECGD refer the corruption allegations to the UK’s Serious Fraud Office. Given the limits to the ECGD’s investigatory powers, to which it readily admits, this reluctance suggests that the ECGD has been less than serious about combating corruption associated with the projects it supports.

- Inadequate due diligence regarding the potential for corruption in the projects it backed, coupled with complete disregard for international concerns about corruption in countries in which they supported projects.
  In Kenya, the ECGD backed the Turkwell and Ewaso Ngiro schemes despite clear evidence of and mounting international indignation at deep-rooted corruption problems. Furthermore, the sale of military equipment to Qatar suggests that the ECGD ignored well-known risks of bribery in military deals to Middle Eastern countries. In countries known to have corruption problems, there is no evidence that the ECGD applied additional safeguards, such as applying “no-bribery” conditions or extra due diligence.

- Inadequate vetting of UK companies and inadequate due diligence regarding consortia, partners and agents used by UK companies.
  ECGD procedures to vet UK companies that have been involved in corruption allegations abroad appear to be more or less non-existent. In February 2000, an ECGD official told the UK Parliament’s International Development Committee that “we have not had any instances in my experience of companies of whom we have had allegations, or indeed proof, of corruption or bribery that has led us to refuse cover.” But in the Lesotho Water Highlands Project, many of the consortia partners of the UK companies that were backed by the ECGD had well-known corruption records. The consortia’s use of agents based offshore in countries such as Panama should also have alerted the ECGD to potential corruption.

- Lack of openness and accountability regarding whether it had backed certain projects.

---

352. Examination of witnesses by the International Development Committee, for report on “ECGD, Developmental Issues and the Ilisu Dam”, published 6/7/00.
ECGD’s denial in Parliament of involvement in the Kenyan Turkwell dam and Lesotho Muela dam raises serious issues about how diligently the ECGD is prepared to respond to public enquiries and how organised it is in keeping its records in a manner which would make it open and accountable to public scrutiny.

All these repeated failures point to an institutional culture within the ECGD that verges on gross irresponsibility in its handling of public funds. Section Three examines whether the ECGD’s new anti-corruption measures are likely to change this culture for the better. As the case studies in Section Two show, however, the ECGD must also develop a proper institutional response to corruption that has arisen or that might arise in projects it backed before it brought in these anti-corruption measures if it is to remedy its history of negligence regarding corruption.
Section Three

The ECGD’s Anti-Corruption Measures

Thin Veneer or Real Change?

“The payment of bribes to secure overseas contracts is deplorable . . . Bribery is bad for the importing country and also harmful to those who wish to trade with it.”

Richard Caborn

Minister for Trade and Industry

June 2000

In 1999-2000, the UK government initiated a 12-month review of the ECGD’s Mission and Status. In its resulting Mission Status Review, the government made it clear that the ECGD should not only promote British exports but “should also take account of the [UK] government’s wider international policies to promote sustainable development, human rights and good governance throughout the world.” The ECGD committed itself to deterring bribery and corruption through “promoting full implementation of the 1999 OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions.”

Thus in September 2000, the ECGD introduced a new measure requiring companies, banks and investors seeking its support to sign a declaration that “neither we nor to the best of our knowledge or belief, anyone acting on our behalf with due authority or with our prior consent or subsequent acquiescence has engaged or will engage in any corrupt activity in connection with the contract or any related agreement, undertaking, consent, authorisation or arrangement of any kind”. This warranty also requires companies to declare that neither they nor any of their directors appear on the World Bank’s list of debarred companies, and that they have not “at any time been found by a court to have engaged in any corrupt activity.” In the event of a company being convicted of corruption on a project backed by the ECGD, the ECGD is now able to withdraw cover from the company and, in some circumstances, seek compensation for its loss.

In December 2000, the ECGD formally introduced a set of Business Principles that state that it “will combat corrupt practices” and promote implementation of the OECD anti-corruption Convention. Criticisms regarding the ECGD’s secrecy and lack of transparency made by NGOs and by the UK Parliament’s Trade and Industry Select Committee have led to the ECGD providing a list of the guarantees it has issued (subject to consent from the exporting company) in its Annual Report. Previously, it was possible to find out what projects were supported only if they happened to be mentioned in the Annual Reports of the ECGD, or by asking questions in Parliament. Even then, it was at the ECGD’s discretion as to whether to reveal that it had backed a project or not.
In March 2001, the UK Parliament’s International Development Committee welcomed all these steps, but stated that it remained “concerned that internal procedures and controls [at the ECGD] may be insufficient to prevent credits being given to companies with a poor track record and which therefore present a high risk.”\textsuperscript{360} It recommended that “applications for support should be subject to rigorous scrutiny and there should be in place a system to check that the scrutiny has been carried out”. It also called for further action by the ECGD to “strengthen procedural and institutional oversight”.

In response to the Committee’s report, the government stated that, in addition to the new measures mentioned above, it had also introduced in 2000 “enhanced due diligence procedures . . . to ensure that all applications . . . were subject to checks to identify companies with poor track records and/or contracts/investments that might present a high corruption risk”.\textsuperscript{361} In addition, the government response to the Committee’s report stated that:

- “suspected” corrupt activity or malpractice would be given due weight by underwriters when deciding whether to give cover or not;
- the ECGD was reviewing whether to introduce a requirement that details be provided as to whether the contract requesting support was won by competitive tender or not; and
- the ECGD was reviewing whether or not to strengthen its due diligence procedures “particularly in respect of overseas parties”\textsuperscript{362} including buyers, borrowers, guarantors and agents.

The ECGD restated this enhanced due diligence approach to corruption at a seminar in the Houses of Parliament in May 2002 when the ECGD’s Business Principles Adviser, David Allwood, described how its due diligence procedures aimed “to identify at an early stage companies with poor track records or contracts that might present a high corruption risk.” These, he went on to say, “would then be researched in detail”\textsuperscript{363}

The ECGD has also stated that, where there are allegations of corruption, it will investigate them immediately and “would put in place additional post-issue monitoring in cases that caused concern.”\textsuperscript{364} “Post-issue monitoring” is the job of the ECGD’s new Guarantee Management Branch set up in September 2001. This branch is responsible for, among other things, assessing the benefit of ECGD support for the host country and for the UK, monitoring compliance with the conditions of business, and monitoring projects, such as those in construction, to ensure that they proceed on time and within costs.\textsuperscript{365} As such, this branch has an important role to play in the ECGD’s anti-corruption efforts.

So far, so good. But is this new approach working in practice?

It is perhaps too early to tell how much impact the new measures are having. As the case studies in Section Two illustrate, it can take several years for evidence of corruption to emerge and several more for it to be investigated, let alone brought to court. The case study below, however, suggests that, since bringing in its new procedures, the ECGD has backed at least one project that has been shrouded in significant corruption allegations. The Corner House has learned of another case, currently under investigation by a national government agency in the country concerned, in which a UK company is alleged to have paid bribes on a project

\textsuperscript{360} International Development Committee, Fourth Report, Corruption, March 2001, para 192.


\textsuperscript{362} ibid.

\textsuperscript{363} David Allwood, ECGD Response to “Beyond Business Principles” Seminar, 23 May 2002.

\textsuperscript{364} Email from ECGD Spokesperson to The Corner House, 10/5/02

\textsuperscript{365} Presentation by Graham Newhouse, ECGD to ECGD/NGO Case Process Meeting, 26/2/02
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backed by the ECGD since its warranty procedures came into force. These cases suggest that the Department’s new anti-corruption measures have not made as big a change in institutional practice as might have been hoped for. Furthermore, significant weaknesses with the ECGD’s new anti-corruption measures threaten to undermine their effectiveness, weaknesses that are analysed in detail below.

Case Study A

Blue Stream Pipeline, Turkey and Russia, 2000

“Blue Stream is likely to occupy a sore spot in Turkey’s energy sector for years to come.”

Dr Ferruh Demirmen
ternational petroleum lecturer

In October 2000, the ECGD gave backing under its “Good Projects in Difficult Markets” scheme to the Blue Stream Gas Pipeline for the reinsurance of goods and services worth £81.5 million ($130.4 million) provided by two UK-based services and contracting companies, Saipem UK and Sonsub Limited. In 2001/2002, it gave a further guarantee worth £120.9 million ($193.4 million) to Saipem UK for the Blue Stream Project. Saipem UK and Sonsub Ltd are both subsidiaries of the Italian oil and gas company, ENI (Ente Nazionale Indrocarburi), which is still part owned by the Italian government. Their immediate parent company is Saipem International BV that is incorporated in The Netherlands.

The Blue Stream Pipeline has been built to supply gas from Russia to Turkey. It runs 750 miles (501 kilometres) from Izobilnaye, near Krasnodar in southern Russia, to Ankara in Turkey. One section runs 2,150 metres under the sea, deeper than any pipeline has ever been laid before. The Blue Stream Pipeline Company, which has overseen the construction of the offshore section of pipeline and which will operate it, is a joint venture between the Italian oil and gas company, ENI, and Gazprom, the Russian state-controlled oil and gas company.

A natural gas sales purchase agreement that initiated the project was signed between the Turkish and Russian governments in December 1997. ENI and Gazprom formed the Blue Stream Pipeline Company in 1999 in order to implement the inter-governmental agreement. The $3.2 billion pipeline itself was completed in October 2002, three years behind schedule, and gas started to flow four months later in February 2003. Under the 25-year contract, the pipeline will supply four billion cubic metres of gas to Turkey in 2003 and up to 16 billion cubic metres annually by 2008.

From the moment the contract was signed, the Blue Stream Pipeline has been at the centre of a string of as yet uninvestigated and unresolved allegations of corruption in Turkey. Some assert that these corruption allegations brought down Mesut Yilmaz’s ruling Motherland Party in Turkey’s national elections in late 2002. Yilmaz himself has been accused of lobbying for the pipeline solely to benefit his friends in the construction industry and of awarding contracts to associates in the Motherland Party.

366. Dr Ferruh Demirmen, “Blue Stream: a project Turkey could do without”, Turkish Daily News, 23/4/01
368. Eurasianet.org, 30/10/02, “Scaled-Back Pipeline marks advance in Russian-Turkish relations”.
369. Eurasianet.org, 31/5/01, “Corruption Scandal threatens to sink Blue Stream Pipeline Project”.
Most of the allegations centre on the awarding of a contract with no competitive tender to the Oztas Haznedaroglu Stroytransgaz (OHS) consortium, comprising two Turkish companies and one Russian one, which was contracted to build the section of the pipeline between the Turkish port of Samsun and Ankara. Stroytransgaz is 50% owned by senior Gazprom managers and their relatives. The two Turkish companies in the consortium had close ties to Yilmaz and to the Turkish Motherland Party. BOTAS, the Turkish state pipeline company that issued the contract, meanwhile, made an advance payment of £31.8 million ($52 million) – some 15% of the contract – to the consortium six months before work began. In 2001, investigators from Turkey’s Interior Ministry were probing allegations that this payment had been misused, and that the consortium had hired a sub-contractor to build the pipeline at a cheaper price, while charging the Turkish government the full price.370

The corruption allegations have already claimed some scalps. In April 2001, Turkey’s Energy Minister, Cumhur Ersumer, was forced to resign after he was named in bribery and corruption charges brought by Turkish state prosecutors against 15 officials from his ministry in relation to the Blue Stream pipeline.371 In July 2001, the head of the Turkish state pipeline company, BOTAS, which oversaw and helped build the Turkish part of the pipeline, was sacked during an investigation into possible corruption in the project. In October 2002, Turkey’s highest appeal court, the Court of Cassation, gave permission to the Public Prosecutor’s Office to investigate whether two former chairs of BOTAS, Nevzat Arseven and Gokhan Yardim,372 gave an unmerited payment to the Turusgaz company, a joint venture between BOTAS and Gazprom that handled the Turkish side of the Blue Stream project, and whether they were involved in several other irregularities.373

Other controversies have arisen in Turkey relating to questions as to how much Turkey really needs the gas from the Blue Stream Pipeline. In September 2002, because of Turkey’s sluggish economy and because gas demand was much lower than forecast, Turkey had already negotiated with Russia that its delivery of gas in 2003 would be halved.374 Many analysts suspect that Turkey will soon have an excess supply of natural gas; the US-based think-tank, the Centre for Strategic and International Studies, has stated that the Turkish market for gas is already effectively saturated because of over-supply.375 In the words of one journalist, the pipeline could turn out to be “a vastly underutilized asset, a giant technological feat with little chance of paying for itself”.376 Its effect on Turkey’s already fragile economy could be devastating. The country already faces $1 billion worth of penalties under “take or pay” deals,377 of which Blue Stream is one.378 The fact that Blue Stream’s costs have ballooned from $3.2 billion to about $5 billion will not help matters.379

In Russia, meanwhile, the project has also been contentious. The contract was signed before an ecological review was undertaken, despite the fact that such a review is required under Russian law. Critics have raised concerns that the pipeline might not be stable on the corrosive Black Sea seabed and that it has been laid in a seismically active area. The ecological review, finally carried out in 1998 by the Russian State Committee of Environmental Specialists, concluded that any leak in the pipeline could cause an enormous explosion and extensive damage to the marine ecosystem of the Black Sea. The pipeline also went through
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a protected nature-reserve, the Arkhipo-Osipovskoe forest. Local people held several protests to stop the felling of trees in the reserve that contravened federal legislation. The local administration, however, withdrew protected status for this particular patch of forest so that the pipeline could go ahead, an act which critics again claimed was illegal.380 Russian federal requirements for consultation with local communities and publication of impact assessments appear to have been flouted as well.

Gazprom, the Russian state oil and gas company, has long been a byword in Russia and internationally for corruption and asset stripping. In May 2001, President Vladimir Putin sacked the chair of Gazprom’s board after a string of allegations that some £2.6 billion ($4.16 billion) of Gazprom assets were being transferred each year to family and friends of top management officials.381 In January 2002, Russian prosecutors trying to track down funds allegedly siphoned out of Gazprom arrested the deputy chief and two top executives of a subsidiary.382 In April 2002, the Russian prosecution service was investigating Gazprom for misappropriating state funds.383

The ECGD’s backing for this project appears to be riddled with serious failures of due diligence, all of which raise questions about its commitment to combating corruption, particularly in its “Good Projects in Difficult Markets” scheme. There is no suggestion that there was any impropriety in the UK-backed section of the project, or by either of the two UK-based companies backed by the ECGD. But the ECGD’s generous backing for Saipem UK is surprising. As of March 2002, four of Saipem UK’s six directors and its company secretary were based in Italy and had Italian nationality. Only one of its directors, Rossano Tomaselli, had British nationality. Given that the ECGD’s aim is to “benefit the UK economy by helping exporters of UK goods and services”, its support for a subsidiary of a foreign company run mainly by foreign nationals is puzzling.384

What also makes Saipem UK a surprising choice for ECGD backing is that in its Directors’ report for 2001, Saipem stated that it was facing a number of class action anti-trust cases385 brought by several major oil producing companies. The report states that these cases “involve alleged anti-competitive practices in the bidding process for installation projects during the 1990s.”386 Such liabilities do not suggest a company with a good track record, again raising questions about the ECGD’s due diligence procedures.

How Could the ECGD Improve Its Anti-Corruption Measures?

As the Blue Stream Pipeline case study suggests, there are still weaknesses in the ECGD’s implementation of its anti-corruption measures. While the new anti-corruption measures are a vast improvement on the ECGD’s previous laissez-faire approach to corruption, there is still significant room for improvement. In particular, the ECGD needs to:

1. Take further steps to fulfil its commitment to promoting the implementation of the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery in full, and to complete the steps it has agreed to under the OECD Export

381. BBC News Online, “Europe’s need for Gazprom’s gas”, 30/5/01
382. Vladimir Isachenkov, “Prosecutors detain Gazprom Execs”, Johnson’s Russia List, 10/1/02
383. BBC Monitoring Service, 29/4/02, “Russian prosecutors say R42 bn lost to budget through abuse of state assets”.
384. Sonsub, likewise has only one British Director. The rest are Italian.
385. Anti-trust cases are brought against companies trying to form or abuse a monopoly, or engaging in anti-competitive behaviour. Class actions are where one or more parties file a complaint on behalf of themselves and all others who are in the same position as themselves.
Credit Group’s Action Statement on Combating Bribery in Officially Supported Export Credits;
2. Examine its procedures to ensure that its new warranty is enforceable, and look seriously at instituting a proper debarment policy;
3. Review its enhanced due diligence procedures to ensure that they screen out buyers, companies and projects that have poor records on corruption and governance; and
4. Deepen further its increasing commitment to transparency.

1. The ECGD needs to take further steps to fulfil its commitment to promoting full implementation of the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery.

As a government department using taxpayers’ money, the ECGD can, and must, play a major role in enforcing the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery and thus in deterring British businesses from engaging in corrupt activity abroad. Corruption poses a serious material as well as reputational risk to the ECGD and, by association, to the British government and to British business in general. As The Economist noted recently, “a company that keeps securing deals through bribes may become less and less competitive. Bribes also undermine a company’s reputation”. They undermine a country’s reputation as well.

The ECGD is uniquely placed to make a real impact on the behaviour of British exporters. As a UK government department, the ECGD should be fostering compliance with the 2001 Anti-Terrorism, Crime and Security Act, the UK law that now implements the Convention. Only by doing so will it achieve its commitment to promoting full implementation of the OECD anti-bribery Convention.

Fostering Compliance

To foster compliance, the ECGD should and could be doing more to educate companies about the UK legislation that makes bribery of a foreign official a criminal act. Under the OECD Action Statement on Bribery and Officially Supported Export Credits, the UK has agreed that the ECGD will inform applicants of the legal consequences of bribery in international business transactions. Currently, the ECGD is one of only four export credit agencies whose anti-corruption warranty does not specifically spell out the legal consequences of bribery. Adding this specific language to the warranty would be an important educational tool to ensure that UK companies are aware of the criminality of bribery.

The ECGD could also foster compliance by actively requiring, as a condition of cover, that companies prove compliance with the new UK legislation through a properly implemented and monitored code of conduct governing corruption and bribery. The ECGD could in particular find out at the Impact Questionnaire stage of the application process whether companies have appropriate codes of conduct.

Codes of conduct vary dramatically in quality and effectiveness, however. As the 2002 Friends Ivory and Sime survey of business practice by EU firms showed, most companies have such codes but many of them are extremely weak or are ignored.

387. The Economist, “Odd Industry Out”, 18/7/02
388. Prior to 2001, the UK claimed that its existing corruption legislation was sufficient to implement the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery. Pressure from the OECD, which criticised this legislation for its lack of an explicit reference to bribery of foreign public officials, and from the US, led the UK to add a section to the 2001 Anti-Terrorism, Crime and Security Act (Chapter 24, Part 12), which made it clear that acts of bribery committed abroad were a criminal offence under UK law and thus could be tried. The Act came into force in February 2002. The UK government plans to introduce a new corruption bill, a draft of which was published in March 2003. This bill, which is meant to update existing corruption legislation, is currently under consideration by a Parliamentary Joint Committee, and will come before Parliament for debate in autumn 2003.
389. It is worth noting that while the 2001 Anti-Terrorism, Crime and Security Act made it explicit that an offence would be committed even if the act of bribery was carried out “in a country or territory outside the United Kingdom”, under the previous corruption legislation, if “any relevant act” of the offence of corruption took place in the UK, it could also be tried in UK courts. This means that if a bribe were authorised by a senior management person in the UK, then that would be an offence under the previous UK corruption laws.
390. In January 2001, the ECGD introduced a case impact analysis process, which included an Impact Questionnaire to be filled out by all civil, non-aerospace applicants requesting cover. The Impact Questionnaire asks whether the project will have environmental, social or human rights impacts, and whether it will meet recognised environmental, and health and safety standards. It does not ask any questions relating to corruption.
Corruption and the UK’s Export Credits Guarantee Department has received the lion’s share of ECGD cover for many years, has a policy on Integrity in Business Dealings, but describes this policy as “confidential”. Confidential codes of conduct cannot be monitored by shareholders, government departments or public interest groups.

Therefore, The Corner House believes that the ECGD should:

- amend the wording of the warranty so that it spells out the legal implications of bribery; and
- require information at the Impact Questionnaire stage as to whether companies have:
  1. a publicly available code of conduct that shows full compliance with UK legislation on corruption and that covers all areas of corruption, including facilitation payments, commissions, gifts and donations;
  2. proper management systems and training programmes to ensure that the code is implemented effectively;
  3. information in their annual reports on their policies and performance on combating bribery, including any investigations and allegations they may face for corruption and the number of staff disciplined for corruption;392
  4. signed up to the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI),393 thereby agreeing to publish all payments made to governments, including taxes, royalties and signature bonuses; and
  5. adequate systems of internal accounting controls.

2. The ECGD needs to examine its procedures to ensure that its new warranty is enforceable, and to look seriously at instituting a proper debarment policy.

Having to sign a statement declaring that it has not been involved in corruption on the contract for which it is seeking ECGD support will cause a company to stop and think twice about bribing. The warranty introduced by the ECGD is an important new step that brings it into line with the OECD Action Statement on Bribery and Officially Supported Export Credits. Indeed, the ECGD has gone further than the Action Statement by requiring companies to affirm in addition that they have not been convicted in court of corruption and that they do not appear on the World Bank’s list of ineligible firms.

The ECGD’s warranty is not, however, as stringent as it at first appears. In particular, the ECGD’s lack of proper investigatory powers and a failure to refer all suspected cases to the police and Serious Fraud Office means that there is a risk that the warranty is not being effectively policed or enforced. The failure of the ECGD to debar companies found guilty of corruption, meanwhile, means that it is falling behind international best practice and ignoring a crucial and effective sanction against bribery.

Strengthening Investigatory Procedures

Unless the companies backed by the ECGD know that the risk of bribery is not worth taking because the likelihood of being found out is so high, then they are likely to carry on taking that risk. At the moment

392. This particular requirement would ensure that the ECGD followed the OECD’s 1997 Revised Recommendations on Combating Bribery in International Business Transactions that “member countries should encourage company management to make statements in their annual reports about their internal control mechanisms, including those that contribute to preventing bribery” (V.C.ii). Shell currently follows this policy.

there is a distinct lack of clarity about how the warranty is being enforced.

The ECGD has shown a reluctance to investigate corruption allegations (as the case studies in Section Two illustrate), a reluctance which has persisted despite the introduction of its new anti-corruption measures. Over the past seven years, the ECGD has received on average one corruption allegation each year on projects it has backed.394 In only two known instances in the last seven years, however, has the ECGD referred the allegation to the UK’s investigatory authorities, one of these being in the last few months. Given that the ECGD admits that it has “no legal investigatory rights in a way that the SFO or Police do,”395 this is a matter for concern.396

The ECGD’s Internal Audit and Assurance Department is responsible for investigating allegations of corrupt practices and, in the words of the ECGD, determining “whether there is genuine cause for concern”.397 Given its lack of investigatory powers, however, it is not clear what its procedures are, whether they include making contact with the authorities in the country in which the corruption is alleged to have taken place, and whether they require all documentation from the companies implicated by the allegations.

According to the contract signed between the ECGD and the companies it backs, while the ECGD may enter the premises of a company that it gives support to and review its records, it must give five business days notice before doing so, and must “hold in confidence any information or copy record obtained . . . and destroy such records or if requested return them”.398 These restrictions suggest that the ECGD’s Internal Audit and Assurance Division has its hands tied in such a way as to seriously undermine its ability to check whether companies are complying with the warranty.

While the ECGD claims that it has no investigatory powers, under section 431 of the 1985 Companies Act, the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, to whom the ECGD is answerable, is allowed to appoint inspectors to investigate the affairs of a company and report on them.399 This Act requires companies to produce all books and documents in their custody to the inspectors, to attend before the inspectors when required to do so, and to give the inspectors all assistance. An answer given by a person to a question put by the inspectors may be used in evidence against that person. Indeed, under section 447 of this Act, it is an offence for companies not to produce books or papers for examination by departmental officers. Under the Civil Service Management Code, meanwhile, it is the duty of all civil servants to report corruption cases to the appropriate authorities.399

The response of the ECGD to the recent OECD Export Credit Group’s Survey on measures to combat bribery shows that the ECGD does have a formal institutional requirement to inform investigative authorities in cases for which there is sufficient evidence of corruption, either before or after giving cover. In April 2003, it revealed through the survey that it had taken the further step of making it a formal institutional requirement to inform investigative authorities of suspicions of bribery both before and after cover has been given. Indeed, in this survey it revealed that it has notified investigative authorities of a suspicion of corruption in the first few months of 2003.400

394. Hansard, 8/2/00, Commons Written Answers, Column 120W, Mr Caborn to Mr Alan Simpson MP; Hansard, 19/9/02, Commons Written Answers, Column 161W, Ms Hewitt to John Austin MP.
395. Email from ECGD Spokesperson to The Corner House, 9/7/02
396. In a recent statement, the ECGD’s Chief Executive, Vivian Brown, said that while the ECGD “would normally carry out initial enquiries to seek further information . . . we have no investigatory powers and welcome step that will pass any information we received to the relevant authorities, for example the Police or Serious Fraud Office.” (Letter from Vivian Brown to the New Statesman, 22/9/02, Vol 15, p.36). The ECGD has clarified to The Corner House that it does not refer all information or allegations or corruption per se, but only “substantive information resulting from initial enquiries” carried out by the ECGD (Communication from the ECGD to The Corner House, 21/5/03).
397. Hansard, 21/6/00, Commons Written Answers, Column 183 W, Mr Caborn to Mr Austin MP. Email from ECGD Spokesperson to The Corner House, 10/5/02
398. Law Society, “Legislation the Criminal Code: Corruption”, Report 248, 3 March 1998, paras 6.12 following, pp.98-99. The ECGD has told The Corner House that “the mere existence of such a power belonging to the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry does not mean that the ECGD has the power to appoint inspectors.” (Communication from the ECGD, 21/5/03). But while the ECGD may not have this power, the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry does have the power, under the 1991 Export and Investment Guarantee Act, to “make any arrangements which, in his [sic] opinion, are in the interests of the proper financial management of the ECGD portfolio.” Given that investigating corruption clearly falls under the heading of being “in the interests of proper financial management”, the question remains as to why the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry him or herself cannot use his or her power to appoint inspectors with regard to the ECGD’s business.
400. Turning a Blind Eye
Corruption is a notoriously difficult area to investigate, not least because suspicions of bribery can be broadcast by rival bidders on a contract who lost out or by opposition political parties seeking to make political gain. But in cases where there are well-grounded suspicions from credible sources (particularly if such suspicions are being investigated by government authorities in the country concerned), The Corner House believes that the ECGD should refer such suspicions to the appropriate authorities in the UK.**

Therefore, the ECGD needs to:

* examine whether it may be appropriate to rethink its investigatory procedures, in addition to measures it has already taken, including reviewing whether the contracts it signs with companies need to be rewritten so as to give it greater powers to check whether its warranty is being met by exporters receiving its support; and

* consider creating a specialised unit within its Internal Audit Division to investigate corruption allegations.

** Debarring Corrupt Companies

The ECGD says that it would take a corruption conviction “into account” when considering whether or not to provide an export credit and that such a conviction would be “prima facie” grounds for ECGD to refuse cover to a company. Nonetheless, the ECGD maintains that it “is required to consider all applications from exporters on their own merit so we would not automatically debar companies from cover who have been convicted of corruption”.401 In effect, the ECGD holds on to the right to provide cover to a company that has been convicted of corruption, even if it claims it is unlikely to use this right. This undermines the credibility of its warranty system. The ECGD needs to institute a proper system of debarment to bring it into line with international best practice on deterring corruption.

Debarment is used by:

– Various countries including the United States, Singapore, China and Sweden

South Africa and Germany are in the process of introducing a system of blacklisting companies found guilty of corruption from public procurement. 402 In the US, companies found guilty of fraud and bribery in government contracts in the US can be debarred from such contracts by both state and national government for three years. Reinstatement is not automatic, but subject to the company (or individual) proving beyond doubt that the problems have been resolved.

– The US Export Credit Agency, Ex-Im

Under Ex-Im’s new mandate authorised in June 2002, the Agency is required to hold a list of and debar for three years all companies that have violated the 1977 US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act or other named legislation.

– The World Bank

Under the Bank’s debarment policy, which it has operated since 1997, firms are declared ineligible for World Bank contracts if an investigation by a special unit within the World Bank’s Internal Audit Department proves them guilty of fraud or corruption.403 The World Bank is also in the process of setting up a blacklist for wider use by other multilateral development banks and aid agencies.

400. OECD Working Party on Export Credits and Credit Guarantees, “Responses to the 2002 Survey on measures taken to combat bribery in officially supported export credits – as of 30 April 2003”, 21/5/03.

** As this report was going to press, The Corner House learnt that the ECGD has now signed a Memorandum of Understanding with relevant agencies obliging the ECGD “to report any allegation of bribery and corruption to the National Criminal Investigation Service (NCIS)”. See Appendices, “ECGD Response to Turning a Blind Eye”, p.78.

401. Email from ECGD Spokesperson to The Corner House, 10/5/02


403. One problem with the World Bank procedures is that the World Bank does not automatically debar a company convicted in court for corruption if the Bank’s Internal Audit Department has previously cleared it. This is the case now with Acrex, a Canadian company convicted and fined for bribery in October 2002 in Lesotho in connection with the Lesotho Highlands Water Project (see Section Two, Case Study 4, pp.37f), a company which a World Bank investigation earlier found innocent of corruption. It is also noteworthy that the World Bank’s list tends to be dominated by small firms and consultants, and that no major multinational company has yet been blacklisted. According to former World Bank procurement consultant, Tim Tucker, “Companies really have to be very corrupt to get on the World Bank blacklist” (Personal communication with The Corner House, 29/4/03).
The ECGD argues that it cannot operate a debarment policy at present because its legal mandate requires it to consider all applications for support. But the 1991 Export and Investment Guarantees Act gave the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry who is responsible for the ECGD, considerable flexibility, including the right, under section 3(1), to “make any arrangements which, in his [sic] opinion, are in the interests of the proper financial management of the ECGD portfolio, or any part of it” (emphasis added). As proper financial management should require the ECGD not to give cover to companies with a record of corruption, it should be perfectly possible for the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry to institute a debarment policy at the ECGD.

The ECGD, as a branch of the UK government, may in future be required to operate a limited form of debarment if a new EU public procurement directive comes into force. This directive, although still in draft form, comes into force in 2005 and requires EU states to operate a mandatory exclusion from government contracts of any company convicted of corruption within the EU.404

The ECGD should therefore:

· act immediately to bring itself into line with international best practice by debarring from further ECGD cover or insurance for a period of at least three years any company found guilty of fraud or corruption by a government agency or a court anywhere; and

· push the OECD Export Credit Group to ensure that a general export credit agency debarment list is held at the OECD.

3. The ECGD needs to review its enhanced due diligence procedures to ensure that they screen out buyers, companies and projects that have poor records on corruption and governance.405

Given that the ECGD continues to give guarantees and insurance to projects in some of the most corrupt sectors of industry, and given that it operates in countries with some of the worst corruption problems in the world, due diligence and post-issue monitoring procedures are of the utmost importance.

The ECGD has enormous power to determine whether a project will go ahead or not by deciding whether or not to back it. Many of the projects backed by ECAs in general would not go forward without their support, because private sector banks and insurance firms are simply unwilling to underwrite the high financial risks involved. The ECGD could, and arguably must, use this power to ensure that there is no corruption in any part of the projects it supports.

The ECGD has stated that its enhanced due diligence procedures are designed to identify companies with poor track records. Yet it has given guarantees over the last two years to several companies that have been implicated in corruption scandals. Two companies implicated in the corruption scandal in the Lesotho Highlands Water project, Balfour Beatty and Kier International (see pp.37ff), were both given ECGD guarantees in 2000/01.406 The UK subsidiary of French engineering company Alstom, meanwhile, was given various guarantees in 2000/2001 and 2001/2002, even though the parent company has faced numerous corruption...

---

404. Mrs Brunca, EU Public Procurement Division, personal communication, 31/10/02. The Directive has to pass a second reading before the EU Parliament and Council of Ministers before it comes into effect. The EU is considering holding a blacklist of companies found guilty of corruption, but it is unlikely to do so for some time.

405. The Canadian Export Credit Agency, Export Development Canada, based its anti-corruption measures on whether it as an institution would stand the legal test of “reasonable diligence and care” if it were taken to court under Canada’s anti-corruption legislation. See Ran Goel, “Anti-Corruption Measures at Export Development Canada”, Independent Study Course, 22/4/02.

406. Balfour Beatty received a guarantee in 2000/01 of £23.4 million ($37.4 million) as part of a consortium building bridges in the Philippines. Kier International received two credits of £30.5 million ($48.8 million) and £17.3 million ($27.7 million) for work in India and Jamaica (as part of a joint venture) plus a £79.5 million ($127.2 million) guarantee jointly with Mirvan Ltd from Account 3 (the account reserved for projects that do not meet normal underwriting criteria) for work in Romania. These guarantees were issued a year or so after criminal prosecution of the official convicted of receiving bribes in the Lesotho case began (see Section Two, Case Study 4, p.37ff).
investigations in several countries, including South Korea, Malaysia, Spain and Mexico.\textsuperscript{407}

The ECGD has also backed several projects since it instituted its new procedures in which the buyer institution has had serious corruption problems. In Mexico, for instance, the ECGD has an ongoing line of credit open for PEMEX, the state oil company. PEMEX has consistently headed the list of the Mexican Federal Comptroller’s Secretariat’s investigations into corruption. PEMEX’s former head is currently under arrest in the US for embezzling $220 million from the company. In October 2002, a special congressional committee in Mexico was called upon to investigate the transfer of $165 million from PEMEX to the election campaign of the former ruling party, the PRI (Institutional Revolutionary Party).\textsuperscript{408} Only in October 2002 did PEMEX commit itself to full transparency in its purchases and tenders.\textsuperscript{409} In the Philippines, meanwhile, the ECGD has backed several projects for which the buyer was the Department of Works and Highways (DPWH), which has consistently been found to be the one of the most corrupt government departments in the country.\textsuperscript{410}

If the ECGD is to live up to its commitment to combat corrupt practices, it needs to strengthen its due diligence procedures by:

i) moving from a reactive to a preventative model of due diligence by taking sufficient evidence and suspicions of corruption seriously when considering applications;

ii) setting an upper limit to the amount of agents’ commission that will be backed by the ECGD and requiring greater disclosure of information from companies on agents;

iii) setting benchmarks for institutional integrity that buyer institutions must meet before a project can be supported in order to ensure that all components of a project to be backed are corruption-free;

iv) introducing a requirement that contracts to be supported are won through competitive tender and are subject to public audit in all appropriate cases and publishing post-issue monitoring reports for projects with significant cost over-runs; and

v) introducing staff incentives that reward underwriters at the ECGD for providing cover to projects that meet enhanced due diligence standards designed to combat corruption and that penalise those who consistently fail to meet these standards.

\textbf{i) moving from a reactive to a preventative model of due diligence by taking sufficient evidence and suspicions of corruption seriously when considering applications.}

“Simply sitting still, doing business as usual and waiting for a legal judgement of bribery means that the sanction comes much too late to have any impact or relevance.”

\textit{Michael Wiehen}\n\textit{Transparency International}\textsuperscript{411}

At present, the only apparent criterion that the ECGD uses to establish whether companies have a poor track record on corruption, or whether there has been corruption in a project to be supported, is whether the

\textsuperscript{407} Engineering company Alstom, which has also been implicated in the Lesotho Highlands Water Project corruption, has received two export credits of £12 million ($19.2 million) and £16.1 million ($25.7 million) for work in Mexico and Turkey respectively in 2000/01. For details of the various corruption investigations of Alstom, see Susan Hawley, “Still underwriting corruption? The ECGD’s recent record” paper presented at “Beyond Business Principles”, Seminar on Export Credit Reform, House of Commons, 23/5/02, www.thecornerhouse.org.uk/document/corrupt.html

\textsuperscript{408} EFE, 7/11/02, “Government seeks extradition of ex-Pemex head, wants to recover funds”; \textit{The News}, 23/10/02, “Pemexgate suspects to be called before congressional committee”.

\textsuperscript{409} Business News Americas, 15/10/02, “Pemex signs accord to improve procurement transparency”.

\textsuperscript{410} \textit{The Straits Times}, 24/7/02, “Graft: Filipinos hope to see big fish caught”; \textit{BusinessWorld (Philippines)} 22/7/02, “Special Feature”.

\textsuperscript{411} Michael Wiehen, “Implementation of the ECG’s Action Statement of December 2000 on Export Credit Support”, Presentation to the ECG, 2/3/03
company concerned has received a conviction for corruption in a court. As noted in this report, there have been few court convictions for corruption around the world, with the exception of the US, due to the difficulty of getting evidence and lack of political will. Considering only convictions for corruption means that the ECGD’s threshold for assessing how likely a company is to bribe is very low. It also means that the ECGD’s approach to corruption is geared towards reacting to corruption long after it has happened, rather than seeking to prevent it.

At present, the ECGD has stated in its response to the OECD Export Credit Group’s Survey on measures to combat bribery that it has no formal institutional commitment to withholding support for transactions if there is sufficient evidence of corruption. It is only one of ten ECAs that has not made such an institutional commitment. By not doing so, the ECGD is failing to fulfil its requirements under the OECD Action Statement on Bribery and Officially Supported Export Credits; by signing this statement, it explicitly agreed to withhold support in cases where there was sufficient evidence of corruption.

The ECGD has also stated in the OECD survey that it has no institutional commitment to withhold support to projects for which there is a suspicion of bribery. In late 2001, the ECGD stated that suspected corruption would be given due weight when it considered supporting projects. But the ECGD has since told The Corner House that “suspected corruption alone is not valid grounds for ECGD to refuse or suspend cover”. Given that it is incredibly difficult to prove corruption and that it usually takes a long time before evidence of corruption emerges, it is vital that the ECGD takes seriously suspicions of corruption voiced by reliable and trustworthy sources. Only if the ECGD takes such suspicions seriously can it avoid backing projects in which corruption may have occurred. The ECGD is behind best practice with regard to other export credit agencies on this issue. Eight other ECAs from OECD countries withhold support where bribery is suspected.

In order to be able to gather more information on the track record of companies, the ECGD should consider the possibility of requiring more information from companies at the Impact Questionnaire stage about any investigations for corruption to which they have been subject. In particular, the ECGD could find out whether the company has been subject to investigations by a government agency, parliamentary body or another company. This would provide much more detailed evidence of a company’s propensity to bribe than a statement as to whether it has been convicted of corruption in a court or not.

The ECGD should therefore:

- make a formal institutional commitment to withhold support where there is sufficient evidence of corruption;
- formally state that suspected corruption in a project would be grounds for refusing cover; and
- require companies to provide information at the Impact Questionnaire stage on whether they have been subject to any investigations for corruption by government agencies, parliamentary bodies or other companies and the outcome of these investigations.

412. OECD Working Party on Export Credits and Credit Guarantees, “Responses to the 2002 Survey on measures taken to combat bribery in officially supported export credits – as of 31 January 2003”, 10/2/03.
413. Email from ECGD spokesperson to The Corner House, 10/5/02.
414. OECD Working Party on Export Credits and Credit Guarantees, “Responses to the 2002 Survey on measures taken to combat bribery in officially supported export credits – as of 31 January 2003”, 10/2/03.
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ii) - setting an upper limit to the amount of commissions paid to agents that will be backed by the ECGD;
- refusing to back projects in which agents are based, or commission payments are made, offshore;
- increasing due diligence with regard to consortia partners; and
- requiring disclosure of all payments made in relation to a contract.

Given that the vast majority of bribes are likely to be paid through an agent, and given that commissions have in the past been a vehicle for hiding bribes, it is crucial that the ECGD has the highest standards with regards to agents and commissions.

In early 2003, the ECGD brought in some new measures on agents; these require the purpose of commissions to be identified, and the details of the agent to whom commission is payable, and of any relationship between the purchaser and the agent, to be provided in all cases. Previously, the ECGD said that it did “not normally enquire” about the purpose of commissions, nor did it ask for any information about agents besides their country and place of payment. These details are now required in all cases, whereas previously they were required only “on potential problem cases.” These new measures are very welcome.

In its response to the OECD Export Credit Group survey, however, the ECGD stated that it does not set an upper limit on agents’ commissions, although it would investigate and seek assurances from the exporter were the commission to be in excess of what was normal for the market or the contract. The ECGD lags behind best practice in this respect when compared to other export credit agencies. The ECAs of Canada, the US, New Zealand, Italy, the Slovak Republic and Spain all set a ceiling on agents’ commissions for which official support is given.

The Corner House believes that the ECGD, in the interests of transparency, should refuse cover to projects that employ agents who are registered offshore, or where the payment of commission is to be made offshore. The secrecy that operates in offshore centres breeds corruption. As the previous section shows, in several cases in the past the ECGD has backed projects where the agent was based, or commission payments were made, offshore.

In addition, the ECGD should monitor the track record of consortia partners involved in projects it backs. Bribes can be paid by the consortia partners of an ECGD-supported company with or without the knowledge of the UK company. The ECGD should therefore ensure that, when it backs UK companies that are part of consortia, the company’s consortia partners do not have a track record of corruption. The ECGD should also require information on all payments (including political donations) made in the course of a project. Even charity donations can, as Transparency International has noted, be a means for companies to direct payments to government ministers, particularly when the minister is directly involved in the charity concerned.

The ECGD should therefore:

---

415. OECD Working Party on Export Credits and Credit Guarantees, “Responses to the 2002 Survey on measures taken to combat bribery in officially supported export credits – as of 31 January 2003”, 10/2/03
416. Email from ECGD spokesperson to The Corner House, 10/5/02
417. OECD Working Party on Export Credits and Credit Guarantees, “Responses to the 2002 Survey on measures taken to combat bribery in officially supported export credits – as of 30 April 2003”, 21/5/03. Spain and Italy set a ceiling of 5% of the contract value, while Canada’s ceiling is 10%. Spain and Italy set a ceiling of 5% of the contract value, while Canada’s ceiling is 10%. Spain and Italy set a ceiling of 5% of the contract value, while Canada’s ceiling is 10%. Spain and Italy set a ceiling of 5% of the contract value, while Canada’s ceiling is 10%.
418. For details of offshore taxhavens, see footnote 284.
The Corner House acknowledges that, in the context of public procurement, competitive tender can be contentious. It has been used as a means to contract out or privatise public services. But the process has brought problems of its own. Preparing bids for a contract is expensive, meaning that smaller companies that cannot afford to bid for projects get squeezed out, and that increased administrative costs are clawed back by raising contract costs. Some studies suggest that, in the context of contracted-out public services, the quality of service or product is sometimes less and certainly no better. Furthermore, savings achieved through competitive tender are often obtained by reducing labour costs, usually by cutting the numbers of staff, and by underbidding, which leads to extra costs further down the line, often at taxpayers’ expense. A requirement for competitive tender, meanwhile, has been used by institutions such as the World Bank to ensure that foreign companies are allowed to bid for local services in Third World countries. See Sue Arrowsmith and Keith Hartley (eds), “Introduction”, Public Procurement, International Library of Critical Writings in Economics. Elgar, Cheltenham, 2002, (www.york.ac.uk/depts/econ/rc/pupproc2.pdf).

- set a threshold of 5% of the contract value for the amount of agents’ commission that it will support;
- refuse cover when agents are based, or commission payments are to be made, offshore;
- increase its due diligence assessments of consortia partners and companies from non-UK countries involved in the project; and
- require disclosure of all payments and gifts made by a company in the course of a project.

### iii) Setting benchmarks for institutional integrity

**That buyer institutions must meet before a project can be supported in order to ensure that all components of a project to be backed are corruption-free.**

The ECGD has so far taken a fairly limited approach to corruption in its new measures; it focuses on bribery by UK companies, rather than the potential for corruption in any part of the project to undermine the project’s viability. To be consistent with the UK government’s broader international commitments to tackle corruption, the ECGD should be taking a broader view.

The ECGD can generate considerable reputational damage for the country concerned if that project goes wrong due and corruption is implicated. Such damage can restrict the ability of the country to attract further investment on favourable terms. The ECGD needs to ensure, therefore, that, even if the UK component of any project it backs is clean, the project as a whole is not tainted with corruption. It should be concerned not just with the credit-worthiness of the buyer institution (usually a government department or state-owned company) but also with its record on transparency, accountability and business integrity.

The ECGD therefore needs to:

- develop benchmarks for transparency, accountability and public participation that buyer institutions must meet before a project will be backed; these should include a commitment to transparency and public disclosure, an ability to account for resources, a proper external audit, and a commitment to transparent and fair public procurement processes; and
- make it standard procedure as part of its due diligence checks to get advice from other donor agencies providing funds to the country on the appropriateness of projects and the track record of buyer institutions.

### iv) Requiring competitive and transparent tender processes

**And public audits of project performance for projects to be backed, and publishing post-issue monitoring reports for projects with significant cost overruns.**

Prior to April 2002, the ECGD did not require companies to provide any information on whether the contract to be supported had been won through
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competitive tender, or indeed on the tender process at all. This was noted upon by the International Development Committee in its report on corruption in March 2001. Since April 2002, the ECGD has asked applicants to state what type of tender procedure has been used in the awarding of the contract to be supported, and states that two thirds of contracts covered by the ECGD over this period were won through competitive tender.421 The ECGD has stopped short however of making competitive tender a requirement for projects to be supported. Its reasons are that competitive tender would not be appropriate on projects such as refurbishment of existing plants or infrastructure. Yet such projects constitute only a small percentage of the number of ECGD-backed projects and could easily be exempted from such a requirement through special clauses.

Competitive tender can reduce the cost of projects by between 20-30%.422 Competitive tendering is considered best business practice, and is required (with exemption clauses for appropriate cases) by all multilateral development banks, and many governments at a national level. What many of the case studies in this report have in common is that their contracts were awarded without competitive tendering, sometimes despite a legal requirement for competitive tender at a national level. Furthermore, research commissioned by the ECGD from National Economic Research Associates (NERA) in April 2000 states that it is only if there is competitive bidding in export contracts supported by the ECGD that there is any benefit or redistribution of resources to the importing country, since competitive bidding would lower the cost of contracts and result in cheaper imports or projects.423

The Corner House is aware of one instance, in Papua New Guinea, where the ECGD has backed a project that was not subject to competitive tender despite the fact that local law required a competitive tender process to take place. As a result, there have been accusations that the goods procured from a UK company were overpriced, and the project – the construction of 166 steel bridges by a UK company – has become controversial. Lack of transparency in tender processes can significantly damage the reputation of a project, and fuel allegations of corruption, even where there are none. It is therefore imperative that the ECGD ensure that proper tender procedures are followed in line with national law, and that these procedures are transparent.

Competitive tender by itself does not prevent corruption, however.424 Nor is it a panacea. Unless tender processes in host countries are governed by rules on transparency, public disclosure and accountability, corruption can severely undermine the competitive tendering process. Furthermore, in the absence of proper public audit, evaluating whether a project was completed satisfactorily within the contract price and timeframe, cost overruns can undermine the savings achieved through competitive tender.

Given that it will be the taxpayers of the host country which will end up paying if the project goes wrong, the ECGD should also seek to ensure that projects it supports, particularly high-risk ones, are subject to public audit of project performance by an appropriate body at the national level. The ECGD should also, for the sake of transparency and accountability, publish post-issue monitoring reports on projects that have had significant cost over-runs.

421. Hansard, 1/5/03, Commons Written Answers, Column 627W, Ms Hewitt to Simon Thomas MP.
424. See Tim Tucker, “A Veterinary College for Afribia”, paper on public procurement in the Third World produced for The Corner House, April 2003. Tucker argues that competitive tender can lead to an extra layer of bureaucracy that can actually increase the potential for corruption, and lead to bad deals. In particular, he says, the inability of tender boards to take the track record of companies in to account, means that companies which look best on paper despite having a poor performance record often win contracts ahead of more suitable bidders.
To sum up, the ECGD should:

- require contracts to have been won by competitive tender, unless appropriate circumstances justify an exclusion, particularly in circumstances where local law requires it;
- require in high risk cases where the buyer or the company has a history of corruption that the tendering process is overseen by a monitoring committee involving civil society and stakeholder groups; 
- ensure that projects, particularly high-risk ones, are subject to public audit of project performance by an appropriate body at the national level in the country concerned; and
- publish post-issue monitoring reports on projects which have had significant cost over-runs.

\[v)\) introducing staff incentives, in consultation with staff unions, that reward underwriters at the ECGD for providing cover to projects that meet enhanced due diligence standards for combating corruption and that penalise those who consistently fail to meet these standards.\]

The importance of combating corruption needs to pervade the whole institutional culture of the ECGD, not just to be ghettoised within the business principles unit. Currently, there is a risk that underwriters in particular may place more emphasis on approving projects than on ensuring that they are free from corruption. To avoid this, the ECGD needs to ensure that it has an appropriate system of staff incentives that rewards good practice and penalises consistent bad practice.

4. The ECGD needs to deepen further its increasing commitment to transparency.

“Greater openness is not only an essential part of good governance, but also has an intrinsic value. Citizens have a basic right to know.”

*Joseph Stiglitz and Roumeen Islam*

In the past few years, the ECGD has come a long way in trying to be more transparent – but it still has some way to go. It now publishes each year a list of the guarantees it provides, but publication is subject to consent from the exporter. In 2001/2002, two exporters (with guarantees totalling £14.5 million) refused that consent. Since companies are relying on taxpayers’ money, it should be a condition of cover that they accept public disclosure rather than it being merely an option.

The ECGD announced in March 2003 that from 14th April 2003, it would provide details of projects with high potential impacts (such as oil, gas, mining, cement, nuclear and thermal power projects as well as large dams, major transport and large-scale forestry projects) prior to deciding whether or not to provide support. This information will normally be provided 60 days prior to a decision to provide cover, subject to consent being given by the exporting company, who will remain anonymous.

While this new disclosure policy is welcome, high potential impact cases...
represented only 12 out of 93 projects supported in 2001. The ECGD should make early disclosure of all projects at least two months before it makes a decision, so that potentially affected communities in the countries concerned and public interest groups have an opportunity to register their concerns with the ECGD. By doing so, the ECGD will be able to get more a more accurate picture of the potential impact of the project. From an anti-corruption point of view, it means that people will be able to alert the ECGD to allegations of corruption more easily before the ECGD backs a project.

The ECGD’s insurance business, meanwhile, including its Overseas Investment Insurance (OII),\(^{428}\) which together represent two thirds of ECGD business, are, for the most part, treated as “commercial-in-confidence”. OII has increased five-fold over the last five years, reaching a record £1 billion ($1.6 billion) in 2001/2002. In the same year, the ECGD’s other insurance business totalled £1.1 billion ($1.8 billion). OII, in particular, is issued mainly in developing and transition countries (mainly those of the former Soviet Union), where corruption and unproductive expenditure have a disproportionate impact. OII projects that fall under the high potential impact category will, however, from April 2003, be disclosed under the ECGD’s new disclosure policy, again subject to consent from the exporter or investor.\(^{429}\)

Up to now, the ECGD has argued that it cannot make OII public because “notifying the presence of export credit or investment insurance could induce the buyer to default on their obligations, i.e. the UK government would pick up the tab” and because if OII were known, “it might be felt to imply a certain lack of faith in the buyer’s financial position”.\(^{430}\) The fact that the ECGD is now proposing to disclose high potential impact cases suggests that this argument does not hold water.\(^{431}\) The ECGD should therefore broaden its disclosure policy with regard to all insurance business.

Finally, the ECGD needs to be more open about its investigations into, and procedures for dealing with, corruption. At the moment, the ECGD merely states in its last Annual Report that “to the best of our knowledge, ECGD has not received applications from, or provided support for, any company that has at any time been convicted of corruption or which appears on the World Bank list of debarred companies”.\(^{432}\) In the light of its new procedures, it would be a matter of grave concern if it had. But the ECGD should also state in its Annual Report (in line with current commercial best practice and recommendations by the OECD for internal company controls):

– the number of corruption allegations it has received;
– the number it has investigated;
– the outcome of the investigations (that is, whether cover was terminated or whether the company was cleared of the allegation);
– the number of allegations it referred to the Serious Fraud Office; and
– the number of applications refused export credits because of suspicions of corruption.

Only if the ECGD does this can Parliament and the general public evaluate how effectively the Department’s anti-corruption measures are working.

\(^{428}\) Overseas Investment Insurance provides companies with political risk insurance against expropriation, war, restrictions on remittances and, in some cases, breach of undertaking. According to the ECGD in a personal communication to The Corner House, the ECGD would seek to recover the claim via the company it has insured rather than directly from the government of the country concerned. But ECGD officials told the Indian NGO, Prayas, that it would seek to recover the claim through diplomatic means with the government concerned, and that if that did not work, then it would break trade relations with the country (Notes of Prayas meeting with ECGD, 30/10/02, Mumbai). The ECGD has not yet had to pay a claim under OII.

\(^{429}\) Email from ECGD Business Principles Advisor to The Corner House, 9/5/03

\(^{430}\) Email from ECGD spokesperson to The Corner House, 10/5/02

\(^{431}\) It is also not clear why, for example, if the government of a developing country knew that it would face possible trade sanctions or a diplomatic pressure from the UK government were it not to compensate a company in the case of expropriation, restriction on remittances, war or breach of contract, it would be more rather than less likely to default on paying such compensation.

\(^{432}\) ECGD, Review of the Year & Annual Report and Resource Accounts for 2001/02, p.41.
To summarise, the ECGD should:

- let companies know that publication of ECGD backing is a condition of cover not an option;
- include in its Annual Report a list of all projects covered under insurance business, including the Overseas Investment Insurance scheme;
- publish a list of all projects it is reviewing for cover, not just high potential impact cases;
- include in its Annual Report a detailed breakdown of the number of corruption allegations it has received, is aware of, has investigated or passed to the Serious Fraud Office, and the number of projects it has refused to back because of suspicions of corruption.

**Conclusion**

The culture of institutional negligence at the ECGD with regard to corruption in the companies and projects it backs has a long and deep history. Despite new measures brought in against corruption in late 2000, the ECGD still faces the fall-out from its many years of backing corrupt projects, fall-out that it has yet fully to address. Furthermore, it is not yet clear that the new anti-corruption measures are making a significant impact either on the Department’s operating procedures or on British business practice abroad. Since these measures were introduced, the ECGD has backed at least one project with a corruption problem, and there are some serious weaknesses in the new measures. The ECGD must urgently re-address the issue of corruption and make some qualitative leaps forward. If not, more developing and transition countries are likely to suffer from over-priced projects and greater debt burdens, and the UK’s reputation on tackling corruption will be tarnished.
## Appendices

### ECGD Top Ten Markets For Guarantees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1997/98</strong></td>
<td>£ million</td>
<td>1997 - out of 52 countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>833.4</td>
<td>41/52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei</td>
<td>580.3</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>424.8</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>313.1</td>
<td>49/52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>292.6</td>
<td>46/52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>249.4</td>
<td>40/52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>225.0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>208.4</td>
<td>36/52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>186.7</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>176.4</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **1998/99** | £ million | 1998 - out of 85 countries                                    |
|Saudi Arabia | 1,012.4  | n/a                                                          |
| China     | 610.1   | 52/85                                                         |
| Brunei    | 580.3   | n/a                                                          |
| Indonesia | 162.2   | 80/85                                                         |
| Egypt     | 135.4   | 66/85                                                         |
| USA       | 134.9   | 17/85                                                         |
| Turkey    | 134.8   | 54/85                                                         |
| Brazil    | 117.7   | 46/85                                                         |
| Hong Kong | 109.1   | 16/85                                                         |
| UAE       | 94.4    | n/a                                                          |

| **1999/2000** | £ million | 1999 - out of 99 countries                                    |
|Saudi Arabia | 1,012.4  | n/a                                                          |
| Malaysia    | 890.64   | 32/99                                                         |
| Turkey      | 382.28   | 54/99                                                         |
| South Africa | 268.10  | 34/99                                                         |
| USA         | 254.10   | 18/99                                                         |
| Oman        | 217.75   | n/a                                                          |
| UAE         | 191.37   | n/a                                                          |
| Indonesia   | 155.14   | 96/99                                                         |
| Switzerland | 146.83   | 9/99                                                          |
| Philippines | 136.82   | 54/99                                                         |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2000/01</strong></td>
<td>£ million</td>
<td><strong>2000 - out of 90 countries</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>1,736.18</td>
<td>34/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>1,017.03</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>263.92</td>
<td>14/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>259.00</td>
<td>50/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>207.38</td>
<td>69/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>164.00</td>
<td>85/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>161.23</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>153.58</td>
<td>69/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>133.21</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>123.73</td>
<td>49/90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **2001/02** | £ million | **2001 - out of 91 countries** |
|Saudi Arabia | 1,013.48 | n/a |
| Chile | 285.92 | 18/91 |
| Philippines | 194.47 | 65/91 |
| Indonesia | 169.12 | 88/91 |
| USA | 151.99 | 17/91 |
| Turkey | 143.95 | 54/91 |
| Russian Federation | 120.92 | 79/91 |
| Canada | 106.53 | 7/91 |
| India | 104.96 | 71/91 |
| China | 92.64 | 57/91 |

Source: ECGD Annual Reports and Resource Accounts
## ECGD Top Ten Markets – ECGD Exposure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2001/02</strong></td>
<td>£ million</td>
<td><strong>2002 – out of 102 countries</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>2,203.7</td>
<td>59/102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>1,869.5</td>
<td>101/102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>1,554.4</td>
<td>96/102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>1,287.9</td>
<td>36/102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>1,020.5</td>
<td>71/102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>1,008.2</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>963.1</td>
<td>77/102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>954.1</td>
<td>33/102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>791.7</td>
<td>64/102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>762.2</td>
<td>16/102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2000/01</strong></td>
<td>£ million</td>
<td><strong>2001 – out of 91 countries</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>2,845.1</td>
<td>57/91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>1,887.1</td>
<td>90/91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>1,554.5</td>
<td>88/91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>1,493.1</td>
<td>38/91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>1,180.8</td>
<td>79/91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>1,083.5</td>
<td>14/91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>1,078.7</td>
<td>36/91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>1,008.8</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>949.7</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>916.5</td>
<td>54/91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ECGD Annual Reports and Resource Accounts
ECGD Response to *Turning a Blind Eye: Corruption and the UK’s Export Credits Guarantee Department*, received 28 May 2003

We will prepare a detailed response to the criticisms this report contains in due course. In the meantime, we have some initial comments.

ECGD have always considered bribery and corruption to be unacceptable in the conduct of international business. We take issue with the report’s central suggestion that our organisational practices allow corruption to go unchecked. The tone of the report suggests that we have been at best negligent and at worst complicit in our attitude towards bribery and corruption.

The rigorous scrutiny procedures at ECGD have been developed over many years and we are committed to regular review to ensure that these are consistent with or better than international best practice. In September 2000 major improvements were made to strengthen our checks and balances. Subsequently, we have made further amendments to maintain or enhance their rigour. We are confident that these new measures address any perceived weaknesses in our earlier systems.

Inevitably, the report has had to concentrate almost entirely on historical cases, where guarantees or insurance were issued prior to the overhaul of procedures. Even before the overhaul, ECGD were aware of these allegations and were treating them as a matter of serious concern. As a result, our Business Group, Internal Audit and Legal services made a number of recommendations that were incorporated into our processes. The recommendations made in the Corner House report provide some additional suggestions that we will consider in due course along with our own continuing review of this area.

We have also improved our processes to reflect both the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials, and the recent enhancements to the Prevention of Corruption Acts made by the Anti-Terrorism Crime and Security Act (ATCS 2001).

Our customers must now sign a warranty that they have not and will not engage in any corrupt activity when working on any contract or investment supported by ECGD. Our customers are made aware in the application documents of the serious and enforceable penalties for breaching the warranty: cancelling the insurance policy or requiring the repayment of any claims payments.

ECGD have also signed a memorandum of understanding with relevant agencies obliging us to report any allegation of bribery and corruption to the National Criminal Investigation Service (NCIS). NCIS are, in turn, responsible for reporting any allegation worthy of investigation to the authorities in the jurisdiction concerned.
Prior to underwriting, we carry out extensive due diligence procedures to prevent cover being given to companies who have been engaged in bribery and corruption. We analyse a number of factors that can indicate the possibility of malpractice, including the relationships between the parties to the contract, the exporter’s track record, factors in the pricing or make-up of the contract that may indicate a higher risk of corruption, and high levels of agent’s commission. Companies applying for support must state the procedure used for awarding the contract (including whether it was put out to tender) and due account is taken of this.

While ECGD cannot blacklist companies, our procedures can produce a similar result, as a company’s conviction for corruption or its inclusion in the World Bank’s blacklist should be a prima facie reason for refusing cover.

ECGD are fully committed to greater transparency and accountability. More information about our activities and the business we support is available to the public now than at any time in the Department’s history. We now routinely publish ECGD exposure and claims outstanding on a market-by-market basis.

We have recently introduced a new section on our website giving details of cases with potentially high impacts that we are actively examining. A list of the guarantees that we issue in support of UK exporters is published in our Annual Report and on our internet site. These actions have been taken in response to consultations with stakeholders, including NGOs and customers, and such consultations now play a major role in our external relations. We are regularly in contact with The Corner House and co-operated extensively in providing information and clarification during the drafting of the report.

ECGD treat sustainable development seriously using the DEFRA definition of “development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. ECGD, when considering support, look not only at the payment risks but also at the underlying quality of the project, including its environmental, social and human rights impacts. Our approach in determining whether to support a project is one of constructive engagement, with a view to achieving necessary improvements in the project’s impacts. We are also pressing for international reform on sustainable development and human rights issues in relation to export credits.

We hope this response shows that ECGD take the issue of bribery and corruption very seriously. We should stress that, while we are satisfied with our current stance in this respect, we are by no means complacent and are committed to maintaining and enhancing our already rigorous standards. Accordingly, we welcome the publication of this report as a stimulus to further discussion.